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Abstract

Decision making is an inherent part of everyday work and learning processes. Superior

decision outcomes can be achieved by structuring decision processes, encouraging

domain experts to work collaborative1y, providing visualization ofdecisions as they

develop, and providing decision makers with time and flexibility to better understand

problems and to project outcomes. Evaluation of distributed synchronous virtual

teamwork environments has eluded researchers. The theoretical foundation of this study

was Adaptive Structuration Theory (AST) enhanced by a distributed cognition

framework. Discourse analysis was used to explore ways to evaluate effectiveness of

newly-formed time-constrained self-directed virtual teams using computer-mediated

communication (CMC) to solve ill-defined problems. Measures ofwork process

performance were percentages of meeting time devoted to Situation Assessment,

Resource Coordination, Idea Generation, and Model Building. Ten measures ofwork

outcome for each of six teams were taken to assess change in decision model quality over

time. The data informing this study were obtained during an elective computer science

course. The author's course design focused on human-computer interaction (HCI)

aspects ofuse, design, and deployment of computer-supported collaborative work

(CSCW) and computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL) systems. Participants

were randomly assigned to teams that remained intact throughout the semester. Teams

assumed various roles during policy and software-design scenarios. Networked

TeamECTM decision-modeling software enabled team problem solving. NetMeeting

provided connectivity, application sharing, and text chat for intra-team communication to

simulate distributed virtual meetings. Discourse analysis revealed process performance
vii



patterns and development of shared mental models ofproblem solutions. The outcome

variable (Model Score) improved over time for all teams, but degree of improvement

varied greatly among teams. Qualitative analysis of group process variables indicated

variance was due to how well teams understood scenario-role requirements and managed

available resources. Time usage by process variable was analyzed to measure critical

resource use to discover "best practice" guidelines for distributed synchronous teamwork.

A Naturalistic Decision Making (NDM) approach extended collaborative experiential

learning to complex applied knowledge domains in order to improve problem solving and

critical thinking skills. Constructivist leamer-centered course design facilitated a clear

task focus enabling participants to learn new work practices applicable to classroom and

workplace.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Study Domain

Small group interaction has been studied from numerous perspectives for several

decades by researchers in the disciplines of sociology, anthropology, and communication.

With the advent of technology-mediated communication, researchers in information

systems, information technology, and organizational communication have become

engaged in this area of inquiry along with software developers and human-computer

interaction experts. This convergence of investigations is prompted by the need to

understand how complex computer supported collaborative work (CSCW) and computer

mediated communication (CMC) systems are used in the contexts of work and learning

and how these systems can be most effectively designed and deployed to achieve optimal

benefit from their use. The present study is based in theory and practice and was

motivated by personal use of collaborative work and learning systems. It is a study

grounded in relevant theory from the disciplines of human-computer interaction (HCI),

organizational communication, and social and cognitive psychology as well as prior

empirical and qualitative research conducted on use of these systems.

The motivation for this study derives primarily from two sources. First, the author

coordinated and facilitated business group meetings in an electronic meeting room

(EMR). Second, the author taught and co-taught courses in computer science in both

face-to-face and online synchronous, asynchronous, and combined modes. These courses

provided a basis for comparison between different modes ofdelivery. Courses that

included student team projects stimulated interest in how team projects might be

completed in a virtual environment. These facilitating and teaching experiences inspired
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this study of how to most effectively approach computer-mediated online work and

learning.

In order to better understand the nature of computer-mediated work and learning,

the author designed and conducted four repetitions of a course that specifically focused

on CSCW in practice and included distributed computer-mediated team decision making

as a prime component of the course. The design, delivery, and results of this course are

the topic of this dissertation. The course was designed to find out more about how

distributed decision-making teams manage resources to make timely and effective

decisions in a virtual environment. What kind(s) of coordination structures emerge as

virtual teams derive problem solutions and create models of their decisions? Does

discourse among team members during virtual decision-making bear directly on the

problem solution or is the group discussion process only a form of"thinking aloud"

consisting ofmechanical interaction?

Significance of this Research

These are important questions that have applicability for the workplace as well as for

educational settings. If more is known about how people structure resources for use in

collaborative work and learning activities, collaborative support systems can be designed

and deployed to expedite group tasks. In order to answer these questions, it is necessary

to know more about how people work collaboratively and how people use technology to

support virtual work. More importantly, it is imperative that we determine whether

people are really using technology as support for interactive knowledge production or are

simply using technology as communication support for reproduction of already formed

individual beliefs. If the latter is the case, then technology is being used to replicate
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preformed concepts, which restricts knowledge sharing and impedes the production of

new knowledge.

Decision-making is a task that is inherent in almost every type ofwork and learning

activity. Because of the centrality of decision making, this study has focused on how

distributed teams engage in synchronous online problem solving using decision modeling

software in a simulated virtual environment. The focus ofthis study is how virtual team

resource coordination takes place, and when that coordination is effective and when it is

not. The ongoing discourse of the team throughout the decision-making process is an

integral part of resource coordination. Therefore, the nature of and the authenticity of

communicative interaction among team members is the central indicator of quality of

outcome.

Outline of the Study

First, an explanatory theoretical foundation for the study is established through

discussion of prior research related to the small group work context. Given the long

history and the breadth of small group research, it is not possible to be concerned with all

facets of group work. The chief aspects of the small group process incorporated into this

study are those related to time (temporal processes in groups), complexity (naturalistic

decision making), change (group adaptivity and learning), resource coordination

(context-related uses of distributed cognition), and the emergence of revised belief

structures (the development and modification of situated group mental models through

interaction).

Then, a methodological foundation is laid to describe the rationale and format of the

course that the author developed for this study. The course design employed
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collaborative work and learning to enable evaluation of resource coordination and

interaction during the group work process. These are important driving factors in the

production of group work outcomes resulting from collaborative decision making. It is

the contention of this study that the dexterity with which distributed teams coordinate

resources available to them in the virtual work environment throughout the work process

is the determining factor in the quality of the team's end product. Additionally, the

effectiveness of the coordination process is chiefly the result of ongoing meaningful

discourse among team members. Specific process variables are defined in this study to

assess group process factors indicative of effective resource coordination. The process

variables are derived through detailed content analysis ofteam discourse for each of six

groups over a series often virtual group decision-making meetings. At the same time,

the process variables reveal the nature of the interaction among team members as they

move through the decision process. The study context was designed to use meaningful

decision-making activity to elicit information that would reveal how resources were

created and used by each team. This method enabled analysis of how team output was

generated and serves to explain variations in the quality of team output.

Finally, process and product results are discussed within and across the six teams.

The data produced by the study consist of transcripts of the discourse of each team during

each of the ten work sessions, the relevant decision models, and any information the

teams may have placed on the whiteboard tool that was available to them. Outcomes are

discussed in terms of the extent to which the study's questions were answered along with

the limitations of the study and suggestions for future research.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction

Global market requirements make adoption of e-commerce and other collaborative

technologies a requirement for success in business, education, and research. The

availability of advanced communication technologies that provide effective support for

work and learning endeavors enables the movement of knowledge as well as interactive

learning and commercial activities across time, space, and organizations. The value

added in this global economy comes from effective work processes that enable workers

to produce competitive products. This productivity is supported by effective interactive

communication capability.

The rapid growth of knowledge increases the need for a broad range of expertise.

Because it is impossible for individuals to keep up with this growing knowledge base,

there is an increasing need for people to work in virtual teams in order to leverage the

collective knowledge of individuals. Although collaborative technologies enable virtual

working and learning, the body of empirical evidence indicates that people are resistant to

change. The implementation of a collaborative technology in an organization engenders

change by disrupting the usual work roles, patterns, accessibility of information, and

power structures that have been formed over time (Coleman, 1997). In some instances,

potential users of a technology are not informed of its availability or trained to use it

properly (Weatherall, 1997). When this happens, the use of the new technology does not

find a "critical mass" ofusers within an organization and so does not ever become

"institutionalized," that is, does not become an accepted part ofthe work flow (Kraut,

Cool, Rice, & Fish, 1994; Grudin, 1994, 1999; Grudin & Markus, 1997; Markus, 1990).
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A more fine-grained analysis ofresistance to change would consider the

perceptions, or mental models, that potential users maintain concerning the world about

them and about the implications of implementation of a new technology. Because people

have ingrained ideas about how a job should be done and about how people interact with

one another, the appearance of a new technology may conflict with these mental models,

or "theories-in-use" to use Argyris's (1982, p. 86) term. Acceptance ofthe technology

hinges on change occurring in user's perceptions (mental models) of its value to them.

While mental models condition how people think as well as how they act, they are not

immutable. "Theories-in-use" are just that - theories - and so they are subject to change.

In her study ofLotus Notes, Orlikowski (1996) determined that there are cognitive and

structural elements within organizations that interact with the introduction of new

technologies causing people to have to change their "technological frames," or

perceptions, of a collaborative technology in order to understand its implications and

actually use the technology in a collective rather than an individual way. She found that

ifusers are unable to adapt, or if the technology is incompatible with the culture or

reward structure of the organization, then users will not accept collaborative technology

as a coordinator of people and processes across time and distance.

Goals of the Present Study

The motivation for the present study was to examine (a) how the decision support

technology used in the course design supported (or failed to support) user needs, (b) how

users adapted to this virtual work environment, (c) why users did (or did not) learn to use

the technology effectively, and (d) to what extent participants in the study found the

mediated support environment satisfactory. A subsidiary goal of the study was to
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determine how the technology might be better designed in terms of learnability, ease of

use, and value derived from use, Designing the course so that distributed computer

mediated team decision making was a prime course component made it possible to find

out more about how teams manage resources to make timely and effective decisions in a

virtual environment. The course design also enabled study of how coordination

structures emerge as virtual teams do their work, Answering the question: "Does

discourse among team members during virtual decision-making bear directly on the

problem solution or is the group discussion process only a form of 'thinking aloud'

(Hewes, 1986) consisting of mechanical interaction?" presupposes analysis of the support

system and the user.

The following discussion reviews the small group process literature as it relates to

the present study. Acquaintance with the evolution of research in this area, especially

with regard to decision-making groups, is vital to understanding why this study is unique

in its focus on distributed virtual team decision-making using intact teams over a

continuous series of ten meetings, It is necessary to review the small-group literature

prior to the advent of computer-mediated studies because it would be impossible to

interpret mediated interaction without first having a clear understanding offace-to-face

interaction. Without an understanding of what is new in and what is missing from the

mediated versus the face-to-face group process, it would be impossible to consider the

meaning of mediated interaction.

This study was conducted as part of a course specifically designed to convey a clear

and applied understanding of computer-mediated group decision making. Because the

course design was vital to the success of that pedagogical goal, in addition to reviewing
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the small group process literature, it is necessary to relate the rationale behind the course

design. To that end, this review concludes with a brief discussion of constructivist

learning.

Perspectives on Group Process

Determining how to conduct a study of a group process has never been a simple

matter. This is partly due to the large bodies of small group research that have

accumulated over several decades in disciplines ranging from speech communication to

computer science. It is also partly due to the great managerial effort required on the part

of the researcher to locate participants who can be relied upon to be available for multiple

sessions over a period of time. The advent of computer-mediated communication (CMC)

technologies has greatly complicated the design and conduct of small group research by

multiplying potential variables and creating revised communication conditions that add to

or subtract from the richness ofthe communication process depending on choice of

media. The fact is, however, that small group and teamwork research is more important

than ever before because no single person can totally grasp the rapidly accumulating

bodies ofknowledge made possible by technological advances. The response to

managing this degree of information has been to form teams that are increasingly virtual

as opposed to face-to-face (FtF). The present study analyzes how virtual teams manage a

specific aspect ofvirtual teamwork: distributed problem solving and decision making. A

decision-making group is a type of social system and, as such, is concerned with social

maintenance functions as well as task functions (Pavitt, 1998, 1994; Bales, 1950, 1951).

While this is a narrowed focus, it is still necessary to briefly review certain aspects of

pre-virtual small group research in order to make clear where the human element does
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and does not change in virtual as opposed to FtF environments. This is necessary in

order to separate, as much as possible, media from human effects.

Input, Process, and Output Variables

Regardless of environment, the study of group process is the study ofwhat lies

between the input variables and the output variables. Pavitt (1994, 1998) describes the

nature of this relationship as shown in Figure 1.

input group process output
valiables valiables valiables

L ~V~ J

Group Interaction

Figure 1. The Group Process Variables are the links between the Group Input

Variables and the Group Output Variables. It is necessary to carefully analyze the

group process variables in order to accurately interpret the output variables. (pavitt,

1994, 1998)

The group process variables are evaluated through direct (content) analysis of the group

process. A classification system (coding scheme) must be developed that identifies the

behaviors to be studied.

Phase Models of Group Process

Early theorists believed that the flow of work within small work groups could be

separated into distinct phases and that the work process was linear. Functional theory

was strongly influenced by Dewey's (1933) six steps of problem solving (identify the
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problem, define the problem, analyze the problem, suggest solutions, compare alternative

solutions, implement the best solution) although Dewey did not believe this sequence had

to occur in a fixed order (Littlejohn, 1996). He was in agreement with the findings of

later researchers (McGrath, 1984; Arrow, McGrath, & Berdahl, 2000; DeSanctis &

Poole, 1994) who saw the problem solving process as generative and recursive. The

interactional approach to analysis ofgroup process is compatible with recursive views to

the extent that the interactionists are looking for group communication sequences that

form patterns over time.

Group Maintenance and Task Performance

Bales (1950, 1951) developed a detailed coding scheme to analyze the positive

and negative aspects ofgroup maintenance and task functions. He based his coding

scheme on the theory that groups must maintain "equilibrium" between the conflicting

goals of group maintenance and task performance. If the group spends too much time

being friendly and socializing, the time devoted to task will suffer and so the task will not

be performed as well as possible. The maintenance and task functions result in a sort of

"push-pull" for groups. When a change in task requires a change in the group's

established division oflabor (causes changes in individual member roles, for example),

the result is disruption of the group's equilibrium. Ifthe group must spend too much time

going back and forth between maintenance and task problems, it will be difficult for the

group to successfully accomplish the task.
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Linear Phase Models of Group Process

Bales believed that to be successful, task performance requires the group to

effectively solve three problems sequentially: orientation (achieve group consensus on

task definition), evaluation (achieve consensus regarding the appropriate solution), and

control (achieve consensus on determining the best task solution). He created twelve

functions (codes) to perform content analysis of the group's communications to evaluate

the group's process and confirm performance of the three sequential task functions.

Bales believed that groups solved both the equilibrium and the orientation-evaluation

control problems, through discussion. The latter is referred to as the "phase hypothesis"

(pavitt, 1998, Chapter 8, p. 24; Bales 1950, 1951).

Tuckman (1965) regarded each phase as a combination ofconcurrent maintenance

and task activity (pavitt, 1998, Chapter 8, p. 25). He observed four phases occurring in

linear fashion. The first phase ("Forming") combines the group maintenance function of

testing the limits of acceptable behavior with the task definition and planning functions.

The second phase ("Storming") combines group maintenance issues related to

interpersonal conflict due to emerging relationships among group members with task

related issues arising from conflicting individual task orientations and actual task

demands. The third phase ("Norming") sees the development of cohesion and

interpersonal relationships along with open expression of suggested problem solutions.

Phase four ("Performing") involves leveraging of established interpersonal relationship

structures to allay interpersonal conflict and, at the same time, enable task completion.

Tuckman believed that group performance during each phase is dependent upon how
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evolved the group's social structure has become since social structure is the enabler. The

occurrence of linear phases during group meetings in the present study is of interest for

interpreting results since some groups changed patterns over time.

Spiral Group Process Model

Moving beyond the functionalist linear process model, Scheidel and Crowell

(1964) developed a functionalist "spiral model" of group process that differed from linear

models by accounting for their observations that group activity moves backward as well

as forward (pavitt, 1998, Chapter 8, p. 27). In itself, this does not distinguish the spiral

from the linear phase models since Scheidel and Crowell were looking at how groups

developed proposals while Bales and Tuckman were looking at how groups develop their

social and task structures. Because the researchers were not looking at the same group

discussion features, their findings are not necessarily contradictory. A real difference,

however, is that the linear model adherents believed that groups work on the problem

mainly in the later stages while spiral model adherents found that groups worked on the

problem throughout the work period.

Synthesis of the Linear and Spiral Models

Fisher (1974) proposed a synthesis of the linear and spiral models based on their

different perspectives on group process. Fisher and Hawes (1971) developed the

"interact system model" emphasizing "interacts" (sequential communication of one

person followed by that of another person). Littlejohn (1996) describes "interacts" as

question-answer, statement-statement, greeting-greeting conversation sequences. This is

in contrast to Bales's analysis that, although it is referred to as "interactional," deals with

individual acts. By referencing contiguous pairs of acts, Fisher and Hawes were able to
12



consider not only the content of the interaction, but also the relationships among the

interactions (Littlejohn, 1996, p.291). While the relational dimension in group discussion

is generally useful, Fisher (1970) focused on content and the classification of the task

functions of communicative acts. In his study of decision groups, most decision task

group comments related to the decision problem. Because of the focus on "interacts," it

is possible to study the nature and the frequency of interactions during a group

discussion. Therefore, Fisher's analysis supports the linear model of idea evaluation. At

the same time, it supports the spiral model since tracing of ideas throughout

conversations shows that ideas may be discussed, left behind, returned to, and then

reinstated in a modified form. In this way, Fisher synthesized the linear and the spiral

models (pavitt, 1998, Chapter 8).

A Theory ofDecision Emergence

Fisher's (1970) "theory ofdecision emergence" (Littlejohn, 1996, p. 292)

describes four phases task groups generally follow in sequence when engaged in a

decision task: orientation (getting to know other team members and initial expression of

viewpoints), coriflict (team members project ideas, develop attitudes towards the task and

the group, and may polarize into various coalitions), emergence (team members begin to

cooperate, change their attitudes, and group consensus begins to emerge), and

reinforcement (the group coalesces, forms a decision, and supports the decision). Fisher

(1970) determined that, rather than introducing one idea at a time and pursuing it to

consensus, decision groups move in a cyclical pattern where a variety ofproposals will

be made, discussed, dropped, and possibly reinstated later in the process (Littlejohn,

1996, p. 293): Where conflict is low, the group generally follows an erratic pattern of
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"stating the problem, discussing criteria for solution, introducing an abstract solution, and

moving finally to a concrete solution." Where conflict is higher, disagreement on the

initial proposal creates an environment where "the group task seems to be one of mutual

discovery ofthe best specific implementation ofa general idea" and generation ofnew

(but on the same level of abstraction) proposals continues until the group collaboratively

discovers an acceptable solution. Fisher's (1970) understanding of what he termed

"decision emergence" is a precursor of the structurational approach to group decision

making where the nature of the work influences a decision-making group's interaction

due to implications or constraints inherent in the task, itself (poole, Seibold, & McPhee,

1985).

Group Perceptions: The "Ideal" Discussion Process

In an article on small-group decision development, Poole and Roth (1989a)

reviewed theories ofgroup decision-making, dividing the prior research into "unitary

phase theories, nonphasic theories, and contingency phase theories" (pp. 324-327).

Unitary phase theory assumes that decision groups follow a series of steps that the group

sees as logical steps to follow in arriving at a decision (e.g., define the problem, develop

possible solutions, evaluate the solutions) and that these steps amount to a series of

coherent phases. The nonphasic theories view the decision-making process as one where

the group may work on the problem definition followed by an attempt to find a solution

but may then return to readdress the definition in a patternless cyclical fashion. So,

decision-making is characterized by alternating periods oforganized and disorganized

activity. Contingency theories consider the existence of phases as well as periods of

disorganization. The most important difference is that contingency theories consider
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various environmental structures that may cause a group to change direction. For

example, the decision task may be weU- or ill-defined. A limited number of solutions

may be possible or there may be no "correct" solution. The degree ofconsensus the

group can achieve may be affected by the structure of the group, individual group

member interests, or factors in the external environment.

A contingency theory that brings aU these factors together considers that "groups

actively structure their decisions, as opposed to the often implicit assumption that group

behavior is a reaction to external ... factors" (Poole & Roth, 1989a, p. 327). This

suggests that groups try to adapt to the task and the environment. In a sense, the group's

behavior is determined by the context as they perceive it and so is a case of situated

action (Suchman, 1987). Poole and Roth suggest that "One ofthe 'tools' [groups] use in

this adaptive process are idealized, normative models of decision making such as those

portrayed in unitary phase models.... [which are] part ofthe cultural stock of 'common

sense' knowledge .... [and that] serve as frames that help members to make sense of their

actions ... " (Poole & Roth, 1989a, p. 327). When these commonly understood models of

how to go about making decisions do not fit the current situation, groups rearrange steps

based on "situational contingencies such as high levels of conflict, a difficult task, a short

time frame, or internal group problems ... " (poole & Roth, 1989a, p. 327). As part of

this work, they developed a typology of decision paths by analyzing 47 decisions made

by 29 groups. Believing that groups simultaneously progress along a series of tracks,

with each track representing a feature ofgroup process, the interaction analysis they used

to develop the typology involved coding the interaction, identifYing phases as weU as

separate tracks for different aspects of the group process, converting the tracks into
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normalized timelines to indicate a group's developmental path, and then analyzing the

two timelines (Poole and Roth, I989a, p. 333). One result of their analysis was that,

while phases are sometimes valid as an analytical tool, they cannot be assumed since

disorganized periods ofgroup activity (Gersick, 1988) occur so that the idea of phases is

not meaningful (Poole and Roth, I989a, p. 346).

Before engaging in discussion of the move from the input-process-output model

of small-group decision making to the structurational perspective, it is helpful to first

briefly discuss how different levels of abstraction bear on interpretation of group

communication and interaction in preparation for content analysis ofgroup decision-

making activity and then to mention work in areas other than communication and

sociology that has contributed to the literature on computer-mediated small-group

processes. In view ofthe present study's reliance upon content analysis as an

investigatory tool, it is important to provide a cautionary note on the pitfalls of content

analysis of group discussion.

Mindful Analysis of Content: Communication as Situated Action

Because communicative acts have different meanings for different groups and at

different levels of abstraction (even though these levels are related by "in-order-to" and

"by-means-of' relationships), it is necessary for functionalists to carefully attend to the

overall context of the communication being analyzed (pavitt, 1998, Chapter 8, pp. 9-10).

The same physical action can be described in different ways. As a type of action, a

communication function initiated by a group member may reference a higher or a lower

level of abstraction resulting in different meanings that can be analyzed in the same way

that other actions are analyzed. The functionalist view maintains that the group must pay
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primary attention to maintaining itself and can only secondarily attend to the task. The

natural extension ofthis line of thinking is that groups use the communication process to

develop a decision by going through a series of stages (Van Lear, 1996).

Group Research in Other Disciplines

MIS and Organizational Communication

In addition to group process models discussed to this point, several theories have

come out of the management information systems and organizational communication

literature. Much of the motivation for group process theory development in this area has

been the advent of technologies to support group processes and the adoption ofthese

technologies in the workplace. McGrath and Altman (1966) developed a classification

system for integration of small group research in an effort to synthesize the large volume

ofwork on groups that had already been done up until the middle of the 1960s. More

recent efforts (Fjermestad & Hiltz, 1999, 2000; Turoff, Hiltz, Fjermestad, Bieber, &

Whitworth, 2002) have been made to continue the cataloguing and synthesis of

experimental research on group support systems.

A meta-theory has been suggested that provides a way to integrate the subjective

and objective dimensions of social organization (Orlikowski, 2001). Based on Giddens'

theory ofstructuration (Giddens, 1984), Orlikowski's structurational model of technology

is based on the premise that people use technology to perform tasks and, at the same time,

the technology is recreated or changed through use, Orlikowski refers to recursive use as

the "duality of technology," the corollary being that technology is "interpretively flexible

in its use." The nature of the interaction between the technology and the organization is

dependent upon the situated nature of the use of the technology by different agents
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operating in different contexts - not only with regard to the use of the technology, but

also with regard to its development.

Educational. Cognitive. and Developmental Psychology

Traditionally, instructed and tutorial learning involve transmission ofinformation

to be learned from a teacher or expert to a student or novice. Information movement is

"top-down" (from the instructor to the student) and "outside-in" (from external sources

rather than being student-generated). Collaborative learning is based on interaction with

peers where information moves in all directions resulting in creation ofknowledge

through leveraging of individual experience and development of interaction skills.

Vygotsky (Vygotsky, 1965, 1978; Wertsch & Sohmer, 1995) defined individual

development in terms of cultural and historical activity. Piaget (Piaget & Inhelder, 1975)

considered cognitive development to be, in part, a function of conflict resolution that

naturally occurs between individuals when cooperation is necessary to reconcile different

perspectives.

Over the last two decades, investigation of the collaborative nature of cognition has

often been conceptualized using a social influence model where social interaction is seen

as an influence on the development of the individual as the unit of analysis.

Alternatively, sociocultural theories have represented cognition as a collaborative process

where cultural practices and institutions are key to the development ofthe individual, and

where the unit of analysis is the activity.

Rogoff views learning and development as a "process oftransformation of

participation in sociocultural activity" (Rogoff, 1998, p. 687), and discusses several

distinctions between the social influence and sociocultural perspectives as conceptual
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frameworks that assist in understanding cognition as a collaborative process. The

"transformation of participation" (sociocultural) perspective views individual,

interpersonal and community processes as interrelated to the extent that individuals

transform culture and are transformed by culture through participation. Learning occurs

through creation of new understandings acquired by taking different participatory roles.

Rather than taking and giving information, individuals acquire information through

involvement in activity. Given a storage metaphor (social influence), knowledge and

skills are derived from external sources, stored in the brain, and retrieved as needed for

different activities. The storage metaphor focuses on possession of or acquisition of

capacity or knowledge. Given the sociocultural process metaphor, time and space do not

represent bounds on information and action. Events are dynamic and integrated so that

previous participatory activity is preparation for current activity. Developmental

transitions involve the roles taken in sociocultural activities rather than being based on

individual competence-performance distinctions. The process metaphor focuses on

change in understanding due to involvement in dynamic activity. The conceptual views

ofthe nature of learning are also different for the two models ofcognitive development.

In the social influence model, learning involves changing participation in activities.

Individuals take in information in the form of external social experience. The

information is internalized as a change to pre-existing knowledge. In the sociocultural

model, learning involves internalization across boundaries. Individuals transform their

understanding and roles. Shared thinking invokes a creative process whereby individual

change occurs through participation in sociocultural activity, (Rogoff, 1998, p. 686-692)

Knowledge transfer takes place as individuals modify their actions to handle current
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situations based on participation in prior activity and experience ofrole-related

responsibility. In the sociocultural perspective, individual development contributes to

and is constituted through engagement in sociocultural activity.

Human-Computer Interaction

Suchman (Suchman, 1987; Suchman & Trigg, 1991), like McGrath, considered the

effect of context on the meaning assigned to action. However, part of her account of the

shaping ofactivity by context examines how a computer user's degree of expertise

reflects on the nature of activity required for use. Ifhe/she has not previously used a

system, then the user will need to recurrently assess "the system's situation." In order to

effectively follow the "plan" imbedded in the system, the user will need to determine

how to conduct appropriate inquiry-response sequences. Because the user tends to be

encumbered by expectations created during human-human interaction, the user's actions

are to a large extent determined by the plan or script the machine employs: "organization

of situated action is an emergent property of moment-by-moment interactions between

actors, and between actors and the environments of their action" (Suchman, 1987, p.

179). This is, basically, a coordination problem.

Suchman goes on to suggest that analysis of human-computer interaction is much

the same as analysis of human-human interaction albeit given different resources. While

resources are generally abundant and variable in human-human interaction, resources are

still limited and fixed in human-computer interaction. This difference results in "an

asymmetry that substantially limits the scope of interaction between people and

machines," the complexity ofwhich, in turn, makes the design of interactive systems

difficult (Suchman, 1987, p. 179).
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Most recently, ethnographers have come to understand that, due to the advent of

personal social networks in the workplace, the fundamental unit of analysis for CSCW is

not necessarily the group or team but, rather, the individual, and that the unit of analysis

is dependent on the task and the setting. Nardi has termed these personal social networks

"intensional networks" since they most often consist of individuals gathered through

communities ofpractice (Nardi, Whittaker, and Schwarz, 2002, p. 206).

Groups as Adaptive Decision-Making Systems

While a variety of theories ofgroup communication and decision-making in small

groups have been proposed, few theories have actually been specifically aimed at

explaining and predicting the effects of technology on collaborative work. Even fewer

theories have focused specifically on technology-supported group decision-making.

Adaptive Structuration Theory (AST) is a relatively recent theory that is of particular

value in analyzing the cyclical and emergent nature of small group decision-making in

the context of computer-mediated decision support systems (DSSs). Although AST was

proposed as a useful general framework for analysis of cooperative technology

(DeSanctis & Gallupe, 1987; DeSanctis & Poole, 1991, 1994; Poole & DeSanctis, 1990,

1992), relatively few empirical studies have tested the theory.

Poole and DeSanctis drew on Giddens' structuration theory of society (Giddens,

1984, 1993; Giddens & Turner, 1987) for development ofadaptive structuration theory as

a way to explain emergent and recursive functions of computer-mediated group decision

making. Giddens theory originated in his attempt to synthesize the functional-structural

orientation ofthe objectivist (e.g., Marxism, functionalism, structuralism) and the

individual free will orientation of the subjectivist (e.g., symbolic interactionism,
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ethnomethodology) schools of sociological thought. Human agency (action) is central to

Giddens' theory of society and exists in conjunction with the roles, rules, and resources

that make up the structure of social systems. Social systems function through

instantiation of social relationships that develop, are integrated, and persist through

interaction overtime and space (Munch, 1994, pp. 176-177; 189). Understanding how

adaptive structuration theory assists explanation of technology-mediated group work

requires an understanding of situated activity.

Adaptive Structuration Theory (AST)

Adaptive Structuration Theory maintains that effective coordination of

communicative action and task performance in a collaborative computer-mediated

decision-making context is facilitated by "faithful" use that is "consistent with the spirit

and structural feature design" characteristics of the supporting technology (DeSanctis &

Poole, 1994, p. 130). Effective use of a group decision support system (GDSS) is central

to effective decision making, emergence of new knowledge, and development of shared

cognitive scripts resulting in acceptance of the technology. AST is based on seven

propositions that define the social, structural, contextual, and emergent features of a

GDSS although the theory could be applied to evaluation ofany technology intended to

support the resource coordination functions of any collaborative knowledge management

system in an organizational context. The AST model is shown in Figure 2 and the

propositions associated with the major constructs of the model are listed in Table 1.
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Figure 2. Summary ofMajor Constructs and Propositions ofAdaptive Structuration

Theory (AST)

Note. From "Capturing the Complexity in Advanced Technology Use: Adaptive

Structuration Theory," by G. DeSanctis and M. S. Poole, 1994, Organization Science,S

(2), p. 132.

Copyright 1994 by The Institute ofManagement Sciences, now the Institute for

Operations Research and the Management Sciences, 901 Elkridge Landing Road, Suite

400, Linthicum, Maryland 21090-2909 USA.

Adapted with permission,
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Table I

Summary ofPropositions I 7 Relating the Constructs of the AST Model (Figure 2)

Proposition Meaning

I

2

3

Technologies have unique structural features and characteristics.

Technology use is dependent on task and organizational context.

Use oftechnology, task, and organizational resources produces new

resources for use.

4 Use of resources to add value and create new resources results in

shared understanding, formation of common cognitive scripts, and

organizational change.

S User attitudes towards a technology such as a GnSS will determine

the extent to which the technology will help overcome "process

losses" associated with group interaction and improve the processes

and the outcomes of group decision making.

6 Adoption of the technology depends on the nature of the group

members and the relationships inside the group

7 Structural features are both opportunities and constraints. Better

decision processes are more likely when the technology is adopted

in line with the design intent and used constructively to accomplish

the task.
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The productive potential of a GDSS is only partly determined by the features

designed into the system. More importantly, adoption and continued use ofa

collaborative technology depends on how the features ofthe system are applied by users

in the work setting. Disengagement between intended and actual use can be caused by

the way the system is introduced into the organization, inadequate knowledge ofthe

system's purpose and functionality, or use of the system for unintended (e.g., political)

purposes. If this happens, the system will fail to gather a sufficient number ofusers and

will not become an integral part of the organization.

AST has been deployed in a case study in a natural work setting to study the

technology adaptation process in virtual teams engaged in new product development

(Majchrzak, Rice, Malhotra, King, & Ba, 2000). It was found that changes in the

alignment ofwork structures as initially set by the team (Leonard-Barton, 1988),

flexibility of structures (Johnson & Rice, 1987), and occurrence ofdiscrepant events

(Tyre & Orlikowski, 1994) serve to mediate the pre-existing structure/appropriation

relationship (Majchrzak, 2000, p. 595). This study extended AST to include these

mediating factors between existing structures and appropriation of the technology by

users.

Maznevski and Chudoba (2000) conducted a case study on the dynamics and

effectiveness of virtual global teams and developed a grounded theory ofvirtual team

process using a template based on ASI. Their definition is clear and concise:

Adaptive Structuration Theory (AST) is a high-level theory explaining the

relationship between technology use and social interaction in creating group

outcomes in organizational contexts (DeSanctis and Poole 1994). AST is based
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on structuration theory developed by Giddens (1979, 1984), which proposes that a

complete understanding of social interaction requires incorporating explanations

ofboth the structure of relationships and the dynamics or processes of

relationships. The processes both take place in social structures, and shape those

structures over time. '" The theory describes how a technology's inherent

structural characteristics shape interaction patterns without determining the

interaction in a definitive way. How people choose to appropriate the technology

helps to shape their decision processes. (Maznevski and Chudoba, 2000, p. 476).

Another study, focusing on the paucity of reliable measures for AST constructs,

developed a scale to measure faithfulness ofappropriation (Chin, Gopal, & Salisbury,

1997). Development of generalizable quantitative measures for many AST constructs

would be impossible due to the vast number of combinations ofuse that might occur.

The lack of methods for quantifYing AST constructs has been a drawback to use ofAST

for some researchers. However, a great deal can be learned through discerning use ofa

variety of qualitative methods. Methods that have been used in studies employing AST

include case studies, observational, experimental, survey methods, and combinations of

all of these (poole & DeSanctis, 2003).

The value of the AST model for the present study lies in its potential for helping to

explain differences in group process and outcome among different autonomous decision

making groups using the same computer-mediated support environment to construct

decision models for a series ofdecision problems. AST provides a framework for

assessing how groups used the structural potential of the support technology to generate

unique approaches to interaction and problem-solving, how technological and
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environmental affordances were used by different groups, and which appropriations

produced better decision outcomes, Each group created unique combinations oftask and

situational factors related to the nature of the group, the group's perception of the task,

and alternative ways of accomplishing the task in the context of the course designed for

the study,

Distributed Cognition

Understanding the complexity underlying the design ofinteractive systems is

assisted by understanding the concepts of distributed cognition. The distribution of

cognitive information in artifacts present in the work environment alleviates cognitive

load in users ofcomputer-mediated communication and work systems, The ad hoc

distribution and retrieval of information and the use and re-use ofknowledge stored in a

virtual environment assist coordination of resources for use. They also enable ad hoc

modification ofvirtual team members' "theories-in-use" as their understanding ofthe

situated action in which they are engaged changes, At the same time, development of

negotiated beliefstructures (Walsh & Fahey, 1986; Walsh, 1988) results in a solution to

the decision problem at hand,

In a recent discussion of the potential for distributed cognition to serve as a new

foundation for HeI research, Hollan, Hutchins, & Kirsh (2000, pp. 175-176) emphasize

the nature of distributed cognition as a unique perspective that takes into account all

cognition - not only individual cognition, The distributed cognition perspective is

distinguished by two principles: (1) distributed cognition understands cognitive

processes as those that are based on functional relationships among entities working

together within a process and so the boundaries of the unit ofanalysis is determined by
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these relationships rather than spatial collocation and (2) distributed cognition

encompasses a broad range of objects that may be part of cognitive processes. This

means that cognitive processes can be distributed across members of a group, they may

involve internal and external structures, and they can even be distributed through time

given the transformational effect ofpresent events on later events. As part oftheir effort

to establish an integrated research framework, Hollan et al. specify four core principles of

distributed cognition theory:

- people establish and coordinate different types of structure in their environment

- it takes effort to maintain coordination

- people off-load cognitive effort to the environment whenever practical

- there are improved dynamics of cognitive load-balancing available in social

organization (Hollan et aI., 2000, p. 181).

The four core principles of distributed cognition theory set forth by Hollan et al.

(2000) are in many ways akin to the seven propositions of AST (DeSanctis & Poole,

1994). The structural features and characteristics of technologies are leveraged by people

to establish and coordinate different types of structure in their environment and off-load

cognitive effort to the environment. People establish and coordinate different types of

structure in their environment through technology use that is dependent on task and

organizational context and this use of technology, task, and organizational resources

produces new resources for use. Although it takes effort to maintain coordination and

there are improved dynamics ofcognitive load-balancing available in social organization,

the use of resources to add value and create new resources results in shared
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understanding, formation of common cognitive scripts, and organizational change. While

it takes effort to maintain coordination, people off-load cognitive effort to the

environment whenever practical, and there are improved dynamics ofcognitive load-

balancing available in social organization, it is user attitudes towards a technology that

will determine the extent to which the technology will help overcome "process losses"

associated with group interaction and improve the processes and the outcomes ofgroup

decision making and adoption of the technology depends on the nature ofthe group

members and the relationships inside the group. Finally, structural features are both

opportunities and constraints. Better decision processes are more likely when the

technology is adopted in line with the design intent and used constructively to accomplish

the task although the way in which people establish and coordinate different types of

structure in their environment may be done for different instrumental purposes and may

be accompanied by different attitudes.

It is clear that information structures exist as abstract concepts for the user in the

form ofplans, goals, action-effect relationships, and possibilities. It is also clear that

these abstractions become resources for action as they are put into use and are modified

through re-use. The interpretation of these and other resources for action are represented

in the head of the user, as artifacts in the work environment, and distributed across users

and artifacts in the environment. The set ofpossible actions may be present in the head

of the user as an agenda or known procedure and in the environment in the form of

menus of options or arrays ofwork requests. These artifacts or situations represent

possibilities for action within the workflow. As such, possibilities for action are

distributed among users and in the environment (Wright, Fields, & Harrison, 2000).
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Distributed cognition is a natural complement to the structuring and restructuring of

resources for action.

Individually-Held Knowledge Structures

Distributed cognition, while abstract in concept, is real in use. The concept of a

group mental model implies the sharing of individually-held knowledge structures that

are part ofa group's collective knowledge structure (Walsh & Fahey, 1986). It is vital to

understand that development of a common belief structure sufficient to enable a group to

complete a decision task is a result of the process of negotiation that is inherent in the

maintenance function (e.g., Bales, 1950) of the group. Individual group members

maintain schemas (knowledge structures or schemata) that enable them to make sense of

the information domain in which they are working (Bartlett, 1967, 1958; Bruner, 1968,

1986, 1990).

The schema is the individual's guide to the information domain that not only serves

to structure the information environment, but also is structured through action. Walsh,

Henderson, and Deighton (1988) rely on schema theory to provide a foundation for their

negotiated belief structure construct. They view the knowledge held by each individual

group member as a part of the combined knowledge structure of the group. Walsh et al.

(1988) reference Walsh and Fahey's (1986) assertion that the extent to which individual

group members' knowledge structures are represented in the group knowledge structure

depends on a negotiation process that is based in the group's political and power

structures. The negotiated belief structure construct encompasses the resultant cognitive

agenda in decision-making groups. "Schema theory, as developed in social psychology,
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provides the needed theoretical and methodological foundation to develop further the

negotiated belief structure construct" (Walsh et aI., 1988, p. 195).

Their explanation, based on cognitive theory, holds that information environments

are formed when an individual builds a schema as a knowledge structure that serves as a

guide to a particular knowledge domain. The schema is like a template that serves as an

outline of the content of an information environment. Schema research shows that people

tend to simplify reality (Fiske & Taylor, 1984) and that schema assist this not only by

structuring experience to facilitate information gathering but also by providing a basis for

making assumptions and a "framework to examine the structural properties of a

negotiated belief structure" (Walsh et aI., 1988, p. 196). The argument here is that

aggregation of schemata is marked by certain structural properties: a group member may

or may not carry all domain information in his/her schema and the schemata held by a

group member mayor may not share all representations that are part of the information

domain. Walsh and Fahey (1986) noted that it is necessary to consider the participation

of individual group members in order to determine whether or not that group member's

"schematic endowment" is used (Walsh et aI., 1988, p. 196). The effect of the negotiated

belief structure on decision performance is dependent on its veridicality, how accurately

the belief structure captures the environment. Accurate representation is required to

avoid an "error of the third kind" (Raiffa, 1968) where the wrong problem is solved

because the wrong environment was cognitive1y represented. Another important role

played by belief structures in decision-making relates to the "law of requisite variety"

(Ashby, 1956). Walsh et al. (1988) describe its importance:
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The law of requisite variety argues that the internal diversity of a self-regulating

system must match the diversity of its environment if it is to survive.... managers

facing very complex information domains should employ very complex belief

structures. This logic is directly relevant to the negotiated belief structure

construct. If they are to be effective, decision making groups facing complex

problems should employ a negotiated belief structure marked by high realized

coverage. (Walsh et al., 1988, p. 197)

The term, "realized coverage," is understood to mean the degree to which the individuals

making up a group take an active part in a decision solution. Walsh et al. (1988) posited

hypotheses to the effect that decision-making groups with high participation and low

consensus will be better able to manage complex decisions. They conducted a simulated

business performance study to test these hypotheses but obtained mixed results (Walsh et

aI., 1988, pp. 203-204).

Walsh et al.'s (1988) study is similar in certain respects to the present study. That

study also dealt with a small sample ofdecision groups and was concerned with the effect

ofuse of shared knowledge structures to arrive at an effective decision under complex

conditions. The operationalization of the study differed from the present study in that

although it, too, was a simulation, the present study simulated a time-constrained

distributed teamwork environment where teams were fully self-directed.
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A Dynamic AST Model

The AST framework comprehensively describes a computer-mediated collaborative

decision-making environment in terms of the technology, the task, and the organizational

environment. It is an insightful analysis of the complexity of the structural, social, and

contextual elements that combine during collaborative work. In its comprehensiveness as

a meta-model, it is necessarily static. The model would be even more complete given the

inclusion of a dynamic representation of the already implied ongoing synthesis of

meaning and requisite coordination of resources that result in emergence of new social

and knowledge structures (Entin & Serfaty, 1999; Richards, 2001; Stout, Cannon

Bowers, Salas, & Milanovich, 1999). Addition of two constructs would bring a dynamic

element to the existing framework: (I) a construct to indicate development of a group

representation, or a shared mental model, of the state of the work process and (2)

representation of distributed cognition as a unifying construct to indicate how abstract

information structures such as plans and goals are represented as resources for action and

distributed throughout the environment among physical artifacts and in the awareness of

the users. These two elements could be added to the model as shown in Figure 3 to

increase the explanatory value of the overall framework and its potential as an evaluative

tool.
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Figure 3. Author's Extension of the AST Model to include distributed cognition (heavy

dark line) and a cumulatively modified, collaboratively-filtered Group Mental Model

(GMM) representative of the results of synthesis of individual beliefs negotiated over

time through interaction among the members of the decision-making group.

Shared Mental Model

The term "shared mental model" as used here refers to teamwork where the team

has developed a shared representation of the task goal, and has developed a shared

understanding of how to best manage the work process, product, and state of project

(including task and sub-task distribution). The implication is that there is common

understanding of the situated cognition ofother team members with regard to the
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distribution of task knowledge, skills, and performance capabilities among team

members. There is uniform collaborative cognizance of the state of the context, the goal,

and the time required to complete the task as well as awareness of the distribution of

resources among artifacts and users (Banks & Millward, 2000; Hinds, 2000; Klimoski &

Mohammed, 1994; Langan-Fox, Code, & Langfield-Smith, 2000; Mathieu, Heffuer,

Goodwin, Salas, & Cannon-Bowers, 2000; Cannon-Bowers, Salas, & Converse, 1993).

Representation of a coordinating mechanism is necessary to complete

understanding of the collaborative work process. This can effectively be represented by

addition of a shared mental model construct facilitated through effective management of

distributed cognitive artifacts in the work environment.

Inclusion of the distributed cognition construct is representative ofcoordination of

the shifting distribution of resources, activity, and developing knowledge over objects in

the environment and among users. Situating emergent content (a) partly in the user

(shared mental model of time and place within process, completion status, utility and

potential use of skills of other group members), (b) partly in the environment (e.g.,

documents, manuals, policies), and (c) partly in the technology (e.g., databases, workflow

queues, distributed replicated files) provides a more meaningful representation of how

knowledge is created, changed, and stored and ofhow work actually proceeds.

The distribution of cognitive processes across group members and artifacts in the

work environment is supported by a continually evolving group mental model. This

mental model is distributed across the members of the group and serves to guide the work

process. This internal representation includes awareness of the state of the overall

collaborative effort and the state of artifacts in the environment. It is an internal synthesis
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ofthe evolving meaning of information structures, artifacts, human-human, and human-

computer interaction. The group mental model is formed during social interaction on the

part ofparticipants engaged in collaborative endeavors. It serves to provide the

coordinated perspective that allows the process to continue to its conclusion. Thus, the

concept of a group mental model acknowledges distribution of cognition across the

members of the group.

The social interaction process might be seen as driven by a cumulatively-modified,

collaboratively-filtered Group Mental Model (GMM) representative of the results of

synthesis of individual beliefs negotiated over time through interaction among the

members of the decision-making group. As the synthesized result of productive and

reproductive interaction and appropriation, the GMM is a shared representation of the

state of the output system (and, therefore, the decision outcome) at a given point in time.

Synthesis terminates and becomes equal to the group decision outcome when the group

engages in satisficing (Simon, 1957, 1976) behavior (i.e., determines that the decision

outcome is "good enough") or when any vital resource becomes exhausted (e.g., the

group runs out of time).

The shared mental model construct is closely tied to distributed cognition. A

distributed cognition framework instantiates the group mental model as the dynamically-

formed synthesis of ideas exchanged during the group interaction process. Addition of

the Group Mental Model and distributed cognition constructs to the existing AST

framework (Figure 2) elucidates group structuring behavior in a technology-mediated

setting. Use of this revised framework for analysis ofGDSS use could also provide

information about how novice, intermediate, and expert users appropriate technology.
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Development of shared mental models among members of virtual teams can be

impeded by an inability to maintain "mutual knowledge," common knowledge that is

known to be shared by both parties in a process ofcommunicative interaction as affirmed

by Krauss and Fussell (1990), Direct knowledge may result from direct experience with

individuals, Lacking direct knowledge, "mutual knowledge can be established through

interaction" (Cramton, 2001, p, 347). Herbert Clark (1996) referred to the same concept

in a broader sense as "common ground."

Failure to share task-related information will result in poorer decision quality and

is related to both team member information-processing characteristics and the way

structures and systems shape interaction among team members. Cramton (2001)

maintains that this may be caused by failing to communicate information about context

differences between remote locations, uneven distribution of information to all team

members, differences in communicating the salience of information, differences in speed

of access to information, and misinterpretation of silences,

Decision Making Research

Research on decision making encompasses a sizable body ofwork that examines

the decision task and the decision maker from many perspectives, Decision problems

may be deterministic, or risk-free, since the outcome can be anticipated and will be as

expected given good decision makers and a good decision process, Problems may also

be probabilistic where the decision outcome is uncertain and the effect of decision results

is known only after some time has passed. Decision-making research may be theoretical

or applied and it is multi-disciplinary, Sound decision making is an indication of critical

thinking and requires development of the ability to (a) frame a decision problem in
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different ways, (b) generate and assess alternatives, and (c) evaluate outcomes (Halpern,

1997, pp. 189,217).

A Short List ofDecision Research Topics

Perspectives on decision making appear in a broad range ofliterature. Applied

psychology focuses on framing effects (Tversky & Kahneman, 1981, 1986; Dunegan,

1993), probabilistic mental models (Gigerenzer & Goldstein, 1996; Gigerenzer, Hoffiage,

& Kleinbolting, 1997), image theory (Beach, 1990, 1992), judgment and choice

(Goldstein & Hogarth, 1997; Shafir, Simonson, & Tversky, 1997), team performance

(Johnston, Smith-Jentsch, & Cannon-Bowers, 1997; Kariger & Wenzel, 1997; Kraiger, &

Cannon-Bowers, 1995), and the psychological and affective aspects of decision making

with respect to individual differences (Dawes, van de Kragt, & Orbell, 1997; Isen, 1997).

Cognitive Science and human-computer interaction (HCI) experts within Computer

Science consider context, ways to distribute cognition throughout the environment, and

the effectiveness of interaction with human and artificial agents. They are also concerned

with development of Decision Support Systems (DSS) and Group DSS (GDSS) that

provide computer-mediated support functions designed to channel the decision process

and provide ways to alleviate cognitive load (Power, 2002; Baltes, Dickson, Sherman,

Bauer, & LaGanke, 2002; Contractor & Seibold, 1993). Economics is concerned with

reason-based choice and the utility or rational decisions (Loewenstein & Thaler, 1997;

Fox & Tversky, 1998; Kahneman & Tversky, 1979). Management Science, Decision

Science, and Operations Research focus on optimization methods for making the most

efficient decisions (Grinyer, 2000; Easley, Valacich, & Venkataramanan, 2000;

Balasubramanian, Nochur, Henderson, & Kwan, 1999). Communication studies,
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Sociology, and Anthropology consider the effect of interpersonal relationships,

communication styles, and mediation on communicative competency and effectiveness in

individual and group communication for decision making (Banks & Riley, 1992).

Human Factors, HCI, Psychology, Cognitive Science, and Communication Studies are all

interested in real-life decision-making contexts and naturalistic decision making, the kind

of decision task chosen for the present study.

Naturalistic Decision Making

Naturalistic Decision Making (NDM) differs from traditional decision research in

that NDM puts the balance of analysis at the front end of the decision process. The

motivation for this kind of decision analysis originated with the need for ways to improve

military and other kinds of critical team operation decision support systems (Orasanu &

Salas, 1992). Rather than developing a set of options and comparing them, decision

makers assess the overall situation and maintain situation awareness through feedback

(Endsley, 1997). Rather than performing an abstract utility analysis, real-world

contextual factors and the adaptive characteristics ofreal-world behavior are ofprime

concern (Zsambok & Klein, 1997; Beach & Lipshitz, 1992).

Several contextual factors that characterize the task and the setting distinguish

research based on the "real-world," "naturalistic" decision-making paradigm from

research in traditional decision-making (Orasanu & Connolly, 1992; Zsambok & Klein,

1997; Cohen, 1992). Traditional decision-making research has tended to use "made-up,"

well-structured problems presented in the form of static situations that have clear and

unchanging goals. These problem situations have tended to consist of single decisions

made by participants acting as individual decision makers, who are not experts in the
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problem domain, are not genuine stakeholders concerned with the consequences of the

decision result, and who are given ample time to consider solutions to the problem

scenario. Specific decision-making tasks have been designed and used in the business

and management information systems literature (Wheeler & Mennecke, 2001). These

scenarios are designed to present uniform group work tasks representative of specific

types of decision problems to enable comparability of research study results. However,

this kind of task does not suit NDM research.

The present study is concerned with virtual team decision-making focused on iIl

defined problems that require situation awareness on the part of all team members. As in

the case of military personnel or nuclear power plant operators (Worm, 2001; Carroll,

Rudolph, Hatakenaka, Wiederhold, & Boldrini, 200 I), situation assessment is vital to

effective situation awareness. In the NDM literature, situation awareness (or "SA") has

been defined by Waag & Bell (1997) as "a pilot's continuous perception of self and

aircraft in relation to the dynamic environment of flight, threats, and mission, and the

ability to forecast, then execute tasks based on that perception (Carroll, 1992)" and "as an

operational Air Force perspective, SA is more than simply knowledge and understanding

of the environment" (p. 247). In the present study, this environmental factor has been

operationalized as "Situation Assessment" ("SA") in order to account for virtual teams'

need to maintain awareness of the status of the support environment, the progress of the

task, and the actions of the other team members. As Chapter 4 (Results) will show, some

teams performed Situation Assessment more effectively than others.

In contrast to the traditional paradigm, NDM research, by design, selects ill

structured problems that occur in uncertain and changing conditions and that have
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changeable, indefinite or competing goals. These decisions do not involve one-time

problems. Instead, they imply action/feedback loops where several participants work

towards a solution in which they have a personal interest. The decision-making activity

is situated in reality. Organizational goals are at stake and the decision is made under

time constraints. In addition to these task and setting factors, other characteristics of

NDM research are that participants are experienced decision makers, the purpose of the

research is to discover how real-life decisions are made, and the main focus is on

situation awareness and the decision as an episode rather than as a selection process

(Orasanu & Connolly, 1992; Zsambok & Klein, 1997). It is unfortunate that the close

focus on an application orientation and differentiation from traditional decision research

has prevented development of a theoretical foundation for NDM (Zsambok & Klein,

1997).

A Constructivist Design for Learning

Constructivism is a broad concept that covers many learning concepts and

theories including those ofDewey (1933), Piaget & Inhelder (1975), and Vygotsky

(1978, 1965). Bartlett's (I967, 1958) "schema" is very like a mental model. He found

that when people recall things (or resources) they have worked with, the representations

are modified by prior personal experiences. Bruner (1968, 1986, 1990) saw learning as a

process of constructing new ideas based on cognitive structures such as schema, or

mental models, based, much as Bartlett suggested, on current as well as past learning

through a selection and decision-making process where self-directed learners build on

what they have learned. Rogers (1969), and later, Kolb (1984), focused on experiential

learning where, again, learning is initiated by the learner in an applied setting where the
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learner is in control not only of the direction ofleaming, but also receives reinforcement

through self-assessment. All of these theories fall under the constructivist umbrella.

Similar to open learning theory (Hannafin, Land, & Oliver 1999) and naturalistic

decision making (Zsambok & Klein, 1997), a constructivist environment (Mayer, 1999;

Jonassen, 1999) is also motivated by ill-defined or ill-structured problems that may be

posed as questions, cases, or projects. "Instruction" consists of active learning

experiences that facilitate knowledge construction (meaning making). Similar to

"learning by doing" theory (Schank, Berman, & Macpherson, 1999), the problem (or

scenario) should be interesting, relevant, and engaging (to foster ownership). In addition

to being ill-defined or ill-structured, the problem should be "authentic" in the sense that it

is much like what happens in real-world practice. Another constructivist method is

presentation ofrelated cases or worked examples that will enable case-based reasoning

and so enhance cognitive flexibility.

In the course designed for the present study, learning to use the decision-modeling

software and the communication support system was secondary. The main goal was

learning how to think about and structure decisions and how to think critically and

productively about the goal, criteria, and alternatives associated with a variety of decision

problems in a teamwork context. The course was designed to be leamer-centered as

described by Quintana, Carra, Krajcik, & Soloway (2001):

The audience oflearners we describe includes novices in some given work

practice who are trying to develop a better understanding of that practice. Note

that this differs from traditional user-centered design, in which tool usability and

"ease-of-use" are the central tenets. Any learning that occurs in user-centered
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tools involves learning the tool or system itself In leamer-centered design,

learners are trying to learn a new work practice in addition to the tool or system

they are working with. By a "work practice" we meant .... The responsibilities,

tasks, tools, artifacts, terminology, knowledge, and relationships involved in a

given work activity. (Quintana et ai, 2001, p. 607)

The intent of learner-centered design (LCD) is to "address the conceptual distance that

lies between ... learners and the work practice in which they are engaged" (i.e., provide

learners with tools that support their needs as novices in the relevant work domain) and is

effected by " .... developing scaffolding strategies informed by constructivist learning

theories" into support tools to enable learners " ... to participate in a new work practice to

develop an understanding of the practice" (Quintana et aI., 2001, p. 606).

The intent of the course designed for the present study was to imbue participants

with knowledge of and experience with a new work practice - virtual team problem

solving and decision modeling. This was not simply "in addition to," but was "over and

above" learning to use the support system tools (TeamEC and NetMeeting), which were

only the means to accomplishing the goal oflearning to solve complex problems in a

virtual real time environment and document the solution through development of a

decision model.

Norman described the difficulties experienced by a person trying to use an

unfamiliar device as a mapping-feedback problem. The user needs to be able to

understand the relationship between his/her actions and the results of using the tool. If

the user's mapping of intended results differs from the feedback provided by use of the

tool, a conceptual disparity results that Norman refers to as the "gulfof execution" and
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the "gulf of evaluation" (Norman, 1988, pp. 49-52). Quintana et al. (2001) maintain that,

while gaps between the user and the tool are important, the conceptual gap that is of most

concern in LCD is the gap between the learner and work, between the learner and expert.

Constructivist learning theory can be used to bridge this "gulf of expertise" (p. 609)

through "use ofscaffolding" to "support the mindful performance ofa given task or

activity by ... a novice in that task or activity" (p. 610). This falls in with the

constructivist (piaget, 1954; Papert, 1993) belief in "learning by doing" where learning

occurs through "active and mindful engagement in a task" (p. 611).

Participants in the course designed for the present study were scaffolded by

instructor-guided tutorials (Appendix C) and hands-on practice in decision problem

analysis and model design as well as regular and timely feedback on performance

(Appendix I). This was in accord with Littleton and Hlikkinen's (1999) assertion that the

guidance provided by the instructor cannot be supplanted by software, which cannot

replicate the ability of the teacher to scaffold collaborative learning through guiding the

process and outcome ofjoint work. They provide a clear perspective on this kind of

"situated learning":

The importance of understanding such everyday interactions amongst members of

learning communities is emphasized by theorists working within the field of

'cultural psychology'. ... This approach has come together with influences from

anthropology (Lave & Wenger, 1991) and cognitive science (Suchman, 1987) to

form the basis ofwhat is now commonly termed 'situated learning' ....

'Situated' approaches to understanding cognitive activity also stress the notion of

'mediation' and the role of cognitive tools and artefacts. The concept of
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mediation refers to the fact that our relationship with the outside world is always

mediated by signs and artefacts (Salji'J, 1995). . .. we think with and through

artefacts. The computer is an artefact that is not only capable of supporting

collaborative endeavour, but also has the potential to transform uniquely the

social processes of ... joint problem solving (Littleton and Hiikkinen, 1999, pp.

26-27).

The term "collaborative learning" can mean many different things. Dillenbourg

(1999) has made an effort to define "collaborative learning" as "a situation in which two

or more people learn or attempt to learn something together. He further breaks down this

broad definition by specifying that:

'two or more' may be interpreted as a pair, a small group (3 - 5 subjects), a class

(20 - 30 subjects), a community (a few hundreds or thousands ofpeople), a

society (several thousands or millions of people) ... 'learn something' may be

interpreted as 'follow a course', 'study course material', 'perform learning

activities such as problem solving', 'learn from lifelong work practice' ...

'together' may be interpreted as different forms of interaction: face-to-face or

computer-mediated, synchronous or not, frequent in time or not, whether it is a

truly joint effort or whether the labour is divided in a systematic way ...

(Dillenbourg, 1999, p. 2)

In a discussion of the constructivist view of collaborative technology, Bonk &

Cunningham (1998) cite Cobb's (1994) division of constructivism into cognitive

constructivists who take a Piagetian focus on individual constructions of knowledge in

interaction with the environment and those who view learning in a Vygotskian
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sociocultural context (the social constructivists). Collaborative learning tools are useful

regardless ofperspectives

Collaborative problem solving (Nelson, 1999) focuses on the goal of extending

content knowledge in complex domains, improving problem solving and critical thinking

skills, and acquiring collaboration skills. Both the students and the instructor must be

agreeable to this format since it involves a shift in roles and power relationships. The

rich social context and multiple perspectives for learning are part ofan environment that

is situated, leamer-centered, integrated, and collaborative. Again, there is an emphasis on

the relevance of the learning experience for students and for cultivating supportive,

respectful relationships among learners, as well as between learners and the instructor.

The instructor takes on the role of resource and tutor for learners working in small groups

for an extended period of time. In this type of environment, the learners must determine

how the acquired knowledge and resources will be used to resolve the problem and are

responsible for productive use of individual and group time. These are the guiding

principles used to design the CSCW course analyzed in this study.
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CHAPTER 3: METHOD

Introduction

While people need to learn how to work effectively in face-to-face teams,

additional skills are required to learn how to work in distributed computer-mediated

teams. Members of virtual teams must adjust to computer-mediated communication and

to new ways of accomplishing tasks. They must also develop a sense ofawareness of the

overall flow ofthe work process, changes in the status of the work process, and the

interaction and resource requirements of other members of the work team. In order to

improve a virtual work environment, it is necessary to understand the complexity of the

virtual context. The only way to achieve this understanding is to work with the team,

closely following and recording the interaction and production of the team over a period

of time. Subsequent careful analysis of the collected information will provide the means

for assessment of how team members learned to work in the virtual environment, the

extent to which the supporting technology met communication and task needs, team

satisfaction with the work context, and the effectiveness of team outcomes.

Designing a study of information system structuration involves several choices

(Poole & DeSanctis, 2003). A first consideration is level ofanalysis. The present study

examined structures in use during virtual team decision-making meetings on the micro

level as team members interacted using text chat. On the global level, the study

examined macro patterns of persistent team interaction as patterns developed over a

series of 10 meetings.

The structuralfocus ofthe study was the interaction between change in team use

of technology structure and change in team process structure over time. The study was
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framed to consider both how technology structure and team structure affected decision

outcomes. Initially, the concern was teams' response to the introduction of new

technology. Then, the study became one of the dynamics ofteam process and adaptation

of the technology to each team's unique work pattern. Accepting that "structuration" is

the process of activating resources (human or technological), the positive perspective

(stance) of this study assumes that structuration occurs. Thus, the goal is to determine

the impact of structuration on group process outcome.

Experimental Design

The present study was a lO-week investigation that incorporated a combination of

observational, experimental, and survey methods in order to assess group process and

outcome for six different groups. The data informing this work were obtained from a

series of four classes dealing with Computer Supported Collaborative Work (CSCW).

The author designed and taught these courses in the Information and Computer Sciences

Department at the University ofHawaii at Manoa. Each class session consisted of two

parts: (1) classroom lectures oriented toward esew applications ofbusiness principles

and discussion of team decision models and (2) computer lab sessions in which the

students worked in randomly assigned teams. The layout of the computer lab used for the

courses is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Diagram of Computer Laboratory Used for the Virtual Team Sessions.

Seating in the lab was random. Because students communicated only through

NetMeeting chat, there was no advantage to clustering together as a team. Therefore,

student team members were dispersed throughout the lab. The overall design of the

course during which the study was done is shown in Figure 5. The seventy-four students

in these classes were senior-level Computer Science undergraduates and two Engineering

students. The participants in the four classes were distributed as shown in Table 2.
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Table 2

Distribution ofthe Participants in the Four Classes Showing Class. Team Name. and

Team Size

Class No. Team No. Team Name
No. of Students in Total

Team Participants

1 TOI Lions S

T02 Pistons 4

T03 Tigers 4

T04 Wings 5

18

2 TOS Bears 5

T06 Bulls 4

T07 Hawks 4

T08 Sox 5

18

3 T09 Bengals 4

TlO Cardinals S

TIl Eagles 4

Tl2 Jaguars 5

T13 Panthers 5

Tl4 Seahawks 4

27

4 Tl5 Broncos 4

T16 Dolphins 3

Tl7 Ravens 4

11

Total 74
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The teams remained intact throughout the semester. Lab sessions were 60 to 80

minutes in duration. At the conclusion of every lab session, each team submitted a

floppy disk containing three files: Decision model, Whiteboard, and Chat transcript. The

course description flier is located in Appendix G. A sample of the output of a single team

from a single lab session appears in Appendix F.

During the lab sessions, each team assumed a real-life role within an assigned

scenario. The roles were rotated so that each team was exposed to each role. The teams

were expected to complete a decision model within the timeframe of the lab period. Each

class worked consecutively with two scenarios. The first scenario was designed to

familiarize the students with the decision-making tools -- TeamEC and NetMeeting -- and

to become accustomed to working as a team. This first scenario dealt with either Y2K

preparedness, or revitalization of Hawaii's economy. In the Y2K problem, each team

took the role of municipal police, fire, medical preparedness, and water departments. In

the economic revitalization scenario, each group, in rotation, assumed the roles of State

government, University ofHawaii Administration, University ofHawaii students, public

worker unions, and business.

In the second scenario, participants assumed the roles of employees of a "tech

startup" company. Descriptions of Scenarios 1 and 2 appear in Appendix B. Maintaining

their membership in the same teams as the first scenario, students worked as a "task

force" in performing the functions of a typical company -- Human Resources, Marketing,

and Design/Engineering. Again, every team rotated to one of the above-listed positions

during each computer lab session so every team had exposure to each situation.
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At the end ofboth Scenario 1 and Scenario 2, the teams competed in a "Face-Off"

to determine which team could produce the best decision model. In the class lectures

immediately following each Face-Off, all the models were discussed, the team with the

best model was proclaimed the winner of the competition, and the members ofwinning

team were awarded a small prize. After this time students also completed surveys that

asked them about their opinions of TeamEC, NetMeeting, and Teamwork. The set of

surveys, given after each Face-Off, served as benchmarks to gauge team progress (team

perceptions of the software support and the effectiveness of their work as a team in

solving the assigned problems) and to provide feedback to the instructor. The two

Benchmarks are shown in the diagram ofthe course design (Figure 5). The results of

these surveys are discussed in Chapter 4 (Results).

Environment: Software Support System

The Decision Support Software: TeamECTM

The primary measures ofgroup performance in this research were the decision

models produced by the teams with TeamEC group-decision support software produced

by Expert Choice, Inc. (http://www.expertchoice.com/). TeamEC is used for analyzing,

synthesizing, and justifying complex decisions and evaluations in a group setting. It is

designed to assist groups by bringing structure, organization, and coherence to the

decision-making process. TeamEC is a multi-objective decision making method based

on the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) methodology (Saaty, 1980, 1986, 1989, 1994)

in which elements in a tree structure are subjected to a series ofpairwise comparisons to

assess their relative value, likelihood, or desirability. It is one of several optimization

methods that decision makers can use to reconcile problems having multiple conflicting
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objectives. The components of the TeamEC software are: Questionnaire/Brainstorming,

Structuring, Evaluation/Choice, and Synthesis.

The Questionnaire/Brainstorming component was not used in this research.

Brainstorming was done using NetMeeting chat to enable capture of time-stamped

transcripts of team interaction. It was hoped that the students would be as open-minded

and as unencumbered as possible at this initial stage. In addition to the Chat feature,

NetMeeting also has a Whiteboard feature which the students were encouraged to use as

a way to share information and also as a way to create a backup copy of their decision

models.

The Structuring component ofTeamEC allowed the students to put their ideas into a

tree-like hierarchy. In descending order, each tree had a Goal, Objectives (or Criteria),

Alternatives, and Sub-alternatives. The options at each level were non-binary so any

number of options could appear at any level. The Goal was stated in terms of the

problem given to the students. One task scenario was titled: "What can we do to

revitalize the economy of the State ofHawaii?" From that starting point, the teams were

free to approach the problem in any way they wished (within the confines of their

assigned roles). The nature and size of the tree structure depended on the students'

resourcefulness and on their ability to work as a team. TearnEC placed no restrictions

either on the order in which the structure was built (top-down or bottom-up), or on the

form of the tree branches.

After model structures were complete, students moved on to the Evaluation/Choice

component. It was at this stage that students assigned relative values to the elements they

had put into their tree. This was done by making pairwise comparisons between elements
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branching from the same node. The software prevented any attempt to make pairwise

comparisons between elements from two different levels; e.g., a comparison between a

node on the Objective level and a node on the Sub-criteria level.

The teams used one of three types of comparison for ranking criteria and alternatives:

(a) Importance -- "Node X is more important that Node Y," (b) Preference -- "Node X

is preferable to Node Y," or (c) Likelihood -- "Node X is more likely than Node Y."

The teams also conducted their assessments (pair-wise comparisons) in one of three

different modes: (a) Verbal (Extreme, Very Strong, Strong, Moderate, Equal), (b)

Graphical (sliding scale), or (c) Numerical (based on dominant element ofthe pair),

which might be via (1) Questionnaire (choice ofrankings ranging from I - 9) or (2)

Matrix (weights ranging from 1.0 - 9.9). After experimenting with the three mode

options, most (but not all) teams opted to use Option (b), the graphical mode, which was

the most "user friendly" in that it was the easiest to understand and the fastest to use. The

pair-wise comparisons created a priority ordering of the attributes in the tree structure.

Finally, teams checked to see if their value judgments agreed with TeamEC'M's

Inconsistency Ratio (again based upon the AHP).

None of the twenty-seven teams had enough time over the period of one semester to

learn how to utilize TeamEC's Synthesis component. While it would have been desirable

for students to subject their models to sensitivity analysis, time constraints prevented the

teams from going beyond building and evaluating their model structures.

TeamECTM can be a very powerful research tool that has great potential for assisting

both quantitative and qualitative research. The author is unaware of any studies that have

used this group decision-making software in the way it was used in the present study, but
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a strong case can be made for its potential as a quantitative measure of group

performance. The size and completeness of a group's TeamECn• output is easily

quantifiable. Each node can be assigned a numerical value. Each level can, likewise, be

assigned a value, but weighted to reflect the degree of difficulty in reaching that level. A

team's ability to attain the sub-alternative level indicates a better-functioning group than

one that never reaches that level. The presence of viable and weighted sub-alternatives in

a model indicates that a team is organized, clear thinking, and competent. Therefore, any

nodes on the sub-alternative level would be multiplied by whatever value is assigned to

that level. Models can also be given points for clarity ofdefinitions and the number of

pairwise comparisons completed. For this study, the sum ofthe points given to all model

elements provided a single "hard" number that was compared to other models by the

same team and by other teams. This empirical approach, applied consistently, provided

the basis for using the model scores as either dependent or independent variables.

Appendix E contains a model that the author created as a sample for students to consider

when they were doing the "Hawaii Economy" scenario. The points for that model total

400 based on the scoring methodology (also in Appendix E).

Group Decision Support System Considerations

An important aspect of solving complex multicriteria problems is the use of software

support to assist groups of decision makers with assigning preferences and weights to

criteria. DSSs tend to be complex, and the use of software that provides modeling

capability can result in a perceived increase in the complexity of the task (Limayem &

DeSanctis, 2000). Attempts have been made to design explanation and automated

decision guidance into GDSSs to enhance decision models building by providing cures to
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direct decision makers toward correct structuring and implementation of model

components. Dennis, Haley, and Vandenberg (1996) and Benbasat & Lim (1993) found

that, although groups benefit from decision modeling as evidenced by improved decision

quality, model building is time consuming and difficult. According to Limayem &

DeSanctis (2000), both of those studies determined that use ofGDSS technology tended

to reduce consensus, decision confidence, and overall satisfaction despite the fact that

decision quality improved. Decision makers tend to avoid decision aids because they

reveal conflict and place a cognitive load on the user. In addition to these negative

effects, Tuttle and Stocks (1997) believe that most software puts too much emphasis on

ease ofuse and too little emphasis on decision maker understanding of the models they

are building. The suggested solutions include embedding explanations that require little

cognitive effort and provide more problem-structuring support for group cognition. The

suggestion has been that cognitive feedback could provide information about preferences

and model structure (Te'eni, 1991) by, for example calling attention to inconsistencies in

decision-maker judgments. Bjorkman (1972) suggested that cognitive feedforward might

provide explanation before each step of the model-building process. The premise is that

"feedforward" assistance may "attenuate cognitive strain by providing decision makers

with information that otherwise would have been learned through feedback." (Limayem

& DeSanctis, 2000, p. 388). Other efforts have been devoted to finding ways to focus the

group decision process by keeping the decision model on track (Wheeler and Valacich,

1996). While it is important that the group process be flexible, it is important to foster

interaction and restrict the group at the same time. Poole (l983a, 1983b) and Friedman

(1989) suggest that "decisional guidance can include operators that anticipate or detect
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'breakpoints' in group interaction. These are points in the group decision process where

cognitive feedback and feedforward can be made available to the group." Normal

breakpoints occur when a group shifts from one step in the decision process to another.

Delay breakpoints are occasions where the group goes back over a decision step.

Disruption breakpoints are times where conflict or uncertainty occur in the group. This

may be due to information overload, inability to understand results, or lack of

coordination among team members. (Limayem & DeSanctis, 2000, p. 389)

TeamEC Management of These Considerations

It is important to discuss the extent to which TeamEC, as a type ofGDSS software,

performed in terms of the above considerations. TeamEC is complex software.

Although the interface is clear and relatively easy to use, it did result in a perceived

increase in complexity for participants in all four courses. TeamEC has embedded

explanation into the design of the interface, This is partly accomplished through online

help and partly through optional use of explanatory comments that identify functions

when the cursor is passed over model elements. The model, itself, includes element

definitions as well as a notebook for documenting the rationale behind the parts ofthe

decision and the decision as a whole, Automated decision guidance extends only to the

presence of an "inconsistency ratio" indicator that becomes available at the end of the

pairwise comparison process. This index does serve as a guide to direct decision makers

toward correct structuring and implementation of model components by indicating

whether and to what extent inconsistent judgments have been entered into the model

during the pairwise comparison process. Teams benefited from the guidance provided by

these elements as well as the decision modeling process, itself. The decision quality
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obtained during the course was certainly higher and more extensive that would have been

possible without the software. Construction of decision models is an intense, time

consuming, and difficult process in any case.

In the present study, the instructor compensated for lack ofbuilt-in feedforward or

feedback support in TeamEC by (a) being constantly available during lab sessions for

consultation and (b) using e-mail to make comments and suggestions to assist teams'

understanding of the model-building process. E-mail feedback was sent after each lab

session to each team. Since students referenced this e-mail feedback during subsequent

lab sessions, the effect was to provide problem-structuring support for group cognition by

providing team-specific help with model structuring and content problems as teams

progressed. This form offeedback became feedforward assistance since it provided

explanation for each subsequent model-building session and so alleviated cognitive strain

on teams. Examples of some ofthis e-mail assistance appear in Appendix I. There were

three general types of e-mail sent to teams: (1) maintenance (file naming and saving,

recovering from system crashes), (2) structuring (the validity of decision tree structure),

and (3) content (the validity ofdecision tree content).

The Virtual Team Support System: NetMeeting

In order to create an environment that would enable teams to simulate synchronous

distributed teamwork in a single computer laboratory, Microsoft NetMeeting was used to

provide communication support via its chat facility and to enable application sharing so

that teams members could work simultaneously on the collaborative building of decision

models. Students communicated only via text chat. Other features ofNetMeeting

available for use by the teams were the whiteboard, shared clipboard, and file transfer.
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The teams also had access to the class Web site for referencing class notes and to e-mail

for referencing comments from the instructor on their prior work (see Appendix f). Web

access enabled searches for external information that might assist problem solution.

Appendix C contains a screenshot of a sample set of the individual NetMeeting windows

that might be open on a team member's desktop at any point in time.

Participants in This Study

The participants who are part of the data set analyzed for this study are the twenty

seven upper level undergraduate students who were enrolled in the class the third time the

course was given. This class was chosen for study because it had the largest number of

students and, therefore, the largest number of teams. The first two offerings of the course

are considered pilot studies since some adjustments in the course design were made

during each of those classes. The course was given a fourth time as a follow-up study.

Based on information gathered from individual student interviews openly

conducted during the first class of the semester, it was the rare student who even casually

knew any other student in the class. The interviews were specifically designed to enable

the instructor and the other students to get to know something about each member of the

class. The data gathered from the interviews are shown in Appendix H. These data

demonstrate the strong degree of diversity present among the student-participants (who

are among the input variables to the small group decision-making process) in this study.

The open interviews also provided students the opportunity to highlight their specific

interest areas as well as to encourage students to begin communicating immediately since

the course would require a great deal of interaction on the part of all students.
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Procedure

The class met for two hours and 40 minutes twice a week for 10 weeks. Students

were formed into three teams of four students and three teams of five students at the

beginning of the course. Teams remained intact throughout the course, and worked as

virtual decision-making teams during the 45- to 80-minute lab portion of each class.

During this time, work topic communication took place only via NetMeeting chat. As a

work process, each decision-making task was designed to be an intense, highly focused

effort that was to be completed within a specified time period. At the end ofeach lab

session, each team's de1iverables included the transcript, whiteboard, and the decision

model. These were saved on a diskette and given to the instructor.

The teams were entirely self-directed. Two general decision scenarios, each

composed ofa series ofdecision tasks, were designed by the instructor. Teams were

assigned specific roles to be assumed by each team in a rotation sequence provided to the

class at the start of each scenario. Teams operated under only two basic requirements

during each lab session: (I) communication among team members was to take place only

through text chat and (2) the team had to assume the scenario-role specification assigned

to them for that lab session. Otherwise, each team was free to organize the task as it saw

fit. This meant freedom to assign members to particular tasks or to work on the task as a

group through application sharing, sending files to other team members via file transfer,

and accessing information as required from e-mail, the course Web site, or the Internet.

Because the nature of the task scenario was complex and did not have a single "right"

answer, teams were also free to exercise creativity and critical thinking in pursuit of
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appropriate responses to the series ofvariations on the overall task that were presented to

them at the beginning of each lab session.

Decision Scenario Design

The lab sessions for the first two class meetings were training sessions where

students met in the lab in their newly-assigned teams to learn how to connect team

members through NetMeeting, how to use the NetMeeting tools, and to work through a

series of tutorial exercises designed to acquaint them with the decision modeling software

(TeamECn,). Part of the purpose of these two sessions was to enable the instructor to get

to know the students and their capabilities in order to better direct course reading and

lecture content to address specific needs of individual students as well as the entire class.

As previously stated, the instructor had begun design ofthis course two semesters earlier

and that this was the third offering of the course. During each ofthe two prior offerings,

the course had been refined to focus content delivery and smooth out the lab work

process. Because of the rapidly changing state of technology and of businesses engaged

in creation and use of new technologies, it was found that readings and case studies had

to be revised each semester. Another reason for close instructor supervision of the two

training sessions was to assure that the members of each team developed the ability to

interactively exchange knowledge to assist one another as soon as possible. Due to the

short length of the term (ten weeks), it was necessary to quickly train the participants

before beginning work on the actual decision scenarios. The preliminary sessions

afforded the opportunity to encourage good teamwork skills and defuse potential

instances ofcommunication apprehension (e.g., Daly, McCroskey, Ayres, Hopf, &

Ayres, 1997; McCroskey, 1976, 1984; Uyema, 1992) since this would delay (if not
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prevent) development of good working relationshi ps within teams. Table 3 lists the

thirteen virtual team meetings that took place in the computer lab.

Table 3

Lab Session Scenario and Rotation Sequence

Meeting Code Session Type

1 PI Training Session 1

2 P2 Training Session 2

3 SIRI Scenario I, Rotation I

4 SIRZ Scenario I, Rotation 2

5 SIRJ Scenario 1, Rotation 3

6 SIR4 Scenario I, Rotation 4

7 SIRS Scenario 1, Rotation S

8 FOI Face-Off 1

9 S2RI Scenario 2, Rotation 1

10 S2RZ Scenario 2, Rotation 2

11 S2R3 Scenario 2, Rotation 3

12 F02 Face-Off 2

13 FR Final Report

After completing the two in-lab training sessions (PI and P2), students began

work on the first decision-modeling problem, Scenario 1, which consisted of five

decision-modeling lab sessions (S IRI through SIRS) followed by a Face-Off, or
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competitive, lab session (F01). Then, work began on the second decision-modeling

problem, Scenario 2, which consisted of three decision-modeling lab sessions (S2Rl

through S2R3) and a second competitive session, Face-Off 2 (F02). The next (and last)

lab session was held in the same virtual mode as all prior sessions. However, rather than

preparing a problem-solution, each team's task was to collaboratively write a final team

report.

The first scenario presented a broad policy-based decision problem that was

designed specifically to be removed from the technical computer science and engineering

learning domain of the participants. This was done to focus students' learning on

decision-making as a process and as a particular type ofproblem solving. Removing

learning to a domain in which students were not expected to be expert also enabled

experiential learning unencumbered by the need to excel. In this context, students were

free to move forward and backward within the problem context as they experimented

with learning to think critically about decisions as unique problems. The problem for

Scenario I was one that is common to all locations and cultures (revitalizing the local

economy) so that it could be readily understood by all participants regardless of

individual demographic differences. Instructor feedback based on the decision model,

whiteboard file, and chat transcript produced during each lab session was provided to

each team in order to assure continuous performance improvement as well as to allay any

concerns regarding performance requirements. This first scenario consisted offive lab

sessions where teams rotated through a series ofproblem-related roles so that each team

had the opportunity to develop the specific perspective of each role.
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The sixth, and final, lab session of Scenario 1 was a competition (Face-Off 1) that

served as the first benchmark for the course. The team models produced during the Face

Offwere reviewed and ranked in a face-to-face classroom session to share all model

results so that teams could gauge their progress relative to one another. More

importantly, open review of the models provided additional opportunity for all

participants to benefit from the ideas of others. Models were stripped ofteam identities

thus providing anonymity to facilitate discussion. Even more importantly, from the

students' perspective, the highest-ranking model was considered the winner of the

competition, earning the winning team members a small prize.

Scenario 1 was followed by another problem (Scenario 2) that focused on a

collaborative system design, development, and deployment decision problem specific to

the participants' domain of expertise. This work series consisted of three role rotations

and was followed by a second benchmark (competitive Face-Off2) to complete the series

of twelve decision modeling lab sessions. There was one additional lab session where

each team collaboratively wrote a report detailing their newfound knowledge of virtual

teamwork, collaboration, and decision modeling. The reports were presented to the class

at the next, and final, class meeting of the semester in a debate format where

presentations were followed by an interactive Question-Answer period.

Appendix B contains the Scenario I description and rotation schedule, list of role

materials supplied to students for lab sessions, Scenario 1 Face-Off description, Scenario

2 description and role rotation schedule, and the Agenda for Face-Off 2.

Appendix C contains views ofthe main TeamECT" screen, the decision tree screen,

and the graphical pairwise comparison screen. There is also a copy of the table of
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contents for the initial TeamECTM tutorial prepared by the instructor for the students' use

during the two preliminary Tutorial Sessions (P I and P2).

Content Analysis

Because the team is the unit ofanalysis, chat transcripts were coded to identify the

independent variables using a macro-micro code structure specific to the requirements of

this study. AST, as originally presented by DeSanctis and Poole (1994), provided fairly

extensive recommendations for assessing AST constructs using micro-level discourse

analysis (speech acts, meeting phases) to identify the dimensions of the "spirit,"

"structure," and "nature of appropriation" of a technology. Methods for analyzing

appropriation at the global (meeting(s)) and institutional (multiple groups, across

organizations) levels are also provided. Early AST studies devised coding systems

(DeSanctis, Poole, Dickson, and Jackson, 1993; Poole and DeSanctis, 1992) and coding

structures used in several other studies were explored (Chudoba, 1999; Nyerges, Moore,

Montejano, and Compton, 1998; Paolillo, 1999; Seale and Kelly, 1998; Tardy, 1987;

Tonkiss, 1998). However, it was necessary to develop a code structure to meet the

requirements of this study.

Saturation coding (Silverman, 1998,2001; Strauss, 1987; Strauss & Corbin; 1998)

of transcripts from the two pilot studies indicated that the code structure that evolved

through this process accurately identifies the information for purposes of this study.

Miles & Huberman (1994) define "codes" as "tags or labels for assigning units of

meaning to the descriptive or inferential information compiled during a study" (p. 56).

The information referred to by the codes in the present study is the "chat statement."

This means that the size of the chunk represented by the code may vary in size from a
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word to a paragraph depending on how much text was typed before the participant hit the

"Enter" key. Every effort has been made to constrain the meaning of the codes to the

descriptive level. The intent of this study is not interpretive at this micro level. The

Macro Codes are also descriptive although they do form patterns that indicate the linear

and recursive nature of the meeting that is documented by the chat transcript. Inferential

and explanatory value is confined to analysis ofMicro and Macro Code patterns as a

percent of overall conversation time. The Macro Codes, their component Micro Codes,

and the definitions used for analysis of the chat transcripts are shown in Table 4. This

information also appears in Appendix D along with the Coding Protocols developed for

assignment of codes.
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Table 4

Macro Codes with Component Micro Codes Used for Chat Transcript Analysis.

Macro Code
Micro

Activity
Code

SA PP Process Planning
Situation Assessment SE Social Exchange

AS Application Sharing
RC EF Equipment Failure

Resource Coordination FT File Transfer
SW Save Work

TC Task Clarification
WB Whiteboard use

IG WTA Whiteboard Task (Alternative)
Idea Generation WTG Whiteboard Task (Goal)

WTO Whiteboard Task (Objective)
WTSA Whiteboard Task (Sub-Alternative)

MS Model Structure
PC Pair-wise Comparison

MB TA Task (Alternative)
Model Building TG Task (Goal)

TO Task (Objective)
TSA Task (Sub-Alternative)

CO Cohesiveness
0 Blank Line
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS

Introduction

The total data yield for the 10 lab sessions was 60 chat transcripts, 53 whiteboard

files (seven teamwork sessions did not use the whiteboard function), and 55 decision

models (five sessions did not produce a model file). The data was analyzed within the

framework of the Group Input Variables, Group Process Variables, and Group Output

Variables as shown in Figure 1 (Chapter 2). The Group Input Variables are: Team,

Rotation, Team Size, Scenario, Role, and Rotation Number ofMinutes. The Group

Process Variables are: Resource Coordination, Idea Generation, Situation Assessment,

and Model Building. The Output Variable is Model Score. The Group Process Variable

data resulting from content analysis of the coded chat transcripts (refer to Figure 4,

Chapter 3) enabled analysis of Group Interaction for each team.

First, aggregate Output Variable (Model Score) data are presented in the form of a

data table and graph showing the average model score produced by all teams for each of

the ten meetings.

Second, the Group Process Variables (Situation Assessment, Resource

Coordination, Idea Generation, and Model Building) and the Output Variable (Model

Score) data are presented by team and include a graph and a summary showing the levels

of the variables for the 10 lab sessions. The 10 lab sessions depicted in each graph show

the results for Scenario 1, the Hawaii Economy Scenario, and for Scenario 2, the High

Tech Startup Scenario. Scenario 1 had five rotations: State Government, Business, UH

Students, UH Administration, and Public Worker Union roles. Scenario 2 had three

rotations Marketing, Human Resources, and Design/Engineering roles.
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Third, the results ofbivariate correlation analysis of the group process variables

and simple ANOVA analysis of model score by team is presented to show where there

were statistically significant differences between teams in the levels of group process and

outcome variables.

Fourth, the results of the Participant Satisfaction Surveys administered to

participants in all four classes at the two Benchmarks of the courses are presented.

Aggregate Output Variable Data

The following section presents a data table (Table 5), a chart (Figure 6), and a brief

descriptive recap of the summary model score results for all teams. The data table

contains the aggregate average of the Output Variable (Model Score) for each lab session

(rotation) for Scenarios 1 and 2 and for both Face-Offs. The figures shown for the output

variable are the model scores for the individual teams and the average model score for all

teams for each meeting.

Figure 6 shows the information in the data table in the form ofa line graph. Model

Score data points are keyed to the legend at the bottom ofthe chart, where "Bengals T09,

Cardinals TIO, Eagles Til, Jaguars TI2, Panthers T13, Seahawks T14" are the Team

Names. The Model Score (number of points achieved for quality, depth, and content) is

scaled from zero to 300 points on the left-hand y-axis. Progress through time by rotation

number is marked on the x-axis and ranges from Scenario I, Rotation I (SIRI) through

Scenario I, Rotation 2 (SIR2) through Face-Off I (F01) and so on for Scenario 2 and

Face-Off 2. Together, the chart elements present a visual display of individual team

model-score performance in comparison with the average (shown by the heavy dark line)

for all teams over time.
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Table 5

Summary ofOutput Variable <Model Score) Results for All Teams

Team SlR1 SlR2 SIR3 SIR4 SIR5 F01 S2R1 S2R2 S2R3 F02

T9 43 42 37 13 32 30 62 21 36 79

TlO 56 40 41 19 66 86 71 50 79 43

Tli 82 23 31 21 35 82 58 77 53 106

Tl2 70 48 47 47 48 61 116 129 131 207

Tl3 71 86 78 93 98 142 208 113 87 100

Tl4 34 92 84 109 107 119 203 243 106 278

Average 59 55 53 50 64 87 120 127 98 136

Model Scores by Team with Aggregate Scores for All Team by Rotation
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Figure 6. Model Score by Team Over the 10 rotations. The dark line through the center

ofthe figure shows the average score for all six teams for each rotation.
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Model Structure Analysis

Model files were analyzed quantitatively for completeness and validity with respect

to roles within the problem scenarios. Appendix E contains a table showing the point

system used for weighting the elements in the decision tree, which had a maximum of

400 points (although the highest team score achieved was far below this at 278). The

metamodel built by the instructor to serve as a gauge for development of the point scale

and to provide an example for student use for the "Hawaii Economy" Scenario also

appears in Appendix E along with screen images ofthe metamodel TeamECTOI main and

decision tree screens, the metamodel framework with weights, and the definition table for

the metamodel goal, objective, and alternative elements.

Evidence of Two Learning Phases

Individual team model scores and the average over time (Figure 6) indicate that all

teams experienced varying degrees of difficulty in learning to work in the virtual team

environment using the new decision modeling software throughout the first scenario

(SIRI through FOI). During this learning period, Team 13 and Team 14 performed well

above the average while the other four teams' performance was at or below the average.

Team scores spiked for all teams at Face-Off I and for four of the six teams during the

first rotation of Scenario 2 (the exceptions being Teams 10 and 11). However, scores fell

for three of the six teams during the second rotation of Scenario 2. The unusually high

score of Team 14 caused the overall average to rise, concealing the fact that the rest of

the teams experienced another learning period when they found that the second scenario

required a different kind of analysis from that of Scenario I. Team 14's performance did

not hold for the third rotation of Scenario 2, causing the overall trend of increasing scores
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to drop despite the fact that the remaining teams model scores were resuming their

upward trend. Students needed to apply their learning domain expertise from engineering

and computer science during the second scenario. By the end of Scenario 2, all teams

except Team 10 exhibited another spike in model scores for the last decision modeling

session, Face-Off 2.

This pattern of overall gradual increase in model scores through the first scenario, a

drop in scores after the new scenario was introduced and found to require a different kind

ofanalysis, and a subsequent increase in model scores through the end of the second

scenario indicates that two learning periods occurred during the course. This was

expected to occur. Although the spike in model scores during the first session of

Scenario 2 might appear to be anomalous, the specific differences in type of analysis

required for the second scenario did not become apparent to teams until the second

rotation where they began to refine the content of their models to match the requirements

of the new problem. This indicates that teams went into Scenario 2 with all the

momentum gathered through Scenario I, but subsequently experienced a delayed

response in actual understanding of the problem. Once a clearer understanding was

reached, teams strove to adjust to the new decision scenario requirements.

This indicates that teams had reached a new level in understanding decision

problem analysis. They had become quite facile at using the software and working with

their teams by the end of Scenario 1. The comfortable sense of routine that teams had

developed was upset by the introduction of the new problem, enabling teams to learn that

each problem is unique and requires a change in perspective. As planned, this was the

more important learning phase of the course since it represented movement from the
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novice to the intennediate stage of ability to analyze problems and fonn decision models.

The fact that this happened at all, attests to the degree of engagement experienced and the

amount of effort teams were willing to put into their work during the course.

A complete set of the output of one team from one lab session (main model screen,

decision tree screen, weighted model framework, model element definitions, whiteboard,

and complete coded chat transcript) is included in Appendix F.

Team Perfonnance by Role

Table 6 shows the model scores achieved by the six teams during Scenario 1 for the

Roles of State Government, Business, UH Students, UH Administration, Public Worker

Unions. The Scenario 1 Face-off used State Government as the common role for all the

teams. Roles were rotated among the teams to give each team the opportunity to examine

each role. Because there were only five roles for Scenario 1, two of the six teams had the

same role during a lab session. The far right column ofTable 6 shows that there was a

wide disparity in performance among the teams. The bottom row shows differences in

Model Score by Role. Excluding the Face-Off, teams produced the best average models

for Public Worker Unions (64), followed by UH Administration (59), State Government

(56), UH Students (51), and Business (43) in that order.
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Table 6

Model Scores by Role for Scenario I

Team State VB VB
Public Face-

Team
Business Worker Off I Total

Name Govt. Students Admin.
Unions (State)

Mean

Team 09 42 43 32 I3 37 30 197 33

Team 10 56 66 19 41 40 86 308 51

Team 11 35 21 31 23 82 82 274 46

Team 12 47 47 48 70 48 61 321 54

Team I3 78 86 7l 98 93 142 568 95

Team 14 92 34 107 109 84 119 545 91

Total 350 258 308 354 384 520 2213

Role Mean 56 43 51 59 64 87

Table 7 contains the model scores for all six teams during Scenario 2 for the roles

ofMarketing, Human Resources, and Computer software and hardware Design and

Engineering (DIE). The Scenario 2 Face-offused DIE as the common role for all the

teams. As can be seen in the far right column, there was a wide disparity in performance

among the teams. This is consistent with the results in Scenario I where the teams that

excelled in the first scenario continued to do so in the second scenario. This same

performance pattern was found in the two pilot classes and the follow-up class. The

bottom row of Table 7 shows differences in Model Score by Role. Excluding the Face-

Off, teams produced the best average model scores for Human Resources (123), and

Marketing (112). DesignfEngineering had the lowest average model score (77).
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Table 7

Model Scores by Role for Scenario 2

Team Human Design
Face-Off

Team Team
Marketing 2

Name Resources Engineering
(DIE)

Total Mean

Team 09 62 42 21 79 204 51

Team 10 71 79 75 43 268 67

Team 11 113 77 58 106 354 89

Team 12 243 129 116 207 695 174

Team 13 53 208 87 100 448 112

Team 14 131 203 106 278 718 180

Role Total 673 738 463 813 2,687

Role Mean 112 123 77 136

Surprisingly, the role that would seem to be closest to the students' academic

specialty, Design/Engineering (DIE), produced the lowest model scores in Scenario 2.

This outcome would have been somewhat more understandable if the students had been

from the College of Business Administration where marketing and management are a

core part of the curriculum. The overall higher scores for the Face-off, where DIE was,

again, the designated role, would seem to be inconsistent with their previous DIE SCDres.

However, in the broader cDntext of all the Face-offs in all Dfthe classes (the two pilots,

the present study, and the follow-up class), mDdel scores repeatedly spiked upward Dn the

Face-Offs. This phenomenDn appeared to be due to the competitive nature of the Face-

Offs, which seemed to motivate teams tD bring all of their newly-developed expertise to

bear on the problem in order to produce the best mDdel possible.
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Table 6 (Scenario I) and Table 7 (Scenario 2) show the consistency ofperfonnance

for the six teams throughout the course. The model scores show a clear dichotomy

between the top three teams and the bottom three teams. The dichotomy begins to

emerge by the end of the first scenario and becomes a clear pattern by the end of the

second scenario. Teams 12, 13, and 14 clearly and consistently outperfonned Teams 09,

10, and 11.

Group Process and Output Variable Data

The following sections present results for the six teams from the 10 decision-

making sessions: Scenario I (Rotations 1-5), Face-Off I, Scenario 2 (Rotations 1-3), and

Face-Off 2. A separate section is devoted to presentation and analysis of the results for

each team. Each team discussion section contains a data table and a matching line chart

showing team performance levels for the Group Process Variables (Resource

Coordination, Situation Assessment, Idea Generation, and Model Building) and the

Output Variable (Model Score) for each lab session (Rotation). The figures shown for

the process variables refer to the percent of time spent on the referenced activity during

each meeting. The figures shown for the output variable refer to the point-value

assessment made for the team's model at each rotation. The amount oflab time (in

minutes) the team spent "in-session" is also shown in the data table.

Graphical Depiction of the Data

The chart is based on the information in the data table and is in the fonn of a line

graph in order to show change over time. Because (a) the Group Process Variable results

and the Output Variable results are measured on different scales (percent oftime and

number of points, respectively) and (b) it is important to see the Group Process Variable
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results and the Output Variable results for each rotation in relation to one another, the

chart has been set up using two y axes.

Group process activities are keyed to the legend at the bottom ofthe chart. The

legend references RC = Resource Coordination, SA = Situation Assessment, IG =Idea

Generation, and MB =Model Building refer to "Percent of Total Meeting Time" and are

shown on the left-hand y-axis of the chart. "Percent of Total Meeting Time" is scaled

from 0% to 100% and is the percent of total meeting time the team spent on each type of

group process activity.

The group process outcome variable is Model Score, which is also keyed to the

legend at the bottom ofthe chart. The legend reference, "Score," refers to "Model Score

Points" and is shown on the right-hand y-axis of the chart. The "Model Score Points"

axis is scaled from zero to 300 points and is the number of points given to the model

based on its quality, depth, and content.

Progress through time by rotation number is marked on the x-axis and is identified

as SIRI (Scenario 1, Rotation 1) through SIR5 (Scenario 1, Rotation 5) followed by FOI

(Face-Off 1) and so on for the three rotations of Scenario 2 followed by Face-Off 2.

Together, the chart elements present a visualization of each team's performance and the

relationships among the Group Process and Outcome variables over time. The Group

Process Variable values are based on the global level ofteam activity as defined by the

coding scheme used for chat transcript analysis that is detailed in the first (Macro Code)

column of Table 4 and presented in more detail in Appendix D. The Model Score values

are point totals based on the Meta-Model used to derive a point allocation system for

scoring the teams' models. The Meta-Model is detailed in Appendix E.
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Operationalization ofthe Group Process Variables

This broad view ofthe team's performance over time is followed by an excerpt

from a representative chat transcript for the team. While this small sample of the team's

overall discourse throughout the semester cannot present the full flavor of the interaction

experienced by each team over time, it is helpful in relating how the teams differed from

one another. The chat excerpts also explain the application ofMacro and Micro codes,

which is helpful in understanding the relevance of the discourse to the goals of the study

as well as how the codes were designed to operationalize Group Process Variables

through analysis ofteam discourse. Transcripts were reviewed multiple times for the

four sets ofdata: the two pilot data sets, the data set for the present study, and the data

set for the follow-up study. The transcript data were reviewed at separated time intervals

and by more than one coder before agreement on a final code structure was achieved.

Within-Team Participation Levels

The chat transcript sample for each team is followed by a chart showing the levels

ofparticipation of individual team members during each decision-making session. These

data are based on counting the number of salient statements made by each participant

during each decision modeling session. This information is important as an indicator of

evenness of participation by all members of the team. It is important to know the extent

to which each team member took part in the decision-making process in order to evaluate

the completeness of the "group's realized collective knowledge structure" (Walsh et aI.,

1988, p. 197). This provides information on how likely it is that the group's mental

model of the problem solution is an accurate representation of the viewpoints of all the

team members.
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An even level ofparticipation does not, however, prove that the forming of the

decision model was based on group consensus. It only indicates the degree to which each

team member attended to the group work process in some way. Repeatedly high levels of

statements by one member of a team may indicate dominance ofconversation by that

individual to control the rest of the team, to lead and assist other team members, to

contribute meaningless chatter amounting to "noise," or to serve as a facilitator enabling

the creative activities of other team members.

Counts of the number ofstatements made by each participant cannot be relied upon

to completely reveal the degree ofcontribution by each team member. In some cases, the

count was skewed by the fact that some participants entered infrequent, but lengthy,

contributions to the discussion. These lengthy entries contributed at least as much as

several short statements to the discussion. When this occurred, the writer of the lengthy

statements soon came to be recognized as a valuable resource by the other team members

who read these lengthy text chat entries carefully. Another view ofthis behavior is that it

is an instrumental use of the technology that amounts to a subtle form of dominance on

the part of the producer of the lengthy messages. While GDSS features are intended to

be used for communication and to manage task activity, they can also be used in various

ways to "exercise power or influence" (DeSanctis, Poole, Lewis, & Desharnais, 1992;

DeSanctis & Poole, 1994, p. 130). The writer of the lengthy message ignores other team

members while preparing the message. Once the message is sent to the rest ofthe team,

the team must pause to read the long missive. This provides additional time for the

dominating team member to prepare more impressive messages. In this way, the

dominating team member manages to control the timing of the progress of the session as
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well as to impress other team members sufficiently to tum the direction of team

consensus in favor ofhis/her preferred outcome. Because very high or very low

contributions on the part of an individual may have positive, negative, or no effects on

immediate or future team performance, the meaning of each team's pattern can only be

assessed within the context of each meeting coupled with evaluation of team performance

overtime.

Synthesis of Results by Team

Finally, each team's performance is discussed in terms of the overall goals of this

study. Because one goal of the course was to explore how distributed decision-making

teams manage resources, it is important to examine the types ofcoordination structures

that emerged for each team during their work process.

It is also important to consider how team discussion affected the problem solution

to determine whether the discussion process (a) was productive of a solution

representative of the beliefs of all team members, (b) amounted to the "thinking aloud" of

individual's pre-conceived concepts, or (c) was a case of genuine information sharing. In

order to assess how team support and training systems might be improved to expedite

group tasks, it is important to examine how teams in the present study structured

resources for use during their collaborative work sessions and the extent to which team

members learned from one another and from the experience ofactually performing the

decision modeling task.

Therefore, discussion will include how each team coordinated resources, when

coordination was effective, and when it was problematic. Because a team's ongoing

discourse throughout the decision-making process is part of resource coordination, it is
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necessary to consider the nature and authenticity of communicative interaction as an

indicator ofquality of outcomes. This requires taking into account (a) the team's

temporal processes, (b) how they dealt with the complexity ofnaturalistic and

autonomous decision making, (c) how the group learned and adapted to change, (d) how

the team made context-related use of distributed cognition through the resource

coordination element of their work process, (e) how emergence ofrevised belief

structures occurred, and (f) how this is indicative of development of situated mental

models through interaction over time

It was the initial contention ofthis study that the quality of the team's end product

would be a direct result of the team's resource coordination management dexterity during

the work process. Due to the fact that the kind of resource coordination that emerged

during work sessions in this study turned out to most often be related to equipment and

software failures over which teams had no control, it was only possible to evaluate

effectiveness of team resource coordination management with respect to how well teams

managed damage control. However, it was observed that the effectiveness of the

coordination process was chiefly the result of ongoing meaningful discourse among team

members followed by directed action by team members. The Group Process Variables

reveal the nature of the interaction among team members as they worked through the

decision process. Analysis ofmeaningful decision-making activity revealed the nature of

interaction among members and provided information about team resource creation and

use to enable explanation ofvariations in the quality of team output.
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Team 09 Work Process Results

Table 8

Team 09 Group Process and Model Score by Rotation.

Rotation Size RC SA IG ME Minutes Score

SIRI 4 20 10 54 14 79 43
SIR2 4 15 12 43 23 58 42
SIRJ 4 6 8 59 27 51 37
S1R4 4 11 16 64 9 48 13
SIR5 4 7 14 73 5 71 32
FOI 4 9 10 55 23 74 30

S2RI 4 4 13 75 7 73 62
S2R2 4 31 4 64 0 75 21
S2RJ 4 29 8 61 0 76 50

F02 4 31 22 38 8 89 79

Team 09

Percent of Meeting Time Allocated to Each Group Process Activity

S1R1 S1R2 S1R3 S1R4 S1R5 F01 S2R1 S2R2 S2R3 F02

Rotation

_RC --o-SA -+--IG ~ MB ••• Score

SA = Situation Assessment

RC = Resource Coordination

IG = Idea Generation

ME = Model Building

Figure 7. Team 09 Group Process and Model Score by Rotation.
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Table 9

Team 09 Chat Excerpt Showing Software Failure.

Line S ~ Macro Micro Time Commentpea er
No. Code Code

195 #4 RC EF 16:22:22 my team ec seems to be frozen............ uh ob..
196 #3 IG WTA 16:22:39 just bookstore and website
197 #2 IG WTA 16:22:43 okay.
198 #1 IG WTA 16:22:59 okay.
199 #4 RC EF 16:23:06 oh my god... i lost it...
200 #3 RC EF 16:23:09 teamec can't be frozen, you've got the working

copyyyyyyyyyyyyyy
201 #1 IG TC 16:23:27 what is the wcb sight? website?
202 #1 IG TC 16:23:32 are they the same.
203 #4 RC EF 16:23:50 oh my god
204 #4 RC EF 16:23:57 :(
205 #1 RC EF 16:24:02 what happened #4?
206 #4 RC EF 16:24:16 i was doing a node and the desc. thing didn't come on...
207 #4 RC EF 16:24:25 tllen it all disappeared!!!!!!!!!!!!!! I! !!! !!! !! I!! !!11
208 #2 RC EF 16:24:32 that's okay. we don't have any copies of it?
209 #4 RC EF 16:24:35 and now it won't open up at aiL the team ec..
210 #3 RC EF 16:24:48 i'll try to start on fast
211 #2 CO CO 16:24:52 that's okay.
212 #4 RC EF 16:25:02 geez, i don't kow if it was saved when i was putting all that

stuff in...
213 #2 RC EF 16:25:21 #3 is on his way to start a new model.
214 #4 RC EF 16:25:26 ohmy god..
215 #3 RC EF 16:25:33 i can't even start teamec
216 #2 RC EF 16:25:37 ohno!
217 #2 RC EF 16:25:41 i'll try...
218 #1 CO CO 16:25:47 that is all right.
219 #4 RC EF 16:26:20 is there anywhere on my computer that might have it saved?
220 #1 RC EF 16:26:21 I think they are going to talk to her.

("her' =the instructor]
221 #1 RC EF 16:26:32 did you ever save it?
222 #4 RC EF 16:26:40 yeah, i did but it was earlier...
223 #1 RC EF 16:26:48 I see.
224 #4 RC EF 16:26:52 i was just going to save it after aIlt node too...
225 #4 RC EF 16:26:57 ohman...
226 #1 CO CO 16:27:12 that is all right they are talking to her now. should be fine.

["her' = tlle instructor]
227 #4 RC EF 16:27:32 i don't know..... should've saved it every 30 seconds or

sometbing
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Team 09 Chat Analysis
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Figure 8. Team 09 Participant Interaction Levels by Session. The number of statements

made by each participant is measured on the left-hand y-axis. The y-axis shows the 10

rotations during which teams did decision modeling including the two Face-Offs. The

eleventh (last) set of data is labeled "G-Rpt" and shows team member participation

during the final lab session when teams coltaboratively prepared their Group Reports.
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Figure 8a. Team 09 Discussion Contributions by Speaker Over All Meetings.
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Discussion of Team 09 Results

Team 09's Group Process Variable levels and Model Scores by Rotation are shown

in Table 8 and Figure 7. The team had consistently low model scores throughout the

course although their level ofIdea Generation was fairly high. However the group had a

high level ofbrainstorming activity evidenced by the ideas discussed in their chats and

whiteboard content. They structured whiteboard content as a shared resource and used it

for coordinating their model building brainstorming activities. Their level ofModel

Building activity was erratic due to the number of software and equipment failure

experiences they encountered, resulting in frequent loss oftheir models.

In order to protect against total loss ofwork, the team developed a way to

coordinate restructuring of the model from the artifacts placed on the whiteboard earlier

in the session. They also distributed model building and whiteboard posting activity

among team members to protect against failure of individual workstations. The team's

emergent work style was characterized by constantly taking precautions against loss of

generated information. This is reflected in the regularity oftheir levels of Situation

Assessment and Resource Coordination. Ifthe group had not distributed their cognitive

resources across software structures (the model and the whiteboard), model

reconstruction would not have been possible and their tangible output would have been at

an even lower level.

The chat excerpt shown in Table 9 provides an example of the work structure of the

team. The excerpt begins at Chat Line No. 195, a point where the team is multitasking.

Three team members (Speakers #1, #2, and #3) are working on the whiteboard while the

other team member (Speaker #4) is building the TeamEC model. Speaker #4 notices that
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there is a problem. Starting at Line No. 200, the team members working on the

whiteboard also noticed the problem. The micro code "EF" indicates software and/or

hardware failure. The macro code "RC" shows that the team is in Resource Coordination

mode trying to recover the TeamEC model. While the team did not succeed in

recovering the TeamEC model for this lab session, sufficient evidence oftheir work

appeared on the whiteboard to indicate that they had developed a reasonable problem

solution. The last three modeling sessions for the group show high levels ofResource

Coordination in comparison with prior sessions along with very low Model Building

activity. The team ultimately structured their model on the whiteboard and then quickly

transferred it to a TeamEC model format. However, it is clear that this technique did not

result in very good models.

Due to the number of problems encountered, this team did not develop an apparent

temporal process that identified process planning, idea generation, and problem solution

patterns. The group dealt with the autonomous and naturalistic nature ofthe decision-

making context by creating very simple models. There was little evidence oflearning

with respect to advanced modeling structures due to the group's constant need to adapt to

change.

Participant Interaction Levels by Session (Figure 8) were fairly even over time. As

the group's work style evolved, Participant I assumed a facilitative role by attending to

Situation Assessment while Participant 2 constructed the model, Participant 4 constructed

a parallel model, and Participant 3 posted to the whiteboard. Participant contributions

over the entire semester (Figure 8a) confirm the more active roles ofParticipants 1 and 2

although there is no evidence oflack ofparticipation by any team member.
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Team 10 Work Process Results

Table 10

Team 10 Group Process and Model Score by Rotation.

Rotation Size RC SA IG MB Minutes Score
SIRI 5 43 9 32 15 75 56
SIR2 5 I3 6 54 26 47 40
SIRJ 5 38 5 31 25 56 41
SIR4 5 20 12 45 23 31 19
SIR5 5 19 10 49 22 68 66
FOI 5 6 5 41 45 45 86

S2RI 5 18 8 46 27 74 71
S2R2 5 12 9 41 38 69 75
S2R3 5 23 2 40 35 65 79
F02 5 14 9 46 28 75 43

Team 10
Percent of Meeting Time Allocated to Each Group Process Activity
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SA = Situation Assessment

RC = Resource Coordination

IG = Idea Generation

MB = Model Building

Figure 9. Team 10 Group Process and Model Score by Rotation.
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Table 11

Team 10 Chat Excerpt Showing Equilibrium Problem.

Line S k Macro Micro Time Comment
No. pea er Code Code
48 #5 IG TC 15:25:54 "Find resources to advertise BigNoise.com"

49 #2 RC AS 15:26:14 who's doing the model?

50 #5 SA pp 15:26:18 lam.

51 #1 IG TC 15:26:20 ad section is too broad, so most ofstuff could inside ad.

52 #2 RC AS 15:26:23 share it dude

78 #5 RC AS 15:31:30 is my desc. good?

79 #1 MB MS 15:31:38 right, we can put those of thing in teamec.

80 #3 IG TC 15:32:09 let people know BigNoise.com.

88 #5 RC AS 15:33:39 Hows this.

89 #2 RC AS 15:33:52 thats better

90 #2 MB MS 15:34:14 shall we commeuce with child notes?

100 #5 MB MS 15:35:23 so delete advertising node?

101 #2 MB MS 15:35:28 Wait wait, there are 2 objectives

102 #2 MB TO 15:35:35 one is to advertise
103 #2 IG TC 15:35:43 another is to determine prices

123 #4 IG TC 15:38:38 yes. finding prices go under research. Seminars may go
under advertising?

124 #2 IG TC 15:38:46 good
125 #4 SA pp 15:38:50 I'm mixed up now.
126 #2 SA pp 15:38:52 now we're getting somewhere
127 #2 IG TC 15:39:19 research goes under determining prices
128 #1 SA pp 15:39:25 ok, let's focus on advertising. Then next.

157 #5 IG TC 15:44:36 ohok.
158 #1 IG TC 15:44:43 but, ifwe consider everything, the solutions are maybe too

many.
159 #4 MB TO 15:44:52 Erase Media. I think we should have Advertise and

Research. Go from there.
160 #5 RC AS 15:45:04 you guys just told me to erase advertising!
161 #5 RC AS 15:45:06 man...
162 #3 IG TC 15:45:09 I thinks marketing and ad can be seperate nodes..
163 #1 IG TC 15:45:15 ok. just start with adv.
164 #4 IG TC 15:45:25 market and ad is same thing.
165 #1 IG TC 15:45:31 right
166 #4 RC AS 15:45:33 #2, am I going in a loop?
167 #2 RC AS 15:45:51 yes
168 #2 RC AS 15:45:52 wait
169 #5 IG TC 15:45:55 is the desc. ok.
170 #2 RC AS 15:45:56 let me show you something
171 #1 MB TO 15:46:24 let's finish on the adv section, then we could do the next, i.e.

research
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Team 10 Chat Analysis
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Figure 10. Team 10 Participant Interaction Levels by Session. The number of statements

made by each participant is measured on the left-hand y-axis. The y-axis shows the 10

rotations during which teams did decision modeling including the two Face-Offs. The

eleventh (last) set ofdata is labeled "G-Rpt" and shows team member participation

during the final lab session when teams collaboratively prepared their Group Reports.
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Discussion ofTeam 10 Results

Team \O's Group Process Variable levels and Model Scores by Rotation are

shown in Table 10 and Figure 9. This group also had low model scores throughout the

course. The group's level ofIdea Generation was somewhat low. Analysis of their chats

shows that this team did not use the whiteboard as an organizing and backup structure.

Rather, they began building model elements immediately, attempting to brainstorm and

construct the model at the same time. This resulted in fragmented, disorganized Idea

Generation, although this occurred at a fairly high and steady level. Their chats show a

high degree ofResource Coordination, Situation Assessment, and Model Building

activity interspersed with Idea Generation. The team did not produce the customary

spike in model score at the Face-Offs as the other teams did. This is a case where group

maintenance functions took too much time away from task functions (Bales's

Equilibrium Problem) to the detriment of the final product.

The chat excerpts shown in Table 11 demonstrate the equilibrium problem this

team experienced. Chat Line Nos. 49, 50, and 52 and Line Nos. 159,160, and 161 show

examples ofgroup maintenance imbedded in a Resource Coordination function. During

the first several rotations, Participant #4, who had adapted easily to the virtual

environment and the modeling software, was heavily relied upon by the other team

members for technical assistance as well as a source of ideas for solving the problem. As

time went on, however, Participant #4 became somewhat overbearing. This was tolerated

by the rest of the team until they became comfortable in the work environment and with

use of the modeling software. Gradually, other team members began to assert their own

opinions and take issue with Participant 4's judgment. Contention over which
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participant's ideas would win out and be placed in the model did not deteriorate into

destructive conflict, although it did cause Participant 4 to start holding back to some

extent. This caused sufficient loss of time to affect the solidity and completeness of the

team's models. This stalling behavior is shown in Chat Line Nos. 123, 125, 159, and

166. In earlier sessions, Participant 4 tended to lead everyone along. Participant 5 was

the most vocal member of the team partly due to assuming the Model Building function

(regularly requesting confirmation and clarification of model elements) and partly due to

being unaffected by Participant #4. It is interesting that Participants 2 and 3 were more

vocal during Face-Off 2, apparently in order to compensate for Participant 5's absence.

This team generated more ideas by far during Scenario 2 than during Scenario 1. This

was partly because the team members appeared to be generally more comfortable with

their own domain of learning (computer science and engineering). It was also due in part

to the accumulated learning of team members other than Participant 4 since, as they

became comfortable in the environment, they began to express their ideas. This team's

lowest level of discourse occurred during Scenario 1, Rotation 4, when they had the Role

ofUH Students, where it appeared to be difficult for the group to visualize students as

being an important factor in Hawaii's State Economy.

Participant Interaction Levels by Session (Figure 10) were uneven over time.

Figure IDa, Discussion Contributions by Speaker Over All Meetings, shows that

Participants I and 3 contributed a rather small percentage of the overall conversation

through the semester. Participant 2 was also a low contributor not only in number of

lines, but also in content. This team member assumed a maintenance role where the

function of the role appeared to be encouraging the other team members.
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Team 11 Work Process Results

Table 12

Team 11 Group Process and Model Score by Rotation.

Rotation Size RC SA IG MB Minutes Model
SlRl 4 35 22 38 5 91 82
SlR2 4 7 31 55 6 64 23
SlRJ 4 8 21 53 17 59 31
SlR4 4 5 40 54 0 56 21
SIRS 4 7 20 71 2 56 35
FOI 4 16 34 33 18 82 82

S2Rl 4 19 19 61 1 62 58
S2R2 4 17 21 58 2 49 77
S2RJ 4 11 25 58 6 75 53
F02 4 20 16 33 31 75 106

Team 11
Percent of Meeting Time Allocated to Each Group Process Activity

80 ,--------------------,- 300

50

51R1 51R2 51R3 51R4 51R5 F01 52R1 52R2 52R3 F02

Rotation

• RC --O--SA • IG -lr-MB· •• Score

SA = Situation Assessment

RC = Resource Coordination

IG = Idea Generation

MB = Model Building

Figure 11. Team 11 Group Process and Model Score by Rotation.
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Table 13

Team 11 Chat Excerpt Showing Extended Negative Conflict.

Line Macro Micro
Time CommentNo. Speaker Code Code

208 #2 SA pp 15:24:08 #4, How is the TearnEc going now?
209 #4 RC EF 15:25:06 What happen to the white board?
210 #3 IG TC 15:25: 12 How would you put under Bussiness Environmen, #2?
211 #1 RC EF 15:25:17 Mine still looks fine.
212 #3 RC EF 15:25:39 You erase it ?
213 #2 IG TC 15:25:40 How? It's really easyl just draw it?
214 #1 lG TC 15:26:14 I think we all know what he meant.
215 #4 ME MS 15:26:18 well, I finished first level.
216 #4 SA pp 15:26:39 Ifyou people are okay. I am going to do the

alternatives.
217 #2 SA pp 15:26:42 Ifyou don't want me to draw it, then #3, why don't

you draw it
218 #4 SA pp 15:26:47 Once I put on, there will be no change
219 #3 SA pp 15:26:47 I did ask you how to draw, I mean what happen for the

Trading staff
220 #1 SA pp 15:27:17 Well okay mr strict.
221 #2 SA pp 15:27:32 I already explained why I draw. ifyou don't agree

with it. just take it off
222 #1 SA pp 15:27:44 calm down now. let's move on.
223 #2 SA pp 15:27:55 I mean erase it no need to argue about it.
224 #3 IG TC 15:27:57 Do you want to add like Trading Center?
225 #1 IG TC 15:28:21 I don't think we should have that.
226 #2 IG TC 15:28:43 I have no comment on that
227 #4 IG TC 15:28:51 No
228 #4 IG TC 15:29:07 Trade has nothing to do with Big Noise
229 #2 IG TC 15:29:45 well, we already agree not to use that term
230 #2 IG TC 15:29:59 so don't worry about that anymore, please.
231 #3 IG TC 15:30:23 As a company, they care for the bussiness going on

there they localted
232 #3 SA pp 15:30:46 Okey let's move on

325 #2 SA SE 15:55:44 That was exciting model

326 #2 SA SE 15:56:03 Now, it's the time for the weekend

327 #3 SA SE 15:56:23 which one is exciting?

328 #2 SA SE 15:56:30 I hope that you have a nice weekend.

329 #2 SA SE 15:56:39 #3, No comment.

330 #1 SA SE 15:56:41 Yes, weekend Weekend! Good Bye.

331 #1 SA SE 15:56:58 Bnilding this model was exciting, silly.

332 #2 SA SE 15:57:19 I agreed
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Team 11 Chat Analysis
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Figure 12. Team 11 Participant Interaction Levels by Session. The number ofstatements

made by each participant is measured on the left-hand y-axis. The y-axis shows the 10

rotations during which teams did decision modeling including the two Face-Offs. The

eleventh (last) set of data is labeled "G-Rpt" and shows team member participation

during the final lab session when teams collaboratively prepared their Group Reports.
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Figure 12a. Team 11 Discussion Contributions by Speaker Over All Meetings.
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Discussion of Team 11 Results

Team 11 generally produced low model scores although their scores peaked

at the two Face-Offs. Interestingly, this team's Idea Generation level was relatively high

except for the Face-Offs when their IG scores dropped to their lowest points. This

suggests one of two possibilities: (I) their whiteboards were less extensive during Face-

Offs than during the regular rotations or (2) the team had a pre-planned model shell going

into the Face-Offs. The whiteboards were generally the same for all sessions. This

team's Situation Assessment level was sustained at a relatively high level. Their chats

revealed a high level of conflict among the team members throughout the course of the

semester. There was interpersonal conflict due to the presence of more than one strong

personality wanting to control the model building.

There were also numerous cross-cultural misunderstandings. An example is shown

at the bottom ofTable 13. Participant 2 said the work was "exciting" (Line 325).

Participant 3 did not understand (Line 327). Participant 2 replied with a curt ''No

comment" (Line 329). Finally, Participant 4 attempted to explain the meaning to

Participant 3. However, Participant 4 added the word "silly" to the end ofthe

explanation (Line 331). Participant 3, a non-native English speaker, interpreted the word,

"silly," to mean "stupid" and was deeply offended. This led to an intense conflict

involving a series of e-mails. The conflict was resolved only through intervention by the

instructor.

The high degree ofgroup maintenance activity required to maintain a semblance of

order was detrimental to the amount of time available to the group for Model Building

activity as is apparent in Figure 11. While there were several attempts to create
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coordination structures to enable resource coordination, the members ofthe team was

only able to develop a minimal maintenance facility for context-related distributed

cognition due to the efforts of one team member. The team's discourse did not reveal

emergence ofany belief structures and so there appeared to be no development of a team

mental model. Although the team did produce models, these models were the result of

lone efforts by one or the other of the two dominant team members who competed for the

model-building role. Other than the whiteboard, the team did not bring other resources

for structuring their work into use and they did not develop a discernable temporal

process. The group did not manage to create new resources for use by developing

positive working relationships or coordinate work amongst themselves. One ofthe two

dominant team members adopted an exclusionary work style by working alone on the

model and refusing to share the work with the rest of the team. This behavior is evident

in Chat Line Nos. 208 and 209,211-218,221-223, and 225 -230. Participant 1 attempted

to control the situation through the use of humor, which did not work. Participant 3

attempted to remain neutral, which failed to deflect the aggressiveness of the most

dominant team member.

Figure 12 shows that participation was uneven over time and occurred at a low

level in terms of frequency with the exception ofFace-Off 1 where the team became

more cohesive in an apparent effort to win the competition. It is clear the Participants 2

and 4 were most vocal during each lab session. During Scenario 2, Participant 4 was

particularly vocal during the Marketing Role (S2R3) while Participant 2 was quite vocal

during Face-Off 2. Figure 12a confirms that this pattern held throughout the semester. It

shows that between the two ofthem, Participants 2 and 4 generated 66% ofthe
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conversation. The overall result was detrimental to the group's learning either through

use or from one another. Coordination structures did not emerge so the team was unable

to structure resources for use in any meaningful way. The team did not develop

collaborative context-related uses ofdistributed cognition due to their inability to enable

emergence ofbeliefstructures. They were unable to create new resources for use due to

contention for control ofknowledge among the dominant team members. This is evident

in the low model scores they achieved. The team's models were produced by one or the

other of the dominant members of the team and so were not representative of

development of a team mental model that was shared by all members of the team.
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Team 12 Work Process Results

Table 14

Team 12 Group Process and Model Score by Rotation.

Rotation Size RC SA IG MB Minutes Score
SIRl 5 26 13 42 20 86 70
SIR2 5 7 19 50 23 59 48
SIR3 5 7 24 52 16 52 47
S1R4 5 14 31 52 4 52 47
S1R5 5 12 21 48 19 66 48
FOI 5 21 9 56 15 81 61

S2Rl 5 26 23 46 0 68 116
S2R2 5 19 39 38 0 58 129
S2R3 5 5 33 62 0 66 131
F02 5 14 23 62 0 68 207

Team 12
Percent of Meeting Time Allocated to Each Group Process Activity
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Figure 13. Team 12 Group Process and Model Score by Rotation.
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Table 15

Team 12 Chat Excerpt Showing Constructive Conflict Resolution.

Line S k Macro Micro Time Comment
No. pea er Code Code

197 #4 RC AS 15:25:58 i begin to work
198 #3 RC AS 15:26:07 I am the leader
199 #1 RC AS 15:26:14 ok
200 #3 RC AS 15:26:24 that seems to be it
201 #1 RC AS 15:26:34 shootzz
202 #5 RC AS 15:26:39 assign jobs for us
203 #3 RC AS 15:26:52 you guys are doing good as is
204 #1 SA SE 15:27:02 alUlllrrmiteeee
205 #5 RC AS 15:27:06 we need to Starl on the teamEC thing
206 #3 SA pp 15:27:10 now for the alternatives
207 #1 RC AS 15:27:17 #4 is doing it now... .i en see it
208 #5 RC AS 15:27:25 oh sony i cant
209 #5 RC AS 15:27:31 hmmm
210 #3 RC AS 15:27:40 ok, what do you have now #4?
211 #1 RC AS 15:27:52 he's doing the goal thingy
212 #5 RC AS 15:28:02 do i have to open the program to see it?
213 #2 RC AS 15:28:03 so all we look at thw whiteboard to see which points we have

to cancel
214 #3 RC AS 15:28:31 we'll just go down the line on the whiteboard and assign

what to what
215 #5 RC AS 15:29:07 #4, can you go to the net meeting menu and click on tools

and go down to sharing
216 #3 RC AS 15:30:09 how's it going?
217 #5 RC AS 15:30:34 i think ifyou go to sharing we can all see it
218 #1 RC AS 15:31:33 hmm...I'm sony but we shouldn't do this individually right?
219 #5 RC AS 15:31:40 yeah as a team
220 #3 RC AS 15:31:49 how's it going?
221 #5 RC AS 15:31:53 earth to #4
222 #5 RC AS 15:32:12 someone go up to #4 and tell him to share the program with

us
223 #1 RC AS 15:32:14 well...i just told #4 to read the chat...cause he wasnt reading

our decision
224 #1 RC AS 15:32:25 everybody agree with the criteria?
225 #3 RC AS 15:32:25 ok
226 #3 RC AS 15:32:30 yes
227 #1 RC AS 15:32:31 I'm sony #4...
228 #5 RC AS 15:32:32 yes
229 #2 RC AS 15:32:33 so far so good
230 #3 RC AS 15:33:21 i'll go ahead and check offwhat goes to what.
231 #5 RC AS 15:33:23 #4, split the tearnEC window with this chat window
232 #4 MB MS 15:33:24 what is the description of marketing?
233 #1 RC AS 13:33:24 no hard feeling...but this is what team is for right?
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Team 12 Chat Analysis
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Figure 14. Team 12 Participant Interaction Levels by Session. The number of statements

made by each participant is measured on the left-hand y-axis. The y-axis shows the 10

rotations during which teams did decision modeling including the two Face-Offs. The

eleventh (last) set of data is labeled "G-Rpt" and shows team member participation

during the final lab session when teams collaboratively prepared their Group Reports.
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Figure 14a. Team 12 Discussion Contributions by Speaker Over All Meetings.
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Discussion of Team 12 Results

Team 12's overall model scores were the third best of all six teams. Their scores

steadily improved through the semester. While their model scores continued to increase,

the last four rotations show no Model Building activity. This team adopted a multi-

processing style where one team member constructed the model while the other team

members engaged in Idea Generation using chat and the whiteboard to save information

for later use. Although all team members were assertive, they did not engage in

destructive conflict. Ifconflict arose, they managed it constructively. The team came to

an understanding due to conflict that occurred at the start of the course. To resolve

contention and direct their activities, they developed a resource coordination structure to

set up multi-tasking functions distributed among the team members. While their Model

Building levels were at zero during all of Scenario 2, their whiteboards reflected full

models. Their chat transcripts indicated that they structured the model on the whiteboard.

Then, at the end of the session, one team member transferred the whiteboard content to a

TeamEC model.

The team had a reasonably high level ofIdea Generation that peaked during

the second Face-Off, which was won by this team. At the same time, the group had a

fairly high level of Situation Assessment. This was required because team members had

to determine where others were in their assigned tasks to evaluate their progress. The

level ofResource Coordination was high during the first Face-Off and the following two

sessions due to problems with softwarelhardware failure.

Chat Line Nos. 197,207,210-211,215-217, and 220-224 show that Participant 4 is

working on constructing the model while the rest of the team is using the whiteboard.
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Chat Line No. 218 is indicative of the facilitating role assumed by Participant 1. This

particular chat excerpt shows markedly high Resource Coordination due to Application

Sharing.

Figure 14 shows that Participant #1 was the most vocal participant during all

sessions. This was chiefly due to the facilitator role this team member had assumed.

While Participant #4 was the least vocal, this is partly due to the fact that the figures

indicate lines of chat, or turns. Participant #4 spent lengthy periods building the model,

only occasionally entering chat text that invariably consisted ofvery long paragraphs

detailing a rationale for a particular model choice. In general, participation was quite

uneven over time. This team produced the least amount of discussion when they had the

State Government Role during Scenario 1 (SIR4) and the Human Resources (S2R2) and

Marketing (S2R3) Roles during Scenario 2. Figure 14a, Discussion Contributions by

Speaker Over All Meetings, clearly shows the low discourse level ofParticipant 4,

although this team member was clearly the driving force behind successful structuring of

the models using the information generated by the rest of the team. Aside from

Participant 4's work method and the very high discourse level ofParticipant I, the rest of

the team showed fairly even participation levels.

This team is an example of shared learning taking place in a distributed way over

time. While it was not always clear from the chat that progress had been made, the

team's models continued to improve. The models were detailed and creative although

they were not always structurally correct. Lack of structural correctness may be due to

misunderstanding the relationships among model elements or it may be due to lack of

time remaining in the session to transfer whiteboard content to the model.
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Team 13 Work Process Results

Table 16

Team 13 Group Process and Model Score by Rotation.

Rotation Size RC SA IG MB Minutes Score
SIR1 5 35 12 43 10 89 71
SlR2 5 13 20 37 30 64 86
SlR3 5 13 30 28 28 57 78
SlR4 5 32 36 30 2 49 93
S1R5 5 16 17 32 35 60 98
FOl 5 13 18 0 69 27 142

S2R1 5 10 23 35 31 56 208
S2R2 5 6 20 32 42 48 113
S2R3 5 13 14 50 23 65 87
F02 5 22 11 46 20 65 100

Team 13
Percent of Meeting Time Allocated to Each Group Process Activity
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Figure 15. Team 13 Group Process and Model Score by Rotation.
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Table 17

Team 13 Chat Excer:pt for Team Exhibiting "Groupthink" Work Pattern

Line S k Macro Micro Time Comment
No. pea er Code Code

43 #1 SA PP 15:53:47 Uh Oh... not much time left...
44 #4 SA PP 15:54:00 1don't think we are going to have enough time to do lbe

comparisons.
45 #1 SA PP 15:54:27 Maybe just lbe criterias, but probably not lbe intemal node

lhingies
46 #3 SA PP 15:54:40 yeah.. just do as much as we can
47 #1 SA SE 15:55:46 Time sure flies when you're having fun ;)
48 #5 RC AS 15:56:44 does anyone have to go right now?
49 #1 10 TC 15:56:55 Anybody ever stop and think where alilbe money we're

supposed to be lobbying for will come from?
50 #5 10 TC 15:57:13 both bus and gov
51 #1 10 TC 15:57:47 Business fine, but the gov't all screwed up and keep cutting

back on education, (bastards)
52 #4 10 TC 15:57:50 private corps..
53 #4 10 TC 15:58:07 taxes....
54 #3 IG TC 15:58:24 1think the bulk of it comes from govt
55 #5 10 WTA 15:58:32 01~ maybe put in lobbying and supporting pro-UH politicians
56 #1 10 TC 15:59: 14 Okay, sounds kind oflike unions thongh. Does the UH

employees belong to lbe unions?
57 #4 10 TC 15:59:27 who was that guy on TV...lbe one that was talking about

supporting UH?...
58 #5 10 TC 15:59:31 HSTA i think
59 #1 10 TC 16:00:05 which guy? they all say they support UH but don't walk lbe

walk
60 #3 10 TC 16:00:33 not Uncle Ben right?
61 #5 10 TC 16:00:40 i don't think there is anyone dum enough to go on TV and

same something bad about uh
62 #1 10 TC 16:00:45 least of all him
63 #4 10 TC 16:00:45 the one in the commercial - that was about putting money

(investments) into lbe university...not Ben...
64 #5 IG TC 16:01:13 i remember a news commentaly saming that same thing
65 #2 SA PP 16:01:23 okay people, we're ready for assessments
66 #5 10 TC 16:01:25 saying
67 #3 10 TC 16:01:26 1guess who ever is trying to get elected
68 #1 10 TC 16:01:26 1don't watch enough TV to know who you're talking about,

more's lbe pity.
69 #4 10 TC 16:01:27 the support UH campaign
70 #2 RC AS 16:01:36 importance or preference?
71 #1 RC AS 16:01:42 imp
72 #3 RC AS 16:01:44 imp
73 #5 RC AS 16:01:45 imp
74 #2 RC AS 16:01:46 okay
75 #3 MB PC 16:01:57 less
76 #2 MB PC 16:02:01 eq
77 #1 MB PC 16:02:06 eq
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Team 13 Chat Analysis
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Figure 16. Team 13 Participant Interaction Levels by Session. The number of statements

made by each participant is measured on the left-hand y-axis. The y-axis shows the 10

rotations during which teams did decision modeling including the two Face-Offs. The

eleventh (last) set ofdata is labeled "G-Rpt" and shows team member participation

during the final lab session when teams collaboratively prepared their Group Reports.

Figure 16a. Team 13 Discussion Contributions by Speaker Over All Meetings.
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Discussion of Team 13 Results

Team 13 had the overall second best model scores of the six teams. Their best

model score was achieved in the session after the first Face-Off. Oddly, the team's

Model Building efforts peaked at the first Face-Off while, at the same time, their Idea

Generation level was zero. While this was puzzling initially, it became clear after

reviewing the team's chat transcripts. Based on the survey results, this was the most

cohesive team. Over time, team members appeared to increasingly enjoy working

together. This was evidenced by an increasing level ofcommunication, which was the

highest ofall the teams. This team developed a steady and repetitive pattern for problem-

solving that emphasized speed and harmony among team members to the extent that their

work was a fairly clear example of"groupthink" (Janis, 1972, 1982). This harmonious

work style developed during the initial steady build-up of Situation Assessment levels

(see Figure 15). Once the team had established their work pattern, they then went on

"auto-pilot" and worked in "maintenance" mode for the remainder of the semester.

Although the instructor told them that their chats did not reflect a believable amount of

brainstorming and model-building activity, the team did not change their work style.

The team had relatively high and quite steady levels ofResource Coordination and

Situation Assessment. This makes sense in view ofthe work pattern the team developed.

In order to sustain their regular pattern ofhaving Participant 2 create the model and

Participant 3 create the whiteboard while the other team members brainstormed, the team

had to regularly check on model progress and ensure current application sharing. The

chat sample (Table 17) shows this pattern. Chat Line Nos. 43-48 show that the team kept

a close watch on the clock while Chat Line No. 65 shows how the team quickly moved
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from one of their pre-ordained phases to the next. The team operated like a well-oiled

machine. However, the small amount of chat (Table 17) devoted to Idea Generation is

representative of the small amount ofIdea Generation generally performed by this team.

Figure 16 shows a very high level ofdiscourse among team members. These very

high levels are not due to Idea Generation or Resource Coordination, however. Instead,

they are due to extensive use of chat time to perform pairwise comparisons on the model

elements to complete the TeamEC model. Rather than revealing any analytical skills

through Idea Generation or Model Building, the team engaged in lengthy periods of

weighting the model elements (e.g., Chat Line Nos. 69-77). Figure 16a is in agreement

with this phenomenon showing even participation levels of all members.

This use of the support system was not in accord with the intent of the course or of

the decision modeling software. The team's appropriation of the support system was

spurious and it was instrumental to the extent that the team appeared to use the system to

conceal rather than reveal any genuine opinions. While this adoption of the system might

be justified during Scenario I on the assumption that the participants were uncomfortable

with what they perceived to be a controversial subject (Revitalizing Hawaii's Economy),

it is difficult to justify their repeat performance to an even greater degree during Scenario

2 (DesignlEngineering), their designated domain of learning.

The coordination structures that emerged during their work process were extremely

effective in passing quickly through construction of a superficial model. The team

exhibited a clear temporal process that focused on pre-set work phases. However, this

provided no opportunity for emergence or negotiation of belief structures since the

discussion was not substantive enough to allow that to happen.
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Team 14 Work Process Results

Table 18

Team 14 Group Process and Model Score by Rotation.

Rotation Size RC SA IG MB Minutes Score
SIRI 4 38 10 40 12 84 34
SIRZ 4 35 6 59 0 56 92
SIRJ 4 19 5 71 5 52 84
S1R4 4 57 3 40 0 46 109
S1R5 4 20 6 63 11 60 107
FOI 4 25 8 55 12 74 119

S2Rl 4 23 8 61 8 70 203
S2R2 4 25 9 63 3 60 243
S2RJ 4 23 6 59 II 72 106
F02 4 45 5 33 17 58 278

Team 14
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Figure 17. Team 14 Group Process and Model Score by Rotation.
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Table 19

Team 14 Chat Excerpt Showing Reciprocal Teamwork.

Line S ak Macro Micro Time Comment
No.

pe er
Code Code

142 #3 RC EF 15:30: 15 i mean close it and re open it
143 #1 RC EF 15:30:21 can't
144 #4 IG TC 15:30:31 what we can have for software function will be like

mult.operation including win3.1195198, nt system,
145 #2 RC EF 15:30:44 unlocking it. Dont open any old files it defaults to to white

board
146 #3 RC EF 15:30:44 can i tIy close the whole whtbord?
147 #3 RC EF 15:30:55 okay, nevermind
148 #1 RC EF 15:30:57 i think so
149 #3 SA pp 15:31:13 let's jam it
ISO #4 MB TSA 15:31:17 we want our software to be integrate, networkable including

Ian and internet, and security
151 #4 MB TA 15:32:46 for customer svc part, we can line up for on-site service,

online service, upgrade, and training
152 #4 MB TSA 15:33:14 for online svc, there will be like software belping, hardware

helping online tutorial and phone..
153 #3 MB TSA 15:33:25 yes, a phone help line ...
156 #1 IG TC 15:34:37 we forgot a groupware software the class use
157 #3 IG TC 15:34:52 for services, as i mentioned before, what about the custom

orders and stuff?
158 #1 MB TSA 15:35:31 i think tutorial can be one of the trainning
159 #4 MB TSA 15:36:14 hmm...yeab I think so but...
160 #4 MB TSA 15:36:27 training will be more likely train to be professional
161 #4 MB TSA 15:36:50 so I want to put certified lie under it
162 #2 MB TA 15:36:59 administrators
163 #1 MB TSA 15:37:14 tutorial is a guide for the first time user to learn
164 #2 RC AS 15:38:32 Add the new text to the existing box
165 #4 RC AS 15:38:35 yes
166 #4 IG TC 15:38:46 tuitorial more likely answer basic question
167 #4 IG TC 15:38:53 training is for profession
168 #1 MB TSA 15:39:53 under upgrading, we can put both hardware and software
169 #4 IG TC 15:40:26 yes..well the description said it all
170 #2 IG TC 15:40:27 Yes
171 #4 RC AS 15:41:04 upgrade software and hardware support...so I dont think we

need to put that. .at least you guy think it's necessary...what
172 #3 RC AS 15:41:33 so long as the description covers it
173 #2 1G TC 15:42:10 What other features will this software need to service the

colleges for CSCW
174 #1 1G TC 15:42:19 so what's the upgrading does?
175 #2 1G TC 15:42:42 Fix bug add new features
176 #4 MB TSA 15:43:21 yes..1think software or hardware are targeting users..that

include student
177 #2 1G TC 15:43:36 and if the software is componontized , features can be add

Of sJlbtarcted
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Team 14 Chat Analysis
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Figure 18. Team 14 Participant Interaction Levels by Session. The number of statements

made by each participant is measured on the left-hand y-axis. The y-axis shows the 10

rotations during which teams did decision modeling including the two Face-Offs. The

eleventh (last) set of data is labeled "G-Rpt" and shows team member participation

during the final lab session when teams collaboratively prepared their Group Reports.
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Figure 18a. Team 14 Discussion Contributions by Speaker Over All Meetings.
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Discussion of Team 14 Results

Team 14 was the best-performing team in terms of model scores. They also

sustained a high level ofIdea Generation throughout the semester until the last Face-Off.

The team had already won the first Face-Off competition. The team produced their

highest model score at Face-Off2 although their Idea Generation score dropped

considerably. This group, like Team 13, had an advantage over the other teams in that

they had done the Design/Engineering practice rotation in the lab session just prior to

Face-Off 2. As a result, the group spent most of their time during Face-Off2 trying to

find their files from the immediately prior session to build on them during the Face-OfT.

Although not strictly forbidden, this practice was not in the spirit of the class.

The fact that Model Building, Resource Coordination, Idea Generation, and

Situation Assessment levels were very consistent relative to the other teams throughout

the semester indicates that the team's work style was to spread the work evenly among all

team members, continually sharing and exchanging information. The team spent

proportionately more time in Resource Coordination than other teams. At the same time,

they were able to work around software and hardware failures and so did not suffer

irreparable loss of model data. This evidence comes closest to supporting the initial

hypothesis of this study that high and effective resource coordination would produce

superior outcomes.

The team produced its worst model score during Scenario 2 when they had the

Design/Engineering practice role (S2R3). While the chat transcript indicates that the

team never did find this model to use as a head start during Face-Off2, the team still

produced the highest model score ofthe semester during the F02 session. Because of the
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large difference between Team 14's model scores and the other teams' scores, Team 14's

high- and low-point model scores affected the overall curve for the course pulling it up or

down, respectively.

Chat Line Nos. 142-148 show an example of the team's experience with

software/hardware failure and that they were able to continue working. The sample

transcript shows a good mix ofModel Building, Idea Generation, Situation Assessment,

and Resource Coordination activity. It also shows good exchange ofideas among team

members along with a timesaving degree ofdecisiveness.

Figure 18 shows a low level of interaction among the members of this team except

for the Face-Off I competition, which this team won. The discourse level in terms of

number of/ines of chat is relatively low in comparison to the other teams since this team

spent virtually no time on social exchange, getting organized, resolving software and

equipment problems, or clarifying the task. This was part ofthe coordination structure

that emerged as their work pattern. There did not appear to be a series of phases the team

moved between. Rather, their analysis was recursive as necessary. The group spent

minimal but sufficient time resolving incoming belief structures to fairly quickly develop

a situated and negotiated mental model ofthe problem resolution and instantiate it in the

Team EC model. It would seem that this team's minimalist work style resulted in

emergence of effective ways to organize the problem discussion, use available resources

and create a good model. The simple clarity of this immediate focus on the task without

the need to spend inordinate time maintaining the group structure as a social process

resulted in the best overall models.
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Analysis of Cross-Team Data

Repeated lab sessions over the 10 weeks of the course provided an overall sample

size of sixty measurements (N = 60) for the entire data set. The 60 measurements consist

of36 measurements for Scenario I (N =36) and 24 measurements for Scenario 2 (N =

24). Sub-dividing the data set into the six teams resulted in ten measures per team (N =

10). Correlation analysis was conducted to determine whether any significant

relationships existed among the Group Process and Outcome variables. One-way

ANOVA was used to further analyze variable data that was normally distributed and

significantly correlated. Analysis of data that was not normally distributed but was

significantly correlated was analyzed using non-parametric measures. In addition,

descriptive statistics and frequency analysis were used to describe the overall results of

the study.

Descriptive Statistics

The means and standard deviations for the entire data set and for the data separated

into Scenario 1 and Scenario 2 are shown in Table 20. Team Name (range = 1 - 6),

Rotation No. (range = 1 - 10), Scenario (range = 1 - 2), and Role (range = 1 - 8) are

grouping variables used to subdivide the data set. The data were analyzed as a whole

because the results are meaningful in the context of the overall course. The data were

subsequently analyzed by Scenario in order to establish whether problem content had a

bearing on the Group Process and Outcome Variables. The data indicate that all

variables remained fairly constant except for the Outcome variable, Model Score, which

was considerably higher during Scenario 2 (M = 112) than during Scenario 1 (M = 61).

This was due to participants having learned how to use the software/network support
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system and how to work in teams. This "improvement" was not even, however, since the

standard deviation was larger during Scenario 2.

Table 20

Descriptiye Measures for the Data Set

Entire Data Set Scenario 1 Scenario 2
N=60 N=36 N=24

Variable M SO M SD M SD

Team Size 4.50 .504 4.50 .507 4.50 .511

Resource
19.13 11.382 19.11 12.606 19.17 9.513

Coordination
Idea

48.50 13.628 47.28 14.457 50.33 12.349
Generation
Situation

15.72 9.629 15.92 9.863 15.42 9.468
Assessment
Model

15.90 14.017 17.11 13.924 14.08 14.255
Building
Rotation No.

63.93 13.428 61.81 15.334 67.13 9.327
ofMinutes

Model Score 81.80 54.787 61.47 31.588 112.29 67.560

Correlation Analyses

Correlation coefficients were computed among the Group Process variables

defining amount of time spent on Situation Assessment (SA), Resource Coordination

(Re), Idea Generation (lG), Model Building (MB) and the Output variable, Model Score

to see how they may have correlated with one another. The results ofthe correlational

analyses are presented in Table 21 and show that six of the 12 correlations were

statistically significant.
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Table 21

Correlations Among the Six Performance Variables (N =60)

Team RC

Team 1 .28

RC 1

IG

SA

:MB

Score

IG

-.27

I

SA

-.38

I

:MB

-.27

-.64

I

Score

.60

1

Note. RC = Resource Coordination, IG = Idea Generation, SA = Situation Assessment,

:MB = Model Building, Team = Team Name, Score = Model Score.

Bivariate correlations (pearson product-moment correlation coefficients) that were

nonsignificant were omitted and replaced by a dash (--).

Model Score by Team

The correlation between model score and team was significant, r (58) = .60, Q<

.004 and this is a large effect size. This result suggests that there is a significant positive

linear relationship between team and model score. "Team" is a grouping variable that

ranges from 9 - 14 and differentiates the groups. Teams that happened to have been

(randomly) assigned higher numbers produced significantly better model scores than

teams that happened to have been (randomly) assigned lower numbers. Graphical
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representations of the model scores for each of the six teams over all rotations show that

lower model scores were regularly achieved by Teams 9, 10, and 11 and that higher

model scores were regularly achieved by Teams 12, 13, and 14.

Group Process Variable Correlations

The correlation between Model Building (MB) and Idea Generation (lG) was

significant, r (58) = -.64, p < .004. This is a large negative effect indicating a strong

inverse linear relationship between Model Building and Idea Generation. The correlation

between Situation Assessment (SA) and Resource Coordination (RC) was significant, r

(58) = -.38, P < .004. This is a moderately large negative effect indicating a fairly strong

inverse linear relationship between Situation Assessment and Resource Coordination.

The Group Process Variables represent the percent of time used for each coded activity.

Therefore, the percentage of time devoted to one activity necessarily leaves less time for

other activities. The relationships among the Group Process Variables are discussed later

in this chapter and illustrated in Table 22 and Figure 19 that show the distribution of the

variables by team as a percentage ofoverall meeting time.

Table 21 shows correlations based on all information for all teams (N = 60). This

aggregate data indicates that when the percent of overall meeting time spent on Idea

Generation increases, less meeting time is spent on Model Building and that when the

percent of overall meeting time spent on Resource Coordination increases, less meeting

time is spent on Situation Assessment. Table 22 shows the mean values for the Group

Process Variables (Resource Coordination, Idea Generation, Situation Assessment, and

Model Building) and the Output Variable (Model Score) for each team. Aggregate mean

values for all teams are shown in the bottom row of Table 22. Values for the Group
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Process Variables are stated as the percentage ofoverall meeting time spent on activity

associated with each variable. Values for Model Score are the mean number ofpoints

each team accumulated over the 10 meetings. From these data, it is clear that all teams

devoted the largest percentage ofmeeting time to Idea Generation. Although these

figures are averages, they are clear descriptors ofthe overall activity pattern and resultant

model scores for each team and the aggregate figures for all teams. The range for

individual teams over the 10 meetings was presented in Tables 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, and 18

and in related Figures 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, and 17.

Table 22

Group Process Variable Aggregate Means by Team

Resource Idea Situation Model
Coordination Generation Assessment Building

Team 09 16.3 58.6 11.7 11.6

Team 10 20.6 42.5 7.5 28.4

Team 11 14.5 51.4 24.9 8.8

Team 12 15.1 50.8 23.5 9.7

Team 13 17.3 33.3 20.1 29.0

Team 14 31.0 54.4 6.6 7.9

Aggregate 19.1 48.5 15.7 15.9
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Group Process Variables
Aggregate Means Comparison
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Figure 19. Aggregate Pattern ofTime Allocation by Team. Each team column is

divided into four segments. Each segment represents the mean percent of total

meeting time the team devoted to each of the four Group Process Variables over the 10

decision-modeling sessions. Because the total number of chat lines each team

generated for each Group Process Variable was divided by the total number of lines

generated, each column identifies 100% of each team's meeting activity.
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The data shown in Table 22 are depicted graphically in Figure 19. These data

reveal marked differences between teams. Even in cases where the Group Process

Variables are quite similar between particular teams, the output produced by the teams

differs. While analysis of the cross-team data does not support Resource Coordination as

a singular explanation for differences in team output, the overall pattern shown for each

team in Figure 19 suggests that Resource Coordination plays an important role in the

output of the team work process. However, other factors have an overriding effect.

Team 13 spent the smallest percentage of time on Idea Generation and Team 09

spent the largest percentage of time on Idea Generation. Team 09 had the lowest average

Model Score of all the teams while Team 13 had the second highest average Model Score

of all teams. Team 13 allocated a little less than half as much time on Idea Generation

(Team 13 = 33% versus Team 09 = 59%) and two and a halftimes as much work activity

on Model Building (Team 13 = 29% versus Team 09 = 12%). It appears that Team 09

devoted too much time to Idea Generation and did not devote enough time to Model

Building. Possible explanations for a larger than usual amount oftime being spent on

Idea Generation are: (a) the team generated a large number of ideas and spent

proportionately more time deciding how to structure the model, (b) discussion resulted in

several different approaches to the problem solution and so more time was required to

arrive at consensus, (c) the team did not understand the problem and spent more time on

Task Clarification (a sub-code under Idea Generation in Table 4), (d) the team

experienced frequent software or equipment failures, and time was spent restating ideas

and recreating the model. Explanations (c) and (d) apply to Team 09.
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Team 10 and Team 14 both had a higher degree ofResource Coordination (RC)

than the other teams. Team lO's mean RC level (21%) was only slightly above the

aggregate mean RC (19%). Team 14's mean RC level (31%), however, was considerably

above the aggregate mean. The other four teams RC levels fell below the aggregate

mean. Team 10's mean model score (57.6) was second lowest of all six teams. Team

14's mean model score (137.5) was the highest ofall six teams. The difference in scores

may be due to the different work styles adopted by these two teams. Team 14 spent

relatively more time on Idea Generation and less time on actual Model Building than

Team 10. Team 14 regularly used the whiteboard to develop ideas and format the model

structure. At the same time, at least one team member constructed the TeamEC model.

This use of the whiteboard is a clear example ofusing an artifact in the environment to

reduce cognitive load by storing information where it is visible to all team members, can

be changed, and can easily be saved and subsequently recalled very quickly for transfer

to the final decision model. Team 14 also used the whiteboard to provide backup for

their model information in the event of software or hardware failure. Team 10, on the

other hand, rarely used the whiteboard as a form ofteam memory or for backup of

information. As a result, the team's model was often lost due to software or equipment

failure and had to be rebuilt.

The differences between Team 11 and Team 12 are quite small with regard to the

Group Process Variables. However, Team 12 produced much better Model Scores than

Team 11. This is an important result because it demonstrates the effect intrapersonal

conflict can have on team output. The difference between the two teams' Model Scores

reveals how awareness of the presence of conflict due to differences among team
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members and timely constructive management of this conflict can prevent deterioration

of the team's work process and the associated detrimental effect this can have on the

team's output.

Team II experienced ongoing negative conflict due to power issues among strong

dominant personalities in addition to cross-cultural misunderstandings. Although team

members understood the decision problems and were adept at using the software support

system, a great deal of their Idea Generation time was spent revising ideas, determining

how to portray the relationships among model elements, and negotiating who should

actually be trusted to structure the model.

Team 12 also experienced a high degree of conflict. However, this team was aware

of the damaging effect conflict would have on their performance. Early in the course, the

team developed a resource coordination structure to set up multi-tasking functions that

they distributed among the team members. They also openly acknowledged one another's

strengths and weaknesses. Humor was one of the most important social tools this team

used to accommodate individual differences among team members.

As was discussed in the analysis of individual teams, each team developed a unique

work style. Some groups multi-tasked, subdividing the task among team members. This

means that a portion of the team's work did not appear in the chat or on the final

whiteboard of the session. In order to do a more specific analysis oftime use, it would be

necessary to code the activity of each team member, taking into account the fact that two

different team members may be performing the same task or two different tasks at the

same time. This cannot be ascertained from the chat transcripts available in the present

study.
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Team and Model Score Relationship

A one-way analysis ofvariance was conducted to evaluate the relationship between

Team and Model Score for the six teams. The independent variable (factor), "Team,"

included six levels: Team 9, Team 10, Team I I, Team 12, Team 13, and Team 14. The

dependent variable was the score each team produced during a series of ten decision

making sessions. The ANaVA was significant, F (5, 54) =6.613, P < .0005. The

strength ofthe relationship between Team and Model Score, as assessed by f\2, was

strong, with the factor, "Team," accounting for 38% ofthe variance of the dependent

variable, "Model Score."

A median test evaluating the differences among the medians for the six teams was

significant, 'i (5, N = 60) = 21.60,p = .001. Because this test was significant, follow-up

tests were conducted to evaluate the 15 team-team median pairwise comparisons.

Results of Cramer' s V on comparison of model scores between teams showed

strong to very strong significant differences on Model Score between Teams 9 and 10 and

Teams 13 and 14. There were moderately strong differences between Teams 1I and 12

and Teams 13 and 14. This pattern is in accord with the results ofqualitative analysis of

chat transcripts.

A Kruskal-Wallis test indicated a significant difference in the medians, '1.2 (5, N =

60) = 27.15,p < .0005. Because this overall test was significant, pairwise comparisons

among the six teams were conducted using the Mann-Whitney U test.
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Results ofa I-tailed Mann-Whitney UTest showed significant directional

differences between model scores between Teams 9, 10, and 11 and Teams 12, 13, and

14 at p < .01 with the scores for Teams 12 through 14 being considerably higher than

those for Teams 9 through 11. These results are in accord with the qualitative analysis of

teams' chat transcripts; this information is helpful in analyzing the effect ofunique team

process patterns on team output.

Participant Satisfaction Survey Results

Surveys were administered at the Benchmark points (immediately following each

Face-Oft) of the two pilot courses, the course in the present study, and the follow-up

course (Figure 5). Students were asked their opinions ofTeamEC, NetMeeting, and their

experiences ofworking in a team. The survey questions are in Appendix A. Table 23

contains the results of the surveys. Because most ofthe survey questions were based on a

7-point Likert scale ranging from"Agree" to "Disagree" or "Satisfied" to "Dissatisfied,"

lower scores indicate greater satisfaction.
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Table 23

Software Usefulness and Usability Survey and Teamwork Survey Results.

Survey Date Class No. NetMeeting Group Work TeamECTM

06-15-99 1 27.4 25.4 35.4

07-15-99 1 23.1 24.4 34.9

03-03-00 2 26.4 30.7 40.1

04-28-00 2 23.7 25.0 39.6

06-23-00 3 22.6 26.5 31.6

07-21-00 3 21.9 25.9 31.9

10-10-00 4 26.3 25.3 35.8

12-05-00 4 21.7 24.4 34.1

Total 193.1 207.4 283.4

Average per
Question 2.01 2.16 2.95

(Total + 96)

The most striking aspect of these results is the remarkable similarity across all four

classes for all eight survey dates. Without exception, the order of preference was the

same: (1) NetMeeting, (2) Group Work, and (3) TeamEC. The difference between

NetMeeting and group work was small, but consistent. The difference between TeamEC

and both NetMeeting and group work was notably large and also consistent. While the

students' opinions of the software support tools were more favorable in Survey #2 than in

Survey #1 (with the exception that Class #3 had a less favorable opinion ofTeamEC in

the second survey), the parallel results maintained.
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On the surface, these survey results do not seem favorable to TeamEC. A guiding

HCI principle is that software must be useful as well as easy to use. An additional often-

imposed requirement is that the software make the task more intelligible to the user. If

software fails to meet these requirements, it is not likely to be accepted. TeamEC

sutTered from some ofthese drawbacks. Recall that other studies have found that use of

GDSS technology tends to reduce consensus, decision confidence, and overall

satisfaction despite the fact that decision quality may improve (e.g., Limayem &

DeSanctis, 2000). However, there are at least two more specific explanations that

mitigate unfavorable response to use ofTeamEC in this study.

First, the network through which the students shared the TeamEC application was

frequently unstable. Each team required complex multitasking support to concurrently

use external NetMeeting server connectivity, chat, whiteboard, application-sharing for

TeamEC, Internet, and e-mail access. The load on the support system was compounded

because six teams were working simultaneously from the same lab. Although the

network often crashed, and the TeamEC client-server application often crashed,

NetMeeting was robust. Therefore, chat transcripts and whiteboard records did not fall

victim to these regularly occurring episodes. The output ofTeamEC, an independent

application, was not automatically archived. While students blamed TeamEC when they

lost their decision models during a crash, they had repeatedly been advised to frequently

save their models. Some teams followed that advice while others forgot. They usually

remembered after they experienced their first crash and lost their models.

Second, TeamEC's strongest feature was, from the participants' point ofview, the

most troublesome. The TeamEC software allows fairly wide latitude as to what is
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inserted into the decision tree. However, the software does give the user an indication of

whether all pairwise assessments were made consistently. When there are

inconsistencies, the software suggests that model elements be reassessed, although, in

some cases, the inconsistencies are not important to the overall outcome. Therefore,

reassessment is left to the discretion of the user. In general, participants in this study

were unaccustomed to dealing with the level of precision required by the software. The

software places high value on fine-grained analysis based on critical thinking skills at a

conceptual level that was foreign to most participants. There are a small number of

changes that could be made to TeamEC to improve the interface (e.g., drag-and

drop/snap-in capability for model elements). Later versions of the software have dealt

with some ofthese issues. Fundamentally, the application provides sound decision

making support.

It is also important to recall the earlier discussion (Chapter 2) of results of other

studies that have been done on use ofGDSS technology. These studies found that

GDSSs tended to reduce consensus, decision confidence, and overall satisfaction despite

the fact that decision quality improved. It was noted that decision makers tend to avoid

decision aids because they reveal conflict and place a cognitive load on the user. In

addition to these negative effects, Tuttle and Stocks (1997) believe that most software

puts too much emphasis on ease of use and too little emphasis on decision maker

understanding of the models they are building. As much as possible, the present study

emphasized the latter.
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION

Introduction

The goals of the present study have been to examine how virtual decision

making teams coordinate resources in a distributed work environment to effectively solve

problems and how resource coordination activity affects group process and outcome.

These goals were pursued in the context ofa 10-week study that incorporated a

combination of observational, experimental, and survey methods in order to assess group

process and outcome for six different groups. The question asked at the beginning of the

study focused on these goals by asking: "Does discourse among team members during

virtual decision-making bear directly on the problem solution or is the group discussion

process only a form of 'thinking aloud' consisting of mechanical interaction?" Going

into the study, the contention was that distributed team dexterity in coordinating available

resources during the work process is the determining factor in the quality of the team's

output, and that the effectiveness of the coordination process was the result of meaningful

discourse among team members. In order to provide a test bed for examination of these

questions, a course was designed to simulate a naturalistic synchronous distributed team

decision-making environment and was given four times to a total of74 undergraduate

senior and graduate students in a computer science curriculum. The broader application

of the results of the study will assist members and managers ofvirtual teams in making

timely and effective decisions. Thus, this research has applicability for the workplace in

elucidating how people structure resources during collaborative work and how

collaboration support systems might be designed to better support virtual work.
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Reasons for the Study

In order to learn more about how people manage teamwork, task, and resources

while using technology to support their workflow, the present study looked at how six

teams worked in this context. Finding out how teams use technology in a complex multi-

tasking environment is ofparticular interest because it is important to know whether

people are really using collaborative support environments for interactive knowledge

production or whether the technology simply serves as a conduit to support reproduction

of already-formed individually-held beliefs. As used in the context of this study, "belief'

is used to refer to thoughts, concepts, or impressions that coalesce (over time and through

interaction with other team members and artifacts in the environment) into schema,

mental models, theories, or ideals that bear on action and information processing activity.

If, as has been suggested by Hewes (I986), it is the case that group process, while it

appears to be a productive activity, is only a gathering where individuals take the

opportunity to reinforce pre-formed beliefs by "talking aloud" to themselves rather than

interacting with others, then the technology is not serving to create or share knowledge.

It is only serving as a replicator and reinforcer of personal agenda in much the same way

as the traditional face-to-face meeting.

Design Rationale

The design ofthe present study is based on the premise that the nature of the

communicative interaction that takes place among team members during a synchronous

virtual work session is a central indicator of and has a causal effect on the quality of the

outcome. Therefore, the study was designed to incorporate those elements the author

believes most important to increasing the potential value of this analysis. These are
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consideration of: (a) how time is used during the small group decision process, (b) the

complexity of the problem space in naturalistic decision making, (c) the effect ofchange

in terms of group adaptivity and learning, (d) resource coordination as situated

deployment of distributed cognition, and (e) the emergence ofrevised belief structures as

development of situated shared team mental models though interaction.

The course design enabled evaluation of these elements by conducting multiple

collaborative decision-making sessions using six heterogeneous teams. Group process

variables were defined, based on content analysis ofteam discourse, to assess whether the

group process factors accurately identified indicators of effective Resource Coordination,

Situation Assessment, Idea Generation, and Model Building. Analysis of the patterns

formed by the changing values of these variables over the two scenarios enabled analysis

ofdifferences in process and outcome for each team.

Motivations and Results

The motivation for the present study was to examine: (a) how the decision support

technology used in the course design supported (or failed to support) user needs, (b) how

users adapted to this virtual work environment, (c) why users did (or did not) learn to use

the technology effectively, and (d) to what extent participants in the study found the

mediated support environment satisfactory. A subsidiary objective was to detennine how

the technology might be better designed in terms oflearnability, ease ofuse, and value

derived from use.

The study provided a large and rich body of diverse data that has produced a number

of interesting results. Although Pavitt (1998) and Bales (1950) studied face-to-face

decision-making groups, which they saw as types ofsocial systems that were concerned
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with social maintenance and task functions, it is clear from the results ofthe present study

that this is also the case for virtual teams. The team results presented in Chapter 4

include a team that failed to maintain equilibrium between their maintenance and task

functions to the extent that the team became a victim of"Groupthink." Poole and Roth

(1989a, 1989b) found that some groups tended to follow a linear phase model while other

groups followed a cyclical path, or discussed, but did not actually analyze, the problem.

This is very like the "groupthink" team in the present study.

People place a technology and its use in technological frames (Orlikowski &

Gash, 1994). Group members maintain "theories-in-use" (Argyris, 1982) or mental

models (Johnson-Laird, 1988, 1999; Langan-Fox, Code, & Langfield-Smith, 2000) of

how a decision process should occur, but their use of this "ideal" is moderated by team

members' immediate perceptions of decision task completion difficulty level. In other

words, the group's behavior is determined by the context as they perceive it and so is a

case of situated action (Suchman, 1987). These findings support the idea that group

members have a concept of how groups "should" make decisions and that their concept is

like the linear phase model. It also appears that members believe that their group needs

to follow this model only when it will be difficult for the group to reach a decision. In

essence, the members try to follow the model when they feel they need it, but not

otherwise. For instance, it might be hard to reach a decision when a group is

uncoordinated or its task is difficult. Members of this group will probably want to use

their concept of "ideal" discussion.

On the other hand, it is not so difficult to reach a decision when a group is

coordinated or the task is easy. People in this kind ofgroup feel that it is unnecessary to
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analyze the problem. They believe they can go right into discussing possible solutions,

and they do not follow their concept of "ideal" discussion (pavitt, 1998, Chapter 8, p. 28).

Even after members of one team in the present study were told to show their problem

analysis (brainstorming and model-building activity) in order to get credit for their work,

they did not change their work pattern. The team apparently was unwilling to change

since they continued to spend considerable time socializing and then abruptly proceeded

to the TeamEC pairwise comparison routine. They may have done problem analysis

prior to the class. In any case, their solutions and process were always the same. One of

the problems with this team, as well as with some ofthe other teams, was that the group

was unable to see the decision as an episode rather than as a selection process as is

requisite in Naturalistic Decision Making (NOM). This team in particular, bypassed

analysis and regularly focused on the pairwise comparison function of TeamEC where

they engaged in selecting one model element over another.

Another team was dysfunctional due to an inability to focus clearly on understanding

and analyzing the problem. Yet another team was ineffective due to ongoing destructive

conflict among team members. This team was a prime example ofhow the negotiated

belief structure in decision performance is dependent on its veridicality; i.e., how

accurately the group's beliefstructure captures the environment. Particularly this team,

but also other teams, occasionally set to work on a problem other than the one that had

been assigned. This occurred when a group was inattentive to their assigned work

session role or when the group cognitively represented an invalid problem context.

In another case, a team encountered conflict but made it constructive and so produced

a winning model. This team was able to manage the push-pull of the equilibrium
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problem by balancing group maintenance and task functions in order to achieve group

consensus on task definition, on an appropriate solution, and on achieving team

consensus on the problem-solving approach as well as on the problem, itself. Other

teams, rather than swinging back and forth between maintenance and task activity

performed both functions concurrently during the task activity. Team process and

outcome varied greatly within the relatively small sample of this study.

The meetings in this study were restricted to text-chat conversation using NetMeeting

chat. This type of interaction is similar to Fisher and Hawes (I971) "interact system

model" since text chat is necessarily constrained to question-answer, statement-statement,

greeting-greeting conversation sequences. A speaker must wait for others to respond to

an entry. While speakers can send mUltiple messages, they cannot effectively "talk over"

someone else's speech as in FtF discussion. The built-in constraints oftext chat work to

the advantage of the researcher, since all generated information is captured. While chat

statements do not necessarily appear in a completely logical order in a transcript ofa

conversation but, rather, as they arrive through the network, it is still possible to decipher

the conversation since each line is time-stamped and identified by the name ofthe

speaker. Because everything is captured and can be deciphered sequentially, contiguous

pairs of acts enable understanding of the relationships among the interactions as well as

of the interaction content.

It seems apparent from the total of 163 chat transcripts analyzed from the two pilot

classes, the class in the present study, and the follow-up class, that decision-making team

discourse moves in a non-linear fashion throughout the problem space. Multiple ideas

are produced simultaneously since virtual participants engaged in active chat-based
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discussion continue to generate ideas while other members of the group generate

responses resulting in a multithreaded conversation. In the present study, participants

adapted very quickly to this kind of "conversation." This is demonstrated by the

timestamps on each chat transcript statement. Adaptation to this communication method

was so effective that very little confusion about who or what to respond to is evident in

the transcripts. When Fisher (I970) determined that decision groups introduce ideas in a

cyclical pattern rather than in a sequential progression that is pursued relentlessly to

consensus, he was talking about face-to-face groups. Based on the chat transcripts

analyzed during the present study, the cyclical pattern Fisher described holds true for

virtual team meetings that are text-chat based: several ideas are suggested, discussed,

and dropped only to surface later in the discussion. The traditional face-to-face meeting

has a leader, a note-taker, is free flowing, and often has neither an agenda nor a specific

output requirement. In contrast, virtual team decision-making meetings such as those in

the course designed for the four classes required an output. In effect, all participants

were note takers since they could not participate if they could not take notes and read

notes. This was a potential handicap for non-native English speakers in the courses.

Appendix H provides relevant demographic information on the participants in the present

study.

Conflict was present to varying degrees in most of the chat transcripts analyzed. If

the conflict is constructive, groups move from abstract to concrete solutions over time.

This may involve active experiential learning on the part of team members as they engage

in discovering the best solution as a group. In the present study, some unknown answers

and disputed ideas were resolved through team interaction with data stores external to the
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team's immediate environment via the Internet. In the few cases where conflict extended

beyond the task and into a group's maintenance (survival) area, teams were unable to

work effectively due to time wasted on attacks on personality issues. In all such cases in

the present study, however, other team members exercised damage control by attempting

to moderate the level ofacrimony and attend to the task requirements of the team.

In these classes, no despotic leaders arose (although there were a few attempts).

This was likely due to lack ofphysical presence (the ability to dominate others using

paralinguistic cues) and a power base. Another deterrent (possibly a contaminant) to out-

of-hand argument was that teams knew the author would read their chats and judge their

models; as this turned out, teams sometimes used the chats to "send the author a

message" if they had a complaint or had said something in jest that they thought might be

misinterpreted to their detriment.

Fisher's (1970) understanding of what he termed "decision emergence" was a

precursor of the strueturational approach to group decision making where the nature of

the work influences a decision-making group's interaction due to implications or

constraints inherent in the task (poole, Seibold, & McPhee, 1985). An important aspect

of the present study has been its basis in the structurational approach to group decision

making as a framework for explaining how the environment influences the group's

interaction processes because of constraints inherent not only in the task, but in the work

environment, itself Decision makers are situated in an environment that is inclusive of

technology, organizational, rule, and socio-cultural structures that affect what they do and

how they do it. In addition to already existing artifacts, emergent structures result from

interaction with other people and the environment. Action and feedback recycle to create
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new social and use structures that emerge during interaction. Instances of emergence of

new social and technology use structures appear throughout the data gathered during the

present study.

Framework Supporting the Analysis

Poole and DeSanctis drew on Giddens' structuration theory of society

(Giddens, 1984, 1993; Giddens & Turner, 1987) for development ofadaptive

structuration theory as a way to explain emergent and recursive functions of computer-

mediated group decision making. Understanding how adaptive structuration theory

assists explanation of technology-mediated group work requires an understanding of

situated activity. The value ofthe author's revised AST model for the present study was

in helping to explain differences in group process and outcome among the six

autonomous decision-making groups. With the addition of the distributed cognition and

shared Group Mental Model constructs, AST provided a framework for assessing: (a)

how groups used the structural potential of the support technology to generate unique

approaches to interaction and problem-solving, (b) how technological and environmental

affordances were used differently by the six groups to distribute cognitive information,

and (c) which appropriations produced better decision outcomes. Taking the evidence

from (a), (b), and (c) together, it is possible to see each team's theory-in-practice, mental

model, and technological frames change over time as the individual beliefs held going

into the class and into each successive lab session changed over time. Each group

encountered unique combinations of task and situational factors related to the nature of

the group, the group's perception ofthe task, and alternative ways of accomplishing the

task in the context ofthe course designed for the study.
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An example of an emergent use oftechnology occurred when one participant

became frustrated with constantly having to move the clutter of open windows around on

the 15" lab monitor at his workstation. (The cluster ofwindows that might be open at

anyone time given the combination ofNetMeeting and TeamEC is shown in Appendix

C.) The impact of application-sharing in this environment is that this clutter affects other

team members by showing another user's window as a black block that effectively

obscures the view on other monitors. Until the "blocker" moves the offending window,

the "blockees" are unable to see that or other shared windows. This participant resolved

the issue by logging on to the computer next to him and so was able to double his screen

capacity by creating an ad hoc, but quite effective, hydra display.

The NetMeeting - TeamEC support system did not provide the relative smoothness

ofoperation that might be afforded by a system specifically designed to "seamlessly"

support virtual team decision-making. Such a system was not available to this study.

However, the advantage of this design was not only that it worked quite well, but also

that it provided built-in interruptions that served to enhance the complexity of the

environment. At the same time, interruptions caused by having to wait for an event or an

action by another team member or by a software or network crash, served as triggers that

caused team members to remain aware ofwhat they were doing and reminded them to

review their work process. According to Tyre and Orlikowski, these interruptions served

the same purpose as discrepant events that cause "windows of opportunity" by providing

potential for change:

... interruptions can serve an important role by triggering actors to review and

revise their procedures or processes. Nonetheless, an interruption provides only a
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window of opportunity; the opportunity must also be exploited. We noted that

when discrepant events were evaluated from a production-oriented perspective,

they often appeared to be useless disruptions which users strove to ignore. . ..

how an unexpected event is framed or introduced helps to determine whether it is

interpreted within existing routines or used to create new ways ofunderstanding.

Likewise, managers may be more likely to encourage adaptation when they frame

interruptions and surprises as noteworthy and potentially informative. . .. (Tyre &

Orlikowski, 1994, p. 115)

This is the way system crashes and other traumas were dealt with during the series of

classes described in this study. The author (instructor) treated these incidents as helpful

and informative experiences that highlighted the importance of agility in adapting to

adverse conditions since the work session was ongoing and time-constrained.

Anticipated and Actual Results

The statistically-significant relationships between the Group Process Variables and

the Outcome Variable that had been anticipated did not materialize. It had been expected

that high levels ofResource Coordination activity, an indicator ofteam effectiveness,

would result in superior decision models. Instead, Resource Coordination had a negative

rather than a positive influence on team process and outcome for all but one team.

Interestingly, that team had a relatively high and sustained level ofResource

Coordination and also produced the best model scores ofthe six teams. This finding may

be anomalous due to the possible unreliability of the model scores discussed in the

following section on limitations ofthe study. The inverse relationships among the Group

Process Variables indicated by the correlation analysis are to be expected since these
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variables were stated as a percentage of overall meeting time. Increased activity in one

type ofactivity would result in decreased activity in another due to each activity variable

representing a percent of overall time. However, these relationships do not reveal the

multi-tasking activity that took place during meetings and so the work patterns evidenced

in the chat transcripts did not account for a great deal of the work that took place.

Two goals were stated at the beginning of this study. One goal concerned

exploring how distributed decision-making teams manage resources in a virtual work

environment to make timely and effective decisions. The intent was to find out what

kinds of coordination structures emerge as virtual teams derive problem solutions and

create models of their decisions. The second goal was to find out whether discourse

among team members contributed to the problem solution, or whether the mediated group

discussion process was only a form of"thinking aloud" consisting of mechanical

interaction. The intent was to find out if individual team members maintained pre-set

goals throughout the group process, only appearing to interact with other team members,

or whether teams effectively negotiated a solution to the decision problem.

Concerning the first goal, analysis of team discourse over time showed that teams

had to learn how to leverage available technology structure (NetMeeting and TeamEC)

and group interaction process structure before they could effectively solve decision

problems. The most common coordination structure that emerged was one where teams

distributed tasks among the members of the team. In some cases this created

redundancies because more than one team member performed the same task (e.g., model

building) at the same time with each member producing a different result. The multiple
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solutions were then merged through the team interaction process to anive at a consensual

team solution. Teams engaged in structuring resources for use by allocating parts of the

task among team members and, sometimes, by having more than one team member

perform the same task using a duplicate copy of the model or the whiteboard. In the

context of the present study, the coordination structures that emerged for each team

during the work process chiefly depended on (a) the level of expertise ofeach team

member as perceived by the rest of the team, (b) the extent to which the team had to

manage software and equipment failures, and (c) the team's ability to work autonomously

and manage the complexity of naturalistic decision making. Teams assigned tasks to

individual team members based on the perceived ability ofteam members to perform the

task well and reliably. Teams duplicated efforts based on the perceived chance of

experiencing software and equipment failure.

Steiner (1966) introduced one ofthe many typologies designed to categorize group

tasks. A simplified adaptation of Steiner's classification system is the one presented by

Pavitt (1998, Chapter 2, p. 4) where tasks are divided into four types: (l) productivity

tasks, (2) coordination tasks, (3) accuracy tasks, and (4) quality tasks. The task designed

for the present study represents a combination ofall of these types except the accuracy

task since that type oftask requires the team to choose the best options where there is an

objectively correct answer. In some sense, decision-making Scenarios I and 2 were

productivity tasks that required all team members to work together to develop a

satisfactory decision model as quickly as possible. However, a typical productivity task

engages all members of the group in doing the same thing. In the present study, team

members found that they needed to attend to the same task while performing different
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functions leading to its accomplishment. In another sense, the Scenarios were

coordination tasks that required all members of the team to coordinate their actions in

order to accomplish the task within the given timeframe. For the most part, however, the

Scenarios were quality tasks that required teams to quickly develop a good solution for a

problem that had no specific, or objectively correct, answer. The quality task is most like

policy problems that are considered "wicked" since they have no clearly correct answer.

The teams in the present study were given ill-structured, or "wicked," problems

that were generally solved through intermittent and cyclical idea generation and solution

formation. In order to be in compliance, as much as possible, with the full texture of

NOM, the course was designed to (a) bring participants to at least a moderate level of

experience with decision making through the first Scenario, (b) engage them as much as

possible in realistic decision problems in which they had a stake (the Hawaii economy

and the Tech Start-Up themes), (c) create a need for focus on situation awareness (virtual

teamwork supported by an application-sharing environment that tended to be unstable),

and (d) formulate the decision to represent an episode rather than a selection process (the

scenario was modified for each rotation). The decision process continued until decision-

makers ran out oftime or ideas or experienced a support system failure. This is the

rationale behind the assertion that the final TeamEC decision model submitted by the

team is the team's shared mental model of the problem solution.

Concerning the second goal, while there were frequent instances where team

members engaged in "thinking aloud," these most often turned out to be cases in which

individual team members wanted to inform the rest ofthe team oftheir disagreement with

the course of the decision process. This does not indicate disengagement from interaction
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with the team. It represents Situation Assessment and refocusing behavior indicative of

fuJI engagement with the team process. There were no meaningless cases of "thinking

aloud" interaction detected during any of the four courses. Hewes' (1986) has claimed

that "the group members' initial qualities, not what they discuss when they come together,

most affect their group's output" (pavitt, 1998, Chapter 8, p. 17). The results of the

present study of computer-mediated interaction do not support this claim. Rather, the

results of the present study are in accord with (a) the central assumption of structuration

theory that "the impact of exogenous variables such as task, group size, and member

resources is mediated by structuring processes" (poole, Seibold, & McPhee, 1996, p.

130) and with (b) Poole & DeSanctis' (1992) finding that "different groups appropriated

a group decision support system (GDSS) in diverse ways and that that mode of

appropriation was related to group outcomes" (poole, Seibold, & McPhee, 1996, p. 131).

Limitations of the Study

The scores for the Team EC models turned out to be unreliable as dependent variables

for a number ofreasons. There were frequent and sporadic software and network failures

during the lab sessions. For the most part, these failures were unexplained. The students

were encouraged to save their models frequently during the sessions, but these

instructions were not always followed as the students became intensely involved in their

tasks. If the system crashes occurred late in the session, students did not have time to

fully recover and reconstruct their models and, thus, had to tum in incomplete models.

This, ofcourse, affected their model scores.

These courses required successful collaboration within the student teams. In an

attempt to quickly establish cohesion and a sense of"teamness" in the students, each
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group was given the name ofa professional sports team. Additionally, small prizes were

awarded to the winners of the face-offs. These prizes were ofnegligible monetary value,

but their symbolic value turned out to be very high. "Bragging rights" for the face-off

winners was highly motivating. The students did coalesce into team identities as hoped,

but this strong group cohesion had unintended consequences resulting in an overly

competitive atmosphere that persisted even though it was clearly stated that team

performance had no bearing on students' course grades. The students' individual grades

depended to a large degree on their class and team participation, but not on their teams'

performance. A few teams sought an advantage in the face-offs by retrieving the files on

models they had done on previous rotations, These files were accessible either from the

workstation hard drives or from the lab server. Indications that some teams engaged in

this activity appear in their chats, but with twenty-seven students, it was difficult for the

instructor to monitor the offenders. For that reason it is not possible to make model score

adjustments.

The AHP-based Pairwise Comparison phase ofTeamEC decision modeling can be

circumvented in order to achieve acceptable consistency ratios. Some ofthe shrewder

students figured out how to do this. This resulted in technically correct, but nonsensical

models. When discussing the models in class and in individual e-mails to the teams, the

instructor frequently told them that quality was as important as quantity. It was

emphasized that they could create impressively large models, but unless the models were

practical and reality-based, they were oflittle value. Some teams grasped this concept.

Others did not.
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Finally, in order to do a more specific analysis of time use, it would be necessary to

code the activity of each team member, taking into account the fact that two different

team members may be performing the same task or two different tasks at the same time.

This cannot be ascertained from the chat transcripts available in the present study.

Implications for Further Analysis ofCollaborative Systems

This study generated a very large volume ofdata over the period of the four

semesters the course was given. The coding system developed for analysis of the chat

transcripts was intentionally limited in an attempt to identify specific types of activity. In

future work, the same type of data might be analyzed differently to address assessment of

other aspects ofvirtual teamwork and decision-making. The nature of the virtual

teamwork environment is highly complex and at the same time is constantly changing

due to more powerful enabling technology. The design of future studies will have to be

modified to match differences in the nature of the support environment as well as the type

of task to be accomplished. If the goal of the study is to identity work patterns by

individual team member in order to evaluate time use and resource coordination in finer

detail, coding and analysis will need to allow for multi-tasking among team members.

The author believes there is great potential in further development of the distributed

cognition and group mental model constructs as enhancements of the explanatory

capabilities of the AST framework for evaluation of collaborative support systems.

Implications for Collaborative Leamer-Centered Course Design

Participant performance in this study was partly motivated by small, but strongly

symbolic, extrinsic rewards (microwave popcorn and Peanut M&Ms) for winning the

Face-Off competitions. The stronger motivator was the intrinsic feeling of
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accomplishment and the recognition ofthat accomplishment not just by the instructor, but

also by peers. Participants became fully engaged in the virtual teamwork process during

the lab sessions. Once participants had become acclimated to the virtual work

environment, the problem, and their team members, teams worked as an open system by

using available cognitive tools and artifacts to access internal and external information

stores. "Open system" is used here to mean a system that interacts with the environment,

consists ofinterrelated elements sharing a common goal, is subject to unanticipated

disturbances that may change the state of the system, and is a sociotechnical system since

the boundaries of the system's environment include both the actors (which may be human

or machine) and the work domain, which is the system that is "being controlled,

independent of any particular Worker, Automation, Event, Task, Goal, or Interface"

(Vicente, 1999, pp. 6, 8,9, and 10).

Once engaged in the task, teams did not welcome extraneous interruptions. The

mediated environment not only supported teams' collaborative work but also transformed

the work process as unique ways ofworking together emerged. Understanding cognitive

activity in this type of intensely-focused situated learning environment is a fruitful area

for future research. Students were fully immersed in the work experience and enjoyed it.

"Flow theory" (Csikszentmihalyi, 1997, 1990, 1988) states that intrinsic motivation

increases as immersion in the task deepens and as engagement in the activity promotes a

state of"flow." This was the intended and realized result of the course design.

From a pedagogical perspective, the study was highly successful. The participants

in the series offour classes were advised at the outset that the class would be very

difficult and that high demands would be placed on them. They would be required to be
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responsible as a member of a team and would have to work together as well as attend

every class. Additionally, they would be expected to regularly engage in solving

complex and changing problems under time constraint in a simulated virtual

environment. They would need to think on an analytical and critical level that was

unfamiliar to most of them. Despite these demands, the students in all four classes gave

this elective course extremely high evaluations and recommended the course to others.

In this study, students were motivated to learn a new work practice. Future studies

might apply this type oflearner-centered design to a variety ofworkplace training and

educational learning domains. This learning focus goes well beyond learning how to use

a software tool. Environmental artifacts became transparent to use and served only as a

means to an end. Students learned by actually using the pertinent terminology, domain

knowledge, conceptual and social relationships of an applied domain to solve meaningful

decision problems. They learned to see beyond action and into the value and

implications ofthe task results. Improved learning outcomes can be obtained by

extending collaborative experiential learning to complex applied knowledge domains in

order to improve problem solving and critical thinking skills. The instructor serves as

facilitator for small groups oflearners over an extended period of time in an environment

where learners autonomously determine the best use of time and resources. The results

ofthe present study suggest that this approach motivates superior learner achievement.
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Instructor: R. Vick

Page 1 of 3

Team _

Scenario #1 Team Survey

1. The group carefully considered whether each alternative idea would make for
a better quality decision.

Agree
1 2 3

Undecided
4 5 6

Disagree
7

2. The group carefully checked the validity of members' opinions and
assumptions.

Agree
1 2 3

Undecided
4 5 6

Disagree
7

3. Premises for the group's strategy were not based on strong evidence.

Agree
1 2

Undecided
345 6

Disagree
7

4. The most dominant member(s) influence on the group was:

Very Positive
1 2

Undecided
345

Very Negative
6 7

5. Do you feel that you are really a part of this work group?

o Really a part of my work group.
o Included in most ways.
o Included in some ways, but not in others.
o Don't feel I really belong too much.
o Don't feel I belong at all.

6. If you had a chance to do the same kind of work in another student work
group, how would you feel about moving to a different group?

o Would want very much to stay where I am.
o Would rather stay where I am than move.
o Would make no difference to me.
o Would rather move, than stay where I am.
o Would want very much to move.

Please Go To Page 2 :::}
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Page 2 of 3

7. Excluding yourself, who has been your team's Most Valuable Player?

8. Excluding yourself, who has been your team's Least Valuable Player?

9. How does this group compare with other student groups you have worked
with on each of the following points?

Verymuc:h Setter than Aboutlhe WOTS8than VtlI)'much
better most samo most WOISO

A. The way people 0 0 0 0 0
get along together

B. The way people 0 0 0 0 0
work together

C. The way people 0 0 0 0 0
help each other

1O.ldeas expressed in the discussion were not critically examined.

Agree
1 2 3

Undecided
4 5 6

Disagree
7

11. The participants tended to initiate discussion on irrelevant issues.

Agree
1 2 3

Undecided
4 5 6

Disagree
7

12.The participants did not deal with issues very systematically.

Agree
1 2 3

Undecided
4 5 6

Disagree
7

13.Some people participated more in the discussion than others.

Agree
1 2 3

Undecided
4 5 6

Disagree
7

14.The behavior of the group was goal directed.

Agree
1 2 3

Undecided
4 5 6

Disagree
7

Please Go To Page 3 ~
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15. Group members openly acknowledged and confronted conflict.

Page 3 of3

Agree
1 2 3

Undecided
4 5 6

Disagree
7

16. There was constant arguing among group members.

Agree Undecided Disagree
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

17.The group handled conflict effectively.

Agree Undecided Disagree
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

18. One part of the group seemed to be working against the other parts.

Agree
1 2 3

Undecided
4 5 6

Disagree
7

19. Did you find yourself wanting to say things that you didn't say?

20. How satisfied were you with the final decision of the group?

VelY Satisfied
1 2

Always
1 2

Undecided
345

Undecided
345

Never
6 7

Ve/y
Dissatisfied

6 7

21. Conflict was limited to task-related issues and not to group members'
personalities.

Agree
1 2

Undecided
345 6

Disagree
7

22. Our discussions were:

o Dominated by one individual.
o Dominated by a coalition of two members.
o Democratic, with each of us having an equal say.

Thank You!
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Team _

Scenario #1 TeamECTM Evaluation

1. Using TeamECTM enabled my group to accomplish our task more quickly.

Agree
1 2 3

Undecided
4 5 6

Disagree
7

2. Using TeamECTM improved the decision making performance of my group.

Agree
1 2 3

Undecided
4 5 6

Disagree
7

3. Using TeamECTM increased the productivity of my group for this task.

Agree
1 2

Undecided
345 6

Disagree
7

4. Using TeamECTM enhanced the effectiveness of my group for this task.

Agree
1 2 3

Undecided
4 5 6

Disagree
7

5. Using TeamECTM made it easier for us to make decisions.

Agree
1 2

Undecided
345 6

Disagree
7

6. I found TeamECTM useful in making group decisions.

Agree
1 2 3

Undecided
4 5 6

Disagree
7

Please Go To Page 2 =>
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7. Learning to use TeamEC", was easy for me.

Agree Undecided Disagree
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8. I found it easy to get TeamEC", to do what I wanted it to do.

Agree Undecided Disagree
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

9. My interaction with TeamEC", was clear and understandable.

Agree Undecided Disagree
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

10. I found TeamEC", to be flexible to interact with.

Agree Undecided Disagree
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

11. It would be easy for me to become skillful at using TeamEC",.

Agree Undecided Disagree
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

12. I found TeamEC", easy to use.

Agree Undecided Disagree
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Thank You!
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Team _

Scenario #1 NetMeeting Evaluation

1. Using NetMeeting enabled my group to accomplish our task more quickly.

Agree
1 2 3

Undecided
4 5 6

Disagree
7

2. Using NetMeeting improved the decision making performance of my group.

Agree
1 2 3

Undecided
4 5 6

Disagree
7

3. Using NetMeeting increased the productivity of my group for this task.

Agree
1 2 3

Undecided
4 5 6

Disagree
7

4. Using NetMeeting enhanced the effectiveness of my group for this task.

Agree
1 2 3

Undecided
4 5 6

Disagree
7

5. Using NetMeeting made it easier for us to make decisions.

Agree
1 2

Undecided
345 6

Disagree
7

6. I found NetMeeting useful in making group decisions.

Agree
1 2 3

Undecided
4 5 6

Disagree
7

Please Go To Page 2 ~
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7. Learning to use NetMeeting was easy for me.

Agree Undecided Disagree
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8. I found it easy to get NetMeeting to do what I wanted it to do.

Agree Undecided Disagree
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

9. My interaction with NetMeeting was clear and understandable.

Agree Undecided Disagree
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

10. I found NetMeeting to be flexible to interact with.

Agree Undecided Disagree
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

11. It would be easy for me to become skillful at using NetMeeting.

Agree Undecided Disagree
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

12. I found NetMeeting easy to use.

Agree Undecided Disagree
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Thank You!
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Scenario 1 (practice Scenario) Instructions: Revitalize State Economy Decision Problem
Rita M. Vick

Scenario 1

It is of the utmost importance that all sectors in the State of Hawaii do everything
possible to transform the state's economy from its present condition of stagnancy
to an economy that is innovative and capable of adapting quickly to new ways of
doing business through use of new technologies. Each team's mission is to
sequentially assume the role, or "world view," of each of five important interest
groups that are vital to the achievement of a viable new economy for the State of
Hawaii. In assuming the point of view of an interest group, a team will determine
what the goal should be, what the objectives are, and what options should be
pursued in order to achieve the goal as perceived by that interest group. This will
be accomplished through the building of a decision model that concisely reflects
the details pertinent to accomplishing the goal.

Each team will have the opportunity to analyze the decision process and develop
a solution for each of five interest groups: Business, the State Government,
Unions, UH Administration, and the UH Student Body.

Rotation 1 Rotation 2 Rotation 3 Rotation 4 Rotation S
xx-xx-xx xx-xx-xx xx-xx-xx xx-xx-xx xx-xx-xx

Team 1 Business State Gov't. Unions UHAdmin. UH Students
Team 2 State Gov't. Unions UHAdmin. UH Students Business
Team 3 Unions UHAdmin. UH Students Business State Gov't.
Team 4 UH Admin. UH Students Business State Gov'!. Unions
TeamS UH Students Business State Gov't. Unions UHAdmin.
Team 6 Business State Gov't. Unions UHAdmin. UH students

After all teams have had the opportunity to devise a model for each economic
interest group, there will be a "face-off' where teams will be randomly assigned to
one of the five interest groups. Given the knowledge gained through already
having assumed the "world view" of each of the five interest groups, each team
will structure a final model that represents their conception of the ideal solution
from the point of view of the interest group they have drawn for the "face-off." At
this point, teams will benefit from being able to take into account what has been
learned about the role of this group in the context of the economy as a whole.
Therefore, it is not expected that a model developed during the "face-off' will be
identical to the model developed by a team during its initial exposure to the role
of a particular interest group. It is expected that team models will be more
mature and complete at the time of the face-off than they were during initial
exposure to the scenario.
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Role Materials for Lab Sessions (ICS491)

Each role had a separate packet of materials, which consisted of current issues
reports, magazines, newsletters, excerpts from speeches, and Web sites. To
prepare students to conduct knowledgeable decision-making sessions, role
packets were provided to each team member at the end of the lab session prior
to each team's assumption of a role. Contents of the packets consisted of the
following materials:

• Business Role:

o Annual Economic Report on the state of Hawaii's economy (Bank
of Hawaii)

o Annual Report presenting the Financial Summary for Pacific
Century Financial Corporation (Bank of Hawaii)

• State Government Role:

o Science & Technology, The Key to Hawaii's Economic Future
(State of Hawaii Department of Business, Economic Development
&Tourism)

o State of the State Address (January 2000), Governor Benjamin
Cayetano

• Unions Role:

o Public Employee Newsletter (HGEA - Hawaii Government
Employees Association)

o University of Hawaii Professional Assembly (UHPA) Web site
(http://www.uhpa.org/)

• University of Hawaii Administration Role:

o malamalama (The Magazine of the University of Hawai'i System)
o KG Lama (The Newsletter of the University of Hawai'i System)
o Ke Kumu 'Ike (The Newsletter of the Colleges of Arts & Sciences at

the University of Hawai'i at Manoa)
o CSA Quarterly (The Magazine of the College of Business

Administration at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa)

• University of Hawaii Student Role

o Ka Leo 0 Hawai'i (the Student Newspaper at the University of
Hawai'i at Manoa); article on student on-campus businesses.
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Instructions: Face-Off 1 (at end of Scenario 1 rotations)
Rita M. Vick

Face-Off 1: Scenario 1

Company Name:

Established:
IPO:
Market Value:
Earnings Growth (1998-1999):
poE Ratio:

BigNoise.com
February 1997
June 8,1999
$453.9 mil
738.6%
8

BigNoise.com is a consulting and outsourcing company specializing in the creation and
maintenance of information systems for colleges and universities. BigNoise provides all
the hardware, software, and personnel required to establish and sustain a state-of-the
art Information Technology Support Department for colleges of all sizes.

The company is presently based in Silicon Valley, but wants to expand to other
geographical areas. In the Pacific Region, the choices have been narrowed to two
finalists -- Sydney, Australia and Honolulu, Hawaii. Because the company projects an
annual payroll of $65mil, having it set up operations here in Hawaii would be a
tremendous boost to our economy.

The company's top executives will be traveling to Sydney and Honolulu in July xxxx and
would like to meet with representatives from the follOWing groups:

1. Hawaii business community (banks, real estate developers, insurance
companies, shipping companies, tourism, etc.)

2. Hawaii State Govemment officials (the usual gang of PR flaks)
3. Universitv of Hawaii administration (President, deans, department heads)
4. Uniyersitv of Hawaii students (the company must be assured of a reliable

source of topnotch employees.)
5. Union leaders -- both private (Teamsters, Meat Cutters, Cashiers, Hotel

Workers, Longshoremen, Carpenters, Electrical Workers, Plumbers, Plasterers,
Roofers, Masons, Agricultural Workers, Flight Attendants, Baggage Handlers,
Airline Pilots, Machinists, etc.) and public (Government Workers, Hawaii State
Teachers Assoc., Hawaii Gov!. Employees Assoc., United Public Workers, Univ.
of Hawaii Professional Assembly, State of Hawaii Organization of Police
Officers, Firefighters, etc.).

BigNoise's final decision as to where to locate will be based solely on the information
they gather while meeting with the five above-mentioned groups. Each group must
convince the company execs that Hawaii is a great place to do business. Good luck.
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BigNoise.com

THE PLAN

You will be divided into three project teams:

1. Design/Engineering (DIE) -- find out what our potential customers need, design
appropriate systems, and create the necessary software. Your 1-year budget will be
$38 million.

2. Human Resources (HR) - determine what manpower will be needed by DIE and
Marketing. Your 1-year budget will be $48 million. Allocate our resources wisely. No
cost overruns allowed.

3. Marketing (MKn - create awareness of our new product solutions (= customized
software + boxes + enterprise resource planning) and determine what prices we can
charge to make a profit on this venture. Your 1-year budget will be $14 million.

Each department (i.e. team) is to use the Team EC software to:

1. Set the department goal.
2. Build a decision model that represents the objectives (criteria) and alternatives

involved in reaching the goal.
3. Compare objectives and alternatives to see which ones will allow the

department to arrive at its goal most effectively.

Rotation 1 2 3
Team Dept. Dept. Dept.

1 Marketing Design / Engineering Human Resources
2 Marketing Design / Engineering Human Resources
3 Design I Engineering Human Resources Marketing
4 Design I Engineering Human Resources Marketing
5 Human Resources Marketing Design I Engineering
6 Human Resources Marketing Design I Engineering

Scenario 2 (Domain-Specific) Instructions: Design a CSCW System
R~a M. Vick
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Course: ICS491-G41 SUMMER 2000
Title: CSCW in Practice
Instructor: Rita M. Vick

Agenda (7-19-00)

Page 1 of 1
Created 7-6-00

I. Slides/Discussion (2:00 - 2:45 pm)

a. Collab. App. Design/Architecture (Ehrlich)

b. Groupware toolkits (Greenberg &Roseman)

c. Workflow technology (Ellis)

II. Vote:

a. D/E

b. HR

c. Mktg

Well. That settles that. We are all going to do D/E. (This IS a
Computer Science class.)

III. lab: Scenario 2, Face-Off (2:45 - 3:50 pm)

Hand out copies of the letter from Chairman Noodnik. Review the
salient points with the class and then begin the Face-Off session.
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p#oJse

Bo N ° .£ JJeP19 Olse com .~ Businm
+ ~

Month xx, xxxx

Dear New Employees,

As the majority stockholder and Chairman of the Board for BigNoise.com, I welcome
you to our family. For reasons not entirely clear (even to me), I have decided to move
our company to Hawaii instead of to Sydney, Australia.

My first task in setting up operations here in Hawaii was to hire a new Chief Executive
Officer. I have selected Rita Vick. As a condition of her accepting the CEO position,
Rita insisted that we hire every person in her ICS491 class. She claims that after
completing her class, each of you will be extremely qualified to work in a .com company
and that all of you, as a smooth-running cadre of very bright people, will be a definite
asset to my company. We will see about that.

Our goal is to create fully integrated, collaborative, "customized software + hardware +
enterprise resource planning" solutions for colleges and universities of any size both in
the U.S. and internationally. Our solution will provide a "one-stop' source for all of
these institutions of higher learning that will support research and development
partnering among institutions as well as with global businesses.

We have learned from the mole we have working at Microsoft that Microsoft has plans
for a similar system. That company has an 18-month rollout plan. Therefore, time is of
the essence. We have to beat Microsoft to the marketplace. Otherwise, we lose the
race, and our company will fail. We are betting everything on this integrated system. It
must be done right, and we must have it ready to go in 12 months. The fate of
BigNoise.com is in your hands. Each member of the winning team will be awarded a
$200,000 cash bonus and a new Eclipse Spyder GT. The losers will seek employment
as "greeters" at Wal-Mart, Inc.

Sincerely,

Charles Noodnik
Chairman
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Appendix C

Software Support System
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Image of desktop showing NetMeeting Chat window (left), Control window (right), and Directory window (rear).
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Image of TeamEClll main interface screen showing graphic representation of Goal, Objectives, and Alternatives.
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TeamEC ™ Tutorial

ICS491
Computer Supported Collaborative Work

(CSCW) in Practice

University of Hawai'j at Manoa
Information & Computer Sciences Dept.

Instructor: Rita M. Vick
www2.hawaii.edu/-vick

www.lava.netl-hfr
vick@hawaiLedu

TeamEC~ is Advanced Group Decision Support Software © 1983 - 1998, Patent
4,613,946 (Sept. 1986); Expert Choice Inc., Pittsburgh, PA.
http://www.expertchoice.comandDecisionSupportSoftware.lnc.• McLean.VA.
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NOTE

This tutorial was used to acquaint participants with the TeamEC decision

modeling software during the first two sessions of each of the four classes. The material

in this tutorial was adapted from online and written tutorial material prepared by Expert

Choice Inc. The interactive online tutorial is part of the TeamECn' Version 9.5 software

package. Text-based tutorial material was adapted from Team Expert Choice™ Advanced

Group Decision Support Software: Tutorial by Expert Choice Inc., 1998, 1-64,

Copyright 1998 by Expert Choice Inc., AdvancedDecision Support Software.

The version ofTeamECn' used for this work is no longer available. Interested

parties may contact Expert Choice Inc. for information on the current release of the

software (EC 2000 2nd Edition for Groups):

1501 Lee Highway, Suite 302
Arlington, VA 22209
Tel 703-243-5595
Fax 703-243-5587
info@expertchoice.com
www.expertchoice.com

Based on the Analytic Hierarchy Process Theory by Thomas L. Saaty, PhD.

System Design by Ernest H. Forman, DSc.

Adapted with permission.
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Tutorial Decision Model

GOAL
Find best location

Objectives
visibility, competition,

customer fit, cost

1
Sub-objectives

None (in this case)

Alternatives
Suburban Center, Mall,

Main St.
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Tutorial Overview Screen

I:

'\: .•-, •.•••.•• , .,-.,"'r.~-{";':".":-~'.-.'-.' ••.- '__ ' " •••• ~-• .-••••• -.-.

:'
~'

......:.',., -~..--.. ...-.-.... -•.•.•..•......•..-.--.- _- ,,'

Welcome to the Expert Choice for Windows Tutorial!

Tutorial Lessons Home Page

",t"<i
~~~B1

:(~<~

Forthe purposes of this tutorial we will use the simple decision of choosing the best ik"'"
site for a retail icecreo.m outlet The criteria of this decision are: the customer fit ~~
visibility. cost and competition. The e.ltematives are: the mall. a suburban shopping ~.

.-::"",···C;~Ql~!"M_~"q~tQ,w.r)" ~~'-:..-:'-::-., ..__ "'__,.".:;;:::::::------.,.,.,-.., ,., , ,., ~,.=",.,,"'''''-., -- -- :.: : -.----,.------~ ..~:
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Lesson 1 Direct Model Building

Goal: Find best location for the new business.

Criteria/Objectives: visibility, competition, customer fit, cost

Sub-objectives:

Alternatives:

None.

Suburban Center, Mall, Main St.

Direct Model Building

(1) Creating a New Model

To start a new model:
1. Tel sWItch to Evalue,ion ~nd Choice throughout :n:s jesson, t-:l;ck on tilE button above merked ·Switch

to EC". tfthe pregre.>n is not 6Jreacty nmnir:g. please wait for the program te lead.
2. From the Expert Chaica [lIe menu. seledtiew.
3. Enters name for the file Ihatwill contein the model you are aboutto build.
4. SelectQired to build the model directly in Evaluation & Choice.
5. Type in a description oftha goal altha decision: "Seled the best retail site lor 0. newicecream

outlet"
6. OickOK.
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We hove decomposed the objedives (or criteri6) of this decision into four elements: Visibility.
Competition. Customer Fit and Cost,

Page 4 of 36

(2) Entering Objectives

Ii
To enter the objectives: ,1,1

,. The goal node is alreody active so simply select Edit then Insert. This adds a level to the hierarchy
directiy belowlhe active GOAL node, II

2. Enter the first objactive node name - VISIBLE and press <Entar>, ',.
3. Now enter 6 more detailed description olthe objective - "Visibility of the site location-. 'Nhen you're

finished. click OK to enter the next objective, !'
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 to enter the rest of the objectives COMPET'N. CUST FIT. end COST. To see a 1

(,:~~~~~:~h~~~~~~~~,~~~~~~~n:~;~,~~~~".:~I="~_,,~w,,, __ ",J
(3) Entering Alternatives

To enter the alternatives: ii'fi
,. Select the VISIBLE node that is at the bottom of the modeL IJ.;'~·
2. Selectfdit then Insert ...."
3. Type the abbreviation lortha firstoltemotiva - SUB.CTA. ~~~
4. Now enter 0. more detailed description for the alternative - -Suburban shopping center" %1
5. Click OK. ~~.
6. Repeat Steps 3 - 5 for the other two alternatives: ;.~

The Mall- "Suburban moJllocotion"
Main St - "Main Street business location"

7. When you have entered all three alternatives. press <Esc>.
B. With VISIBLE still adive or highlighted ( If it isn't. dick on the VISIBLE node). seled Edit then B

eplicate,
9. Select the '"to all ]"eaves· option to replicate the alternatIVes to all of the other nodes at tha bottom Wi!

of the model. ~t~i,~,..

, : "",,=. : ':,,:.: : c: , ::::.":.,,:" ...,,,=,. ,',: - ".:..,:".,.,', :.:.::, : .. ,,::.::, ,."'""<:, , ::::,::., ,':: "." ::::,,:: :.: f!I.
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(4) Saving your model: Save on a diskette!

To save a model:
1. Select file then ~ave.

2. Aiternatively. you can dick on the disk button to save a model.

To save 8. model under a different name than the one you used when you opened or
created it:
1. Select file then Save J..s
2. Change to the directory where you ......'Bntto save the model then type the file name (e.g. myicecrm) and ~

click OK. !

END OF LESSON ONE ~.
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Lesson 2 Pair-wise Assessment

Evaluate the model making pair-wise comparisons (compare the relative
importance, preference, or likelihood of two elements with respect to a third
element).

In this case:

Compare the relative importance of the objectives with respect to the goal
of selecting the best site for a new ice-cream outlet.

Which is more important? Visibility or the number of people who pass by?

If visibility is more important, how much more important is it?

This will lead to derivation of priorities for each objective and each
alternative.

Go to Assessment menu and choose: (a) mode of comparison, and
(b) comparative adjective

(1) importance
(2) preference
(3) likelihood

Importance: to compare one objective with another

Preference: to compare alternatives

Likelihood: to compare uncertain events

In each of these cases:

Calculate: uses current set of judgments under the selected node to
obtain the derived priorities of the alternatives with respect to
the goal. All elements must be included in a least one
judgment.

Abandon: deletes all the jUdgments entered since the model was last
saved and then returns to main menu.
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Invert:

Enter:

Page 7 of 36

switches the direction of the relationship in the currently
selected set of pair-wise judgments; i.e., if you originally said
that X was more important than Y, "invert" will change the
comparison to say that Y is more important than X.

temporarily records the last pair-wise judgment you made
and toggles to the next pair of objectives to make a judgment
on that pair; "enter" automatically derives priorities when you
have judged the last pair.

(The Calculate Button calculates priorities on demand.)

Pairwise Comparisons
For each judgment pair. you must specilywhidl element is more preferable. important or likely with
resped to the node above it its parent node. The judgment will be reflected either graphically (In bar and
pie charts). verbally (e.g. "moderately more importantj. or numerically (as a ratio).

In the following steps. each mode of comparison is described briefly. To complete this portion of the
Tutorial. you co.n use one or more modes end types of comparisons and enter your own judgments. We
recommend that you tl]' each mode to become acquainted with the various screens. You may also refer to
the file icecream2.ec1 in the ECWIN directory. whidl is an example of the lcecream model with judgments
already entered.

Unless you are very familiar with the objectives and the tradeoffs that affect them. it is usually best to
evaluate the model from the bottom up. By doing this. you gain insights into the tradeoffs involved and will
be in a better position to evaluate the relative importence of the criteria

---- --

View of the verbal mode's comparison scale.
x
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The Preliminary questions !III
"you have chosen the Verbal mode for a model thai hasn't been ewluaied yet Expert Choice will start
you cffwith a preliminaJ)/ question regarding which element is dominant for each comparison. These iom!!1
questions may be particularly useful lor simplifying and systematizing the judgment process for the new
user. It isn1t neC9ssaryto complete the preliminary questions and it is 8asyto toggle the dominance in the
assessment by selecting the IlM3rt button. To bypass this step. simply select S~ip Preliminary Questions
a1the bottom of the screen.

In the verbal comparison mode. the judgment is expressed using a 9 point verbal scale which goes from
EOUAL to EXTREME as shown in Figure ~ above. EQUAl means that neither alternative is more
importantthBn 1118 o1her. EXTREME me!!ns there is an order of magnitude or more which is equivalentto a
difference of 10 to 1. You may seled judgments between the five adjectives also. For example. with
respedto the visibility of the location. Main SI. is STRONGLYto VERY STRONGLY more preferable than
the Suburban Shopping Center.

1. Verbal Comparison:

(1) Open the model
(2) Perform the assessment process:

(a) Double-click on the first criterion/objective (VISIBLE)

Why start here?
We are doing bottom-up comparisons here. In boUom-up comparisons you first compare the a1temotives
with resped to the crUeria then the crUeria with respect to the goal. This is a good approach to use when
you have a specific group of a"ernatives with which you are very familiar. Alternatively the top-down
approach assumes you are much more familiar with the criteria/objectives than with the available
alternatives. Mathematically. both approaches yield the seme results.

(b) From the menu, select "Assessment" and then "Pairwise"
(c) Select mode = "Verbal" and type of comparison = "Preference"
(d) Select "Skip Preliminary Questions"

(3) Enter your judgments
(a) If the preferred criterion/objective for the pair being assessed does

not show the dominant (preferred) element on top, click the "Invert"
button

(b) Click on the comparison bar to indicate the strength of your
preference (from "equal" to "extreme"

(c) Click "Enter" to enter your judgment and move to the next pair or, if
that was the last pair, to automatically calculate and graph the
priorities, obtain your inconsistency measure, and show the
comparison results screen

(d) Click "Record" to return to the main screen
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The functions of the buttons at the bottom of the comparison results screen are:

Reorder: sorts the order of the comparisons by priority and restarts the
comparison process.

Sort: sorts the priorities in descending order (or returns them to their
original order); it does not rearrange the order of the priorities in the
model, itself.

Print: prints the judgments, the resulting priorities, and the inconsistency
ratio.

Compare: returns you to the comparison process if the inconsistency ratio is
too large.

Abandon: returns you to the main screen; all judgments entered since the
model was last saved are discarded.

Record: records the judgments that you have just entered.

2. Graphical Comparison:

(1) Open the model
(2) Perform the assessment process:

(a) Double-click on the second criterion/objective (COMPET'N)
(b) From the menu, select "Assessment" and then "Pairwise"
(c) Select mode ="Graphical" and type of comparison ="Preference"
(d) Click "OK"

(3) Enter your judgments
(a) If the preferred criterion/objective for the pair being assessed does not

show the dominant (preferred) element on top, click the "Invert" button
(b) Click and drag the horizontal judgment bar (less area indicates less

importance, in your judgment, of one objective relative to the other
objective)

(c) Click "Enter" to enter your judgment and move to the next pair or, if
that was the last pair, to automatically calculate and graph the
priorities, obtain your inconsistency measure, and show the
comparison results screen

(d) Click "Record" to return to the main screen
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3. Matrix Comparison:

(1) Open the model
(2) Perform the assessment process:

(a) Double-click on the third criterion/objective (CUST FIT)
(b) From the menu, select "Assessment" and then "Pairwise"
(c) Select mode = "Numerical" and type of comparison = "Preference"
(d) Click "OK"

(3) Enter your judgments
(a) If the preferred criterion/objective for the pair being assessed does not

show the dominant (preferred) element on top, click the "Invert" button
(b) Use the mouse to enter judgments by clicking the number bar at the

bottom of the screen (values range from 1 - 9), or
use the keyboard to enter the whole number value or fraction;
The cursor automatically moves to the next pair.
Note: A red number in a cell means that the element at the top is
dominant over the element at the left. The arrow in a selected cell
points to the dominant member of the pair.

(c) When you have completed all of the comparisons, click the "Calculate"
button to calculate the priorities and the inconsistency ratio.
(Inconsistency ratios> 0.1 need to be examined and improved, if
possible.)

(d) To lower (improve) the inconsistency ratio, dick on the "Compare"
button to return to matrix mode.

The Inconsistency Menu
The Inconsistency menu is available only from the Numerical Matrix
Comparison Mode screen. ~ provides a convenient way to locate
inconsistencies among your pairwise judgments from the most to the ninth
most inconsistent judgment. Selecting most moves you directly to the
most inconsistent judgment in the model. second most to the next most
inconsistent judgment and so onto ninth most. To find out what the
inconsistent judgment should be changed to select.S..'ii...i.EiJ from the
Inconsistency menu.
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What to do to improve the inconsistency ratio:

To improve the inconsistency ratio:
1. While in the Matrix mode, from the Inconsis!ency menu, select1 most for the MOST inconsistent

judgment. The highlighted cell indicates the most inconsistent judgment.
2. For the new suggested "Best Fit" value, click on the words [Best Fit] in the upper left of the matrix

OR select Best Fit from the Inconsis!ency menu.

IMPORTANT: Do not enter the suggested judgment unless you believe it to be true. A reasonably
low inconsistency is necessary for a good decision. but you should avoid a reduction in
inconsistency that can lead to more consistent but less accurate judgments! ~.

3. Enter the suggested judgment or one you feel is appropria.te and click on .Qalculate to see the tl
updoted priorities and InconsistenCy' Rotie. ~~

4. Repeatlhis process as necessary; chBnging only ONE judgment at f\ time Bnd recak:ule.ting the ~~
~ priorities/inconsistenCy' ratio. ~~,

~ .. ?:._.,...s~.~~~ ..~:.~!.~.!~.r.:S:~.I:9.y.~,~,~.j~.~.~~~ ~~!~ ~~,..;'.~~.~D !~ !.~..; '.:n~!.~ ~..S!:;..~D.: < , ••, ~" ~<-.~.~.~=..~ ••<- ~.~ ~ ~.•it

(e) Click "Record" to return to the main screen

4. Data Comparison:

(1 ) Open the model
(2) Perform the assessment process:

(a) Double-click on the fourth criterion/objective (COST)
(b) From the menu, select "Assessment" and then "Data" to compare the

cost of the alternative sites. (In this mode, values for the alternatives
are entered as data - e.g., you enter the actual cost per square foot for
the alternative sites.)

(c) Click on the "Invert" button to assure that higher costs are shown to be
less preferred (Le., higher data values will receive lower priorities).

(d) Enter the data values.
(e) Click on the "Calculate" button to determine priorities. (The

inconsistency ratio is not applicable here since you cannot be
inconsistent with actual values.)

(f) Click "Record" to return to the main screen
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The Assessment Process: Step 7 - Prioritizing Objectives

Now that you have made pairwise comparisons for the altematives using the various comparison
modes. you must pairwise compare the objectives with respect to the goal This will tell us, relatively.
how important COST. VISIBIUlY. aJSTOMER AT. and COMPETITION are with respect to the goal.
This step is necessary to complete the pairwise comparison process.

:~

:1 To pairwise compare the objectives: ~vi1
~; 1. Double-click on the GOAL node. ~1{

.........
,i.....:...,1 2. Select8ssessment then eairwisE! to compare the objectives. I)!'&'

3. Select Importance forthe Type and Verbal forthe comparison mode.
4. Select ·Skip Preliminary Questions· i»~
5. Use your own judgments OR dick on the button to the right to see our suggested d~.ta. t!t.t'~fl ~

,j 6.....Vhen you he.ve finished entering your judgments click Becord to S6\/e your judgments end return to ~.
': the main screen. I"
.; ~£- ..: ~;~ ~~~~~~~~J.{;~~~~~~:~~~~~_~~~@f**~%.~;'iWi~~:_'

(1) Double-click on the GOAL node.
(2) Select "Assessment" and then "Pairwise" to compare the objectives.
(3) Select type ="Importance" and comparison mode ="Verbal"; click "OK."
(4) Select "Skip Preliminary Questions."
(5) Enter your judgments. (Click "Enter" after the last judgment.)
(6) Click "Record" to save your judgments and return to the main screen.

(
i,: IMPORTANT: If you want to save the model that you have worked on throughout this tutorial you must

save it to another file name and/or directory as explained in Lesson 1 Step 4: Saving the Model.
because tutorial models are overwritten each time the tutorial is storted.

AOA
END OF LESSON TWO ~
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After all of your preferences and knowledge have been recorded, Evaluation and 010ice
synthesizes the priorities throughout the hierarchy to calculate the final priorities of the alternatives.
You may choose between two slightly different numerical methods of synthesizing the data: the
Distributive and Ideal (default) Synthesis Modes.

To open the prepared model icecrem2:
1. Teo switch to Evahmiiotl ~ln(j Choic:EllhlOUghout tn;~, !;,!s$on, dock on th,:; button abClvH rnork!~(j II

Switch to EC". Ifth8 prcigram is not ~.Ire~.dy running, pi8a'~8 w6itfor the p!ol;l!arn:o load.
2. SelectEile then Qpen.
3. Double dick on the filename icecrem2.ecl.
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Lesson 3 Synthesis

~t;~
l~
~~"

~
~
11:<::~·:i.-..~
;.'~ :1

4
~-~
~~

To synthesize: ~.,:;::.
1. Select "From Qoal" from the .fu'nthesis menu v*"
2. To see the list of the globe.! priorities for 611 the hierarchy's nodes: dick on the Qetails button. I

~_._•.-_._-_•.•_._._••""bU>"-"•••, •• •"~."-._ ;-••••_._••_._••• ",••,,,, - •••••••••_•••••_._._._._._._••••_~••••••••••••••••-.- -••_•••_•••_•••••_-_-.~ "Jt. -.:... -.·.·.·.v.-.-.·.·-.··.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·J".· ·.!'.·,r.·hv.:v. ~·· ---.-_-•.1}.

You can select the mWl~~tJ.~~~'? synthesis button, the h:lf.j~l synthesis button. or the Set button which will
lead you through 0. series of questions to select the proper mode. The choice of the appropriate
synthesis Mode for an application depends on 'W'hether the decision maker views the decision
situation as prioritizing all the alternatives based on their relative worth (Distributive Synthesis Mode)
or picking a single best alternative (Ideal Synthesis Mode). For examples and more discussion
aboutthe two modes of synthesis. please refer to the User's Guide.

END OF LESSON THREE.
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This type of analysis is used to investigate how sensitive the ronkings of the alternatives are to
changes in the importance of the objedives.

There are five graphical sensitivity analysis modes available:
Dynamic
Gradient
Performance
Two-Dimensional
Difference
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Lesson 4 Sensitivity Analysis

~
[4i;
*l$W
~~
>.&¥J.

~
~
t.4l1Sensitivity analysis from the GOAL node will show the sensitivity of the alternatives with resped to the ,•.,~

objedives below the goal. Sensitivity analysis can also be performed from nodes under the goal if S~
the model has more than three levels to show the sensitivity of the altematives with resped to lower I,
level objedives. ~•.,

•••••••••••••••••••• ·'··.' 0'·00'--''.-"',,,,',·'''' 'v m"".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.' '.','.',',',','.-.-,'.-,'.-,..-,..-,'.-".',','.-,'.-,',',','.'.-,', ',',',',',',',',',','.'.'.',',',',','.','.','..,',',',',','.-.-.'.'.','.'.'.',',','.'.'.','.',','.'.',',' ','.','..,'.'.'.',"','.' .-.-•........JI

1. Sensitivity analysis:

(1) Open the model file named icecrem2.ec1
(2) From the menu, select "Sensitivity-Graphs" and then "Performance"

Objectives are represented by vertical bars.

Alternatives are displayed as horizontal line graphs.

The intersection of the alternative line graphs with the vertical objective lines
shows the priority of the alternative for the given objective (right axis "Alt%").

The priority of the objective is represented by the height of its bar (read from the
left axis "Crit%").

The overall priority of each alternative is represented on the "Overall" line (read
from the right axis).
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2. "What-if' Analysis:

To perform what-if analysis:
,. Click on a rectangular objective box and drag it up or down to change the priority of that

objective.
2. Observe the resulting changes in the ranking of the o.lternatives seen to the right

3. To restore the original priorities. click the <Home> button. fI)
When you use the Window command to change to other sensitivity graphs. What-if changes will be
reflected in the open windows lI"etnd(1n~"I/ the home key was not pressed.

Returning to Evaluation & Choice erases the Vv'hat-if changes and restores the priorities as originally
calculated.

We do not need to perform dynamic, gradient, 20 plot, and Differences
Sensitivity Analysis.
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Lesson 5 Structuring

The Structuring Module allows decision-makers to use knowledge of the problem
to identify and organize the elements of the decision. This allows you to create a
hierarchical decision model that can be evaluated in the Evaluation and Choice
(EC) module.

We will not use structuring for this class.
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Lesson 6 Assessment with Ratings

Assessment with ratings is designed to handle a large number of alternatives (up
to a few hundred).

We will not do assessment with ratings since we do not want to work with more
than four or five alternatives for the scenarios we will be analyzing in this class.
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Supplements

Select the best retail site for a new icecream outlet.

--{

VISIBLE -
GOAL COMPErN -

CUSTFIT _
COST-

\ ESUBCTR
THE MALL

I MAIN ST.

Abbreviation Definition
GOAL

COMPET'N The number of competitors in the area.

COST Monthly rental cost per square foot.

CUSTFIT The number of passerby who could be clients

MAIN ST. Main Street Business Location

SUBCTR Suburban Shopping Center

THE MALL Suburban Mall Location

VISIBLE Visibility of the site location

Note: This sample is for the decision model "icecream1.ec1"

in the TeamEC Sample Models that are provided in the

TeamEC Tutoria/library.
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CREATING A MODEL

Before You Begin:

When building a model, it is important to keep in mind the relation of a node to
the node above it (the parent node) and the nodes below it (the children nodes).
The children nodes and all other nodes below them are descendants of the
parent node.

A plex is a branch of the model that begins with a particular node and includes
all of that node's descendants. The leaves are the alternatives and they are
placed in the bottom level in the hierarchy.·

When you create a model from the Evaluation and Choice component, you will
use the Edit menu to add, insert, and edit nodes. You'll always begin by first
entering the goal of the decision. From that point you will add the criteria
(objectives), sub-criteria (sub-objectives) and alternatives. The model will be
shown on the screen as you're building it.

General instructions to create a new model:

1. Double click on the Evaluation and Choice icon.

2. Select File then New.

3. Type in a file name of your new model. The extension .EC1 is added
automatically by default.

4. Choose a mode to build the model in ( for now choose Direct to build the
model in Evaluation and Choice)

5. Type in a description of the goal definition (up to 65 characters).

6. After the goal node appears, select Insert from the Edit menu to add the
first "descendent" node and enter the node name in the box where the
cursor appears.

7. Type in a description of the criterion the descendent node represents, and
enter its name in the new box where the cursor appears.

• For infonnation and lips about how to conceptually develop a model and a detailed description
of the elements of a model, please refer to The Art of Modeling section in the User's guide.
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8. Repeat these steps until all the peers at this level are entered. To finish
entering peers at a given level simply press <Enter> or <Esc> at the next
blank node. Note that the decimal weights under the node names change
to maintain equal weights for the descendants with respect to the parent
node each time you add a new peer.

9. To add another level of descendent nodes, select a node at the bottom of
the tree under which you want to add descendants. Select Insert from the
Edit menu and repeat steps 7 and 8 above, adding peers and new
descendants of the first level nodes as needed. If no further levels of
descendants are required, then complete the structure of the model by
entering the alternatives (step #10).

10. The alternatives, also referred to as the "leaves", are entered in the same
way as any of the descendent nodes. If the same set of alternatives
applies to any or all of the other corresponding parent nodes the entire set
can be copied under individual selected parent nodes or under all the
parent nodes of that level simultaneously using the Replicate command
under the Edit menu. Options under the Replicate command include
replicating the current node's children to its peers, replicating the marked
node's children to the current node, and replicating the current node's
children to form the leaves below all the other nodes at the bottom of the
tree. Replicate copies only the children, not the descendants of the
children or the parents of the children. To copy children with all their
descendants as well (Le., a "plex), use the Copy Plex and Paste Plex
commands. b

b Adjusting the relative weights of the alternatives is the topic of Chapter 3: ASSESSMENT •
ENTERING JUDGMENTS in the User Manual.
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Navigating the Decision Tree

The method for navigating down through the tree is to highlight successively
lower nodes and double click or press the <Enter> key to redraw the tree about
the selected node. This will permit you to see nodes hidden and go even lower
in the structure.

TIP: When you are navigating down through the hierarchy in the Main Display,
you can use the <Home> key to automatically jump to the goal node, and the
<End> key to go back to where you were.

The Sideways View

Sideways View under the Utilities menu (when using TeamEC, access only via
the shortcut icon), displays the hierarchy under the current node from a
horizontal (rather than vertical) perspective. You cannot edit the model in
Sideways View.

Sideways View under the !..[tilities menu (when using TeamEC. eccess only via the shortcut icon). displays the hierarchy
under the current OQ;!~ from a horizontal (rather than vertice.Q perspective. You cannot edit the model in Sideways View.

The goal node is the node farthest to the left of the screen. and the hierarchy is spread out across the screen to the right
The advantage of using sideways view is that all the levels of the hierarchy are shown at once.

TD customize the sideways view:
~ Seled Sideways View from the Utilities menu.
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The goal node is the node farthest to the left of the screen, and the hierarchy is
spread out across the screen to the right. The advantage of using sideways view
is that all the levels of the hierarchy are shown at once.

To customize the sideways view: Select Sideways View from the Utilities menu.

TIP: To scroll down the sideways view use the scroll bar on the right side of the
screen. To update the screen after making changes to Options, Magnify or Level
#, you must first click on the Tree button.

About Nodes

WHAT IS A NODE?

Nodes are the visual squares or boxes in Evaluation and Choice's main display that represent criteria. subcriteria or
alternatives. For example. if COST were one of the criteria involved in choosing a new car. the NODE NAME assigned
would be COST. To elaborate on what COST implies there is a NODE description box that accompanies the NODE NAME.

NODE DESCRIPTION

The box in the upper left comer contains the description of the !"IQ~!'! that is currently highlighted.
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NODE INFORNATION

The box in the upper right corner contains the following information on the adive mu:h'r the level of the node. the node
number. the priorilyofthe node (both local and globol). anel if you hove synthesized for results at least once. the ~}'1'the3is

mode that was last set-Ideal or Dislribulille.

Click on the ABC icon to display I edit the node definitions. and glosslllY for the selected node.

NODE DERNITIONS iii
The booklet icon wi1h ABC on the cover is the DisplaylEdit definitions icon. Oick on it to display the definitions menu which
shows the definitions and notes associated with the nodes in your model. Definitions ond notes may then be selected 10
edit You C6Ilnot edit the node namesthemselYes from the definitions menu Definitions may also be edited with the fdit.G
lossary command.
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A Simple Model: Buying a Car

Consider the decision process involving in buying a new car. When people
choose what kind of car they want to buy, they have several criteria or objectives
to satisfy before they will be happy with their selection. Some objectives may be
safety, reliability, comfort, cost, and status. When people know the objectives
they want to achieve when making a decision, they have already fought half the
baUle. The other half the battle involves determining how important the
objectives are to the decision and how the alternatives perform relative to each
objective. To prioritize objectives and alternatives, first organize them into a
hierarchical model.

The car model, seen in Figure 1 below, is a three level Evaluation and Choice
hierarchical model. The first level of the hierarchy contains the GOAL of the
decision, which is displayed in a box called a node. The next level of the
hierarchy is composed of the criteria of the decision. The criteria include
$INITIAL, $MAINTENANCE, $FUEL, $RESALE, STATUS, COMFORT, and
RELIABILITY. The third level of the hierarchy is composed of the alternatives.
The alternatives in this case are WIJ, HONDA, CHEVY, CADILLAC,
MERCEDES and NISSAN. A node is connected to its descendant (or branch)
nodes in the next level below it. For example, the GOAL node in Figure 1 has
the criteria $INITIAL, $MAINT and so on as branch nodes or descendants.

Each Evaluation and Choice node can branch to as many as nine nodes in the
next level of the tree. Each of these nodes in turn can have as many as nine
branch nodes, and so on. The goal node is in Level 0 of the EC tree; you can
define nodes in Levels 1 through 5. Thus, Expert Choice is capable of modeling
very large problems - more than a half miJlion nodes!

CHOOSE MOST OESIRABLE CAR

Figure 1: Choosing most desirable car
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$FUEL FUEL COSTS
$INITIAL INITIAL COST
$MAINT MAINTENANCE COSTS
$RESALE RESALE VALUE
CADILLAC CADILLAC
CHEVY CHEVROLET
COMFORT COMFORT AND FEATURES
HONDA HONDA
MERCEDES MERCEDES
NISSAN NISSAN
REL'BLTY RELIABILITY
STATUS STATUS ASSOCIATED WITH THE CAR
VW VOLKSWAGEN

Once the Evaluation and Choice model is built, as shown in the above figure, the
next step is starting the judgment process. First, compare the main criteria in
pairs with respect to the goal. This is where your personal judgment comes in.
You would enter your judgments as to the relative value of $INITIAL versus
$MAINT, of $INITIAL versus $FUEL, and so on. For example, it would seem
reasonable for the initial price to be moderately more important than the fuel
costs. Your judgments, of course, might differ from those of another person's,
depending upon your taste and needs.

After the main criteria are compared with respect to the GOAL, the alternatives
are compared in pairs with respect to each criterion. For example, you would
enter your judgment for VW versus HONDA with respect to $INITIAL, and so on.
Complex decision models may have several levels of subcriteria. In addition, a
model can be structured to include individuals within an organization, groups
within an organization, scenarios, or the likelihood of uncertain events.

The final step is to do a synthesis that combines all the separate judgments and
prioritizes the cars. The car with the highest priority is the best choice.
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AHP Pairwise Comparison Matrix

~AHP TUTORIAL· [13 of ..2j If;!

THE ANALYTIC HIERARCHY PROCESS
A BETTER WAY

USING PAIRWISE COMPARISONS, THE RELATIVE IMPORTANCE
OF ONE CRITERION OVER ANOTHER CAN BE EXPRESSED

1 EQUAL 3 MODERATE 5 STRONG 7 VERY STRONG 9 EXTREME

STYLE RELIABILITY FUEL ECONOMY

STYLE

RELIABILITY

FUEL ECONOMY

1/1

211

1/3

1/2

1/1

1/4

3/1

4/1

1/1

Note: The AHP, based on matrix algebra, was explained using PowerPoint slides during

the lecture portion of the class.
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Entering Judgments

Evaluation and Choice makes it possible to look at the elements of a
problem in isolation: one element compared against another with respect to a
single criterion. For example, when choosing a car you may look at price vs.
style with respect to the goal. This is called pairwise comparison. Expert Choice
helps you structure the problem, prompts you for your judgments, and then
synthesizes all your judgments into a unified whole in which your alternatives are
clearly prioritized from best to worst.

The decision maker's judgments form the basis of the Evaluation and
Choice process. Judgments are made about pairs of elements relevant to a
criterion or property that they have in common. For example, we look at two
stars and notice that the first star is brighter than the second. In addition to
observing this, we have the ability to say that the first star is much brighter than
the second, or just moderately brighter, or that the brightness of the two stars is
the same. It is from a multiplicity of these pairwise comparisons that we build our
knowledge of the variability of a criterion that interests us.

Pairwise Comparison

Please seledthe topic you would like to learn about by dicking on the specific area on the graphic below

Once you have a complete decision model. you are ready to start the comparison process (which is necessary for any
assessment).
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Selecting Comparison Type and Mode

1. Select Assessment, then Pairwise. (Pairwise is available under the
Assessment pull-down menu).

2. Select the type of comparisons.

Importance
Preference
Likelihood

3. Select the mode of comparison.

Verbal
Graphical
Numerical

Choose Exit to return to the model without proceeding.

Basics of Pairwise Comparisons

To learn aboutthe different types of comparisons. please dick on any of the buttons. folder tabs. menus. icons or graphical
regions

~:i~_o.tP~.$.il..CQmjJ.o~(!.$~Oll.~

CclUP¢/l$Q;) (.omm¢l1ds

_ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••~•••••••••••••••••••••••••, _••:~ ",.. ~._••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• u,•••••••••••••••••••••••_••_•.•••_•.•~.••: ••••••_.~.••.•••: ••• _•••••.• "j,..................................•_ _.,•••••••••••••••••••••••_ _._••••••• ~
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Measurable Versus Non-Measurable Factors

The number of criteria considered in a particular decision is often large. For
example, two stones may be compared according to color, size, weight,
smoothness, porosity, roundness and so on. Evaluation and Choice gives you a
format in which to organize complex problems with a large number of criteria.

We usually perform measurements using scales with units such as pounds,
seconds, miles, or dollars. But these scales limit the nature of the ideas we can
deal with. Social, political, and other qualitative factors can in no reasonable way
be assessed in terms of physical or economic measurement. What then can we
do to incorporate these seemingly non-measurable factors?

Just as we can distinguish and measure physical quantities such as meters for
length or seconds for time, we are able to do the same with our perceptions of
other qualities. We have the capacity to experience a wide range of feelings and
discriminations. This permits us to develop relationships among the elements of
a problem and to determine which elements have the greatest impact.

Expert Choice is unique in that it can accommodate a variety of data types and
merge them into a single overall measure to determine which alternative is the
most desirable. Expert Choice does this by devising a scale that enables us to
measure intangible qualities. To be credible, this new approach should work in
areas where we already know the unit of measurement. The method underlying
Expert Choice has been validated in many experiments. For more information on
how Expert Choice does indeed generate results conforming to classic ratio
scale measurements in physics, economics, and other fields where standard
measures already exist, please refer to the User Guide, and to the chapter titled
Validation Example.

More About Modes of Comparison

There are three ways to enter pairwise comparisons in Evaluation and Choice:
the Verbal mode, the Numerical mode (numerical matrix or questionnaire), and
the Graphical mode. If there are only two nodes in the comparison set then the
Graphical comparison mode is the default.

One can express the relative importance of one element over another with
respect to a given criterion either verbally or numerically. When making
comparisons in a social, psychological, or political context, you may wish to use
the VERBAL comparison mode of Evaluation and Choice. When comparing
economic or other measurable factors, the NUMERICAL comparison mode may
be preferred. Table I explains both scales and their relationship.
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Table I. The Verbal and Numerical Judgment Table.

Numerical Verbal
Scale Scale Explanation

1.0 Equal importance of both elements Two elements contribute equally

3.0 Moderate importance of one Experience and judgment favor
element over another one element over another

5.0 Strong importance of one element An element is strongly favored
over another over another

7.0 Very strong importance of one An element is strongly dominant
element over another

9.0 Extreme importance of one An element is favored by at
element over another least one order of magnitude

2.0, 4.0, 6.0, 8.0 Intermediate values between Used for compromise
two adjacent judgments between two judgments

Intermediate values (Example: 6.3 is a permissible entry Used for finer gradations
in increments of .1 in the Numerical Mode) of measurement

When comparing properties that lend themselves naturally to a numerical scale,
one could use the NUMERICAL mode to enter the judgments. On this scale, 1.0
implies that the elements are equally important, 2.0 that one element is twice as
important as the other, and 9.0 that one element is nine times as important as the
other. These are absolute numbers that tell us, for example, which of two stones
is the heavier and how much heavier it is. Thus, assigning the value 5.0 says
that the first stone is five times heavier than the second.

If the disparity between elements in a level is so great that they are not of the
same "order of magnitude", the elements should be put into clusters of like
elements, an extra level added to the tree in which the clusters are represented
as nodes with their children in the level below being nodes for the like elements
that belong to that cluster.

Extreme importance (9.0) should be assigned only when the difference is so
great that the objects being compared should be, or are, on the verge of being in
different clusters.
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Experience has confirmed that a scale of nine units is reasonable and reflects the
degree to which we can discriminate the intensity of relationships among
elements. The NUMERICAL mode allows for more gradations of jUdgments
within the basic nine units, using 0.1 increments; for example, 5.2 can be used as
a judgment. It also allows for expanding the jUdgments to bigger numbers than
9; for example, up to 99.9.

Number of Judgments

In general, if n elements are to be compared in pairs, there are (n)(n-1)/2
judgments to enter. For example, if n = 3, there would be (3)(2)/2 = 3 judgments.
For n =4, there would be (4)(3)/2 =6 judgments to enter.

Evaluation and Choice allows you to enter less than the complete number of
judgments required, but you must make at least n-1 jUdgments and every
element must have appeared in at least one jUdgment. We call this minimum
number of jUdgments a "spanning set".

When you have the bare minimum number there is no possibility for
inconsistency, thus inconsistency in that case will be 0.0. You may make any
number of judgments between the minimum number of the spanning set and the
complete number required for fuJI redundancy. The more judgments you make
the more your results are likely to reflect the reality you are trying to capture.
Also, the more judgments, the more chance for inconsistency to creep in.
Remember that the main objective is to get close to reality, not to achieve zero
inconsistency. Entering judgments that track reality well is more important,
though an inconsistency of 0.10 or less indicates you have good knowledge
about the elements you are comparing.

Comparison Types

The Comparison Types command is available from all the comparison modes.
Select Options Comparison Types to switch the comparison term to: Importance,
Preference, or Likelihood. You may select from three pairwise comparison types
when you are making relative comparisons in Evaluation and Choice:
importance, preference, and likelihood. The type you choose should reflect your
perspective of the comparisons being made, but does not affect any calculations
performed by Evaluation and Choice. The type you select will appear in the
comparison statement.
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Usually when comparing criteria you select importance. For example in selecting
a car the comparative statement would then be: COST is (equally, moderately,
strongly, very strongly or extremely) more important than STYLE with respect to
the GOAL? You make the judgment by selecting one of the qualifiers.

For comparing alternatives you normally select preference, as in the comparative
statement: FERRARI is more preferable than CHEVY with respect to STYLE.

Some of your judgments may be based on intuition, which in turn is based on
years of experience. Other judgments may be based on quantitative facts and
analysis, perhaps organized and summarized in an electronic spreadsheet. Still
other judgments may be based on elaborate reports from study committees or
high priced consulting firms.

Evaluation and Choice derives priorities from simple pairwise comparison
judgments. It then synthesizes or combines these priorities to obtain overall
priorities for the alternatives at the bottom of the tree. This result not only shows
the ranking of the alternatives, but also provides a meaningful (ratio scale)
measure of the differences between the alternatives.

IMPORTANCE

The term importance is appropriate when comparing one aiterion with another. For example. in the C8I'

model you would determine how mudl more impOJ1/lnt the initial costs are th"n the fuel costs.

PREFERENCE

The term preference is !OPpropri"te when comparing a1tern"tilles. For ex_pie. in the c"r model you
would datermine how much more preferable one car is than ,,"other under cost

LII:;EUHOOD

The term likelihood is appropriate when comparing uncertain events such as the probability of B csrte.in
interest rata. How mum more likely is a lD% rllfe than a 14% rate?
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Entering Graphical Judgments

Before a judgment is entered, the judgment bars are grey and equal in length.
The upper portion of the screen shows the two nodes that are being compared
and the context of the comparison. The colored judgment bar in the middle of the
screen is used to enter judgments. You may switch to a single bar representation
by selecting Options and de-selecting Two Bars.

To enter a judgment:

1. Click on the judgment bar and drag it until the bars respective lengths
represent your judgment. If you are using a single bar click at the point
between the pair of criteria where you want to place your comparison.

2. Click the Enter box to confirm the judgment and advance to the next pair.

Notice that your judgment is reflected in the color-coded pie chart as well. In the
pie chart the judgments are represented by their percent of the whole of the two
judgments added together.

Results of Comparison Mode

Alter alilhe judgments for a r!r-l,!~ are entered. Evaluation and Choice calOJlates and displays the local priorities in the
Derived Priorities sO'een. These priorities are derived from the comparisons for the current group 01 elements. An
In;;;l:!nJ;illt~n~Ratio is also calculated and displayed. From lhis sO'een. you can examine the inconsistency ratio. restl!rt the
comparison process. chandon any judgments and retum to the main screen. or record the judgments

To leam choullhe comparison resuhs. please dick on any 01 the buttons. icons or graphical regions.

The Priorities Screen -local Priorities Display
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Inconsistency Ratio

After all the judgments for a node are entered, Evaluation and Choice calculates
and displays the local priorities in the Derived Priorities screen. These priorities
are derived from the comparisons for the current group of elements. An
Inconsistency Ratio is also calculated and displayed. From this screen, you can
examine the inconsistency ratio, restart the comparison process, abandon any
judgments and return to the main screen, or record the judgments.

The commands from the comparison results are available from the comparison
results command bar beneath the local priorities display at the bottom of the
priorities screen.

An inconsistency ratio of 0.1 0 or less is considered acceptable. If the ratio is
higher than 0.100 you can repeat the judgment process using the Compare
command. Consistency can be improved from the Matrix mode using the usual
process of selecting Inconsistency from the menu, then Most. Then select Best
Fit.

Suggested values should only be entered if they make sense for the model
you're using. Please refer to the Users Guide section on inconsistency for a
thorough theoretical discussion of inconsistency and the numerical matrix section
for ways of improving inconsistency.

Another useful way to detect possible sources of inconsistency in the Matrix
mode is to use the Reorder command. This reorders the elements in the matrix
so that the values should increase from left to right across the rows and decrease
down the columns. Any judgment out of order is a suspect as a source of
inconsistency.

Inconsistencies in Judgments

Not only does Evaluation and Choice calculate priorities based on your
judgments, it also produces a measure of inconsistency. This measure is useful
in identifying possible errors in expressing judgments as well as actual
inconsistencies in the judgments themselves. You can request suggestions for
improving consistency. However, it is important that the methodology does not
preclude inconsistencies in judgments. On the contrary, many decisions must be
made while recognizing inconsistencies that exist in the real world.
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What do we mean by consistent? Let us illustrate with an example. If you say
that car A costs 3 times more than car B and that car B costs 2 times more than
car C, to be perfectly consistent you would say that car A costs 6 times more
than car C. You obtained the value 6 by multiplying 2 times 3. This is the
mathematical way to maintain consistency, and it is intuitively easy to understand
as well. The consistency among judgments about any three elements can be
checked with the same kind of logic.

But, we are very seldom perfectly consistent in making comparative jUdgments,
particularly when we deal with intangibles and have no scales of measurement to
use. Indeed, we should not expect to be totally consistent. The real world often
lacks consistency (team A beats team B, team B beats team C, then team C
beats team A - an inconsistency), and we must be able to reflect that in our
models. Evaluation and Choice provides a measure of logical rationality, called
the Inconsistency Ratio, but does not force you to be consistent.

The Inconsistency Ratio is calculated for each set of jUdgments. It is important to
emphasize that the objective is to make "good" decisions, not to minimize the
Inconsistency Ratio. Good decisions are most often based on consistent
jUdgments, but the reverse is not necessarily true. It is easy to make perfectly
consistent judgments that are nonsensical and result in terrible decisions. When
the Inconsistency Ratio is zero we have complete consistency. When it is
greater than zero there is some inconsistency. The larger the value the more
inconsistent the judgments. If it is 0.10 or less the inconsistency is generally
considered to be tolerable. If the Inconsistency Ratio is considerably more than
0.10 (say 0.20), then a re-examination of our jUdgments is probably in order. The
degree of inconsistency that indicates a 'significant" problem depends, of course,
on the specific situation where the model is applied. The figure 0.10 is given as a
good general rule of thumb for Evaluation and Choice.

If we demanded perfect consistency we would find it difficult to grow and/or to
learn new things. When we integrate new experiences into our consciousness,
previous relationships may change and some consistency is lost. As long as
there is enough consistency to maintain coherence among the objects of our
experience, the consistency need not be perfect. It is useful to remember that
most new ideas that affect our lives tend to cause us to rearrange some of our
preferences, thus making us inconsistent with our previous commitments. If we
were to program ourselves never to change our minds, we would be afraid to
accept new ideas.
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Tolerable Inconsistency and Perfect Consistency

We are able to make judgments that serve us better if they are admissible in our
narrow subjective corridors between tolerable inconsistency and perfect
consistency. Thus, while consistency is a concern, without some inconsistency
we would not grow by taking on additional information and readjusting our
thinking. We may say that the intensity of our concern with consistency and
inconsistency differ by an order of magnitude. This means that if we were to
divide a unit of priorities among the two, consistency would be about 0.90 and
inconsistency about 0.10. The ratio of the two is nearly an order of magnitude.

The next section discusses the consistency of a collection of comparisons. To
measure the inconsistency of all the judgments made in the EC tree, we take the
inconsistency value of each set of comparisons and multiply it by the priority of
the criterion with respect to which these comparisons are made, and add for all
the criteria. This gives a single overall weighted number. To decide how
acceptable this number is, we form a ratio with a similar number obtained by
mUltiplying the corresponding random inconsistency value for an equal number of
comparisons by the priority of the criteria, and again add over each attribute.
The resulting ratio should be 0.10 or less. This is reflected in the Overall
Consistency Index when you synthesize your judgments.

You can improve the consistency of your judgments from the Numerical pairwise
comparison mode after calculating the local priorities. Briefly stated: To see
where you are most inconsistent select Inconsistency from the Numerical menu.
To find the value that would make you most consistent on that jUdgment, select
Commands Best Fit from the menu. See the Numerical Comparison Mode
earlier in this section for further information.

Best Fit

Selecting Best fit from the Inconsistency menu or by clicking on the upper left
corner of the matrix shows the jUdgment for the current cell that would best
improve your consistency. It produces a statement in the middle of the screen
with the judgment that will most improve inconsistency. You will be told if it is an
inverted judgment (a judgment is inverted when the arrow in the selected cell
points up). The Best Fit command under the inconsistency menu replaces the
consistency improvement commands in earlier versions of Expert Choice.

NOTE: Do not enter the suggested judgment unless you believe it to be true.
You may enter any judgment here that represents your understanding and
knOWledge.

Change one judgment at a time and recalculate by selecting: CALCULATE.
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Chat Coding System
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Macro Codes with Component Micro Codes

Macro Code
Micro Activity
Code

SA PP Process Plannin!l
Situation Assessment SE Social Exchan!le

AS Aoolication Sharino
RC EF EQuipment Failure

Resource Coordination FT File Transfer
SW Save Work

TC Task Clarification
WB Whiteboard use

IG WTA Whiteboard Task (Alternative)
Idea Generation WTG WMeboard Task (Goal)

WTO Whiteboard Task (Obiective)
WTSA Whiteboard Task (Sub-Alternative)

MS Model structure
PC Pair-wise Comparison

MB TA Task (AKemative)
Model Building TG Task (Goal)

TO Task (Objective)
TSA Task (Sub-AKemative)

- CO Cohesiveness
- 0 Blank Line
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Coding Protocols

When a team is muni-tasking (brainstonning while another team member is building the

1
modeO, structure-specific (TO, TA, TSA) micro-codes are used ratherthan the general
micro-code for task-clarification (TC) or the general micro-code for model building (MS).

If specific chat words appear on the whiteboard but these words do NOT appear on the
2 model, then the coding defauns to "Wx."

A work style that I tenn "cooperative" rather than "collaborative" is characterized as
follows: The team's work pattern takes a fonn where all team members brainstonn while
one team member builds the model on the whiteboard and another team member builds
the TeamEC model. There will be very little specific chat text related to actual model-
building using TeamEC. I consider this work style to be "cooperative" rather than
"collaborative." Adoption of such a "multitasking in parallel" work style results in model
fonnation time being subsumed in the "IG" rather than "MS" statistics. Model related
discussion coding is specific to the whiteboard.

If a team work process provides specific chat words that appear on SOTH the whiteboard
AND the model, the coding defauns to the whiteboard. This is representative of a

3
"collaborative" work style where the team constructs the whiteboard as a thinking tool
(and as a backup mechanism) at the same time as the TeamEC model is constructed.
Adoption of this kind of work style resuns in model fonnation time being represented in
the "'G" rather than the "MS" statistics.

If a team does not use the whiteboard at all, chat discussion statements are coded to
micro code "TC" (macro "IG") or micro code "MS, PC, TA, ... " (macro "MS") depending on
whether or not the discussion idea is physically present in the model.

I.e., regardless of a group's work style, Idea Generation (IG) is considered more relevant
to the outcome of the group process and, therefore, is given coding priority either
specifically or by defaun over Model Building (MB).

If specific chat words appear in neither the whiteboard NOR the model, the coding
4 defauns to "TC" = "Task Clarification."

If a chat reference appears in either the model or the whiteboard, "TC" cannot be used for
5 the code.

The code "MS" = "Model Structure" is used when the chat refers to the model without
6 referring to specific model levels or model elements (words).

If a comment relates to process clarification, the micro code assigned is "PP" for Process
7 Planning. This is under the macro code "SA" for Situation Assessment.

8
If the comment relates to task clarification, the micro code assigned is "TC" for Task
Clarification. This is under the macro code "IG" for Idea Generation.
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Coding Protocols

Statements that indicate cohesiveness in conjunction wnh some other meaning, are
coded as "CO" for Cohesiveness. E.g., if a statement indicates Process Planning (PP)

9
but is stated in a way that indicates evidence of cohesiveness is coded as "CO" rather
than "PP." E.g., "Are we gOOd or what?" is a "Social Exchange" (SE) entry, but would be
coded as "CO" for cohesion.

Specific micro or macro codes were not coded for destructive conflict because there were
few examples of n. There is a great deal of constructive conflict subsumed under the "IG"

10
macro code and related micro categories. If conflict proves to be a phenomenon of
interest, it will be considered in a supra-macro analysis of segments of team conversation
using Nvivo.

11
"Hehe" ("giggle") statements are coded same as the prior statement to which they refer.

Q & A entries that follow "EF" entries and are only made to bring the person{s)
12 experiencing the "EF" up to speed are also coded as "EF."

Once a team has decided on the goal and a "TG" code has been assigned, we can

13
assume that the team is engaged in model building and so can assign "MS" codes as
necessary.

If a participant makes a complex statement (one that consists of two or more different
thoughts) in a single line entry, a single micro code is assigned to the line entry. The
assigned micro code Identifies the part of the statement that represents the macro code
that is of most importance to this study. For example, if a statement contains a directive
(PP) as well as a clarification (TC) the code assigned to the line entry will be "PP" since
the macro code for Situation Assessment rSA") is more important to this study than Idea
Generation riG"). The macro code hierarchy is:

1.) SA =Snuation Assessment (most important since this relates to how the team is
responding to the changing context of their work environment as defined by the AST
model). I.e., they decide to build the house. They agree that, "yes, this is 'do-able' and n
is a good thing to do."

14
2.) RC =Resource Coordination (since this relates to how the team uses the resources
available to them to respond to change in the work environment and to how cognition is
distributed throughout the work environment). [Everybody under the tent knows what
tools are available and how to use these tools to manage the work context.] I.e.,
everyone brings their specially tools to the housebuilding.

3.) IG =Idea Generation (since the team must have assessed the situation correctly and
mastered the use of available resources before the model-building part of the task can
take place). [Everyone under the tent uses the tools to analyze the problem and agree on
a solution.] I.e., a plan must be devised for what must be done and the order in which n
must be done to build the house (what must happen before something else can happen).
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Coding Protocols

4.) MB =Model Building (since the model is the representation of the team's mental
model of the solution to the problem that has resulted from steps 1.) through 3.) above.
[Everyone under the tent takes part in constructing a physical representation of a solution
for the problem that includes ranking each part of the solution in terms of its importance to
achieving the overall goal.] I.e., the house is buiK according to spec and is a physical
representation of all the personal skills and tools (human and support system) that have

14
been brought to bear on the project.

conI. 5.) CO =Cohesion Oeast important since this may be an independent variable if the team
has or develops cohesion early on; or, n may be a dependent variable in cases where the
team process is characterized by either apathy or destructive conflict toward the team as
a unit; or, cohesion may be a moderating variable if the presence or absence of this factor
becomes an important factor in whether or not the team develops an effective work
process.

Depending on the context, the micro code "EF" includes actual failure of equipment or
software as well as problems caused by the team's improper use of NetMeeting and/or
TeamEC functions. While it is true that the hardware and/or software should never fail

15 regardless of what the user does, the fact is that unwarranted failures do occur do to lack
of safeguards against user error. Regardless of the cause, the resull is the same: work
to the point of failure is lost and the team must devise and execute a recovery process.

Micro cOdes referencing the whiteboard (WB, WTG, WTO, WTA, WTSA) are
automatically references to: (1) the use of distributed cognition since the whiteboard is

16
being used as team memory and (2) the forming of the team mental model of factors
involved in the problem space. Analysis ofthese codes provides a way to operationalize
the use of distributed cognition and the development of the team mental model.

Problems encountered during the two innial "practice" sessions when teams are initially
setting up in the lab are coded as "PP" (Situation Assessment) rather than "AS"

17 (Resource coordination). The reverse is generally true during subsequent regular team
meetings.

Besides being used to indicate sharing of the software applications, hardware media, etc.,
the micro code for Application Sharing (AS) is also used (1) instead of the code for
Process Planning when the context of the conversation indicates that team members are
helping one another by sharing information about how to use the TeamEC modeling

18 functions properly (the "AS" code here indicates cases of knowledge sharing among team
members - human as opposed to other kinds of resources) and (2) the "AS" code is also
used to indicate Resource Allocation when the team is deciding who will do what
(allocation of the "people" resource).

It is imporlant to remember that effective and efficient pair-wise comparison of the
objectives and alternatives requires very close coordination of all resources (software,

19 hardware, people). If teams reach this part of model creation and have an extended
period of pair-wise comparison, most of these entries will be coded as "PC", which will
cause the time spent here to fall under the macro code for model building ("MB"). In
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Coding Protocols

(continued)

19 realny, extended ·PC· segments should be analyzed as Resource Coordination ("RC").

Also, the apparent fIXation on achieving a good inconsistency ratio (IR) when doing the
pair-wise comparisons Is related to the team members' need for feedback. This is a case

20 where they are getting instant feedback and that serves as reinforcement of how good
they are as a team (from their point of view during the interaction process).

Sources offeedback for each class: (1) the IRs Qnstant feedback), (2) the instructor's
critique of their models via e-mail the day after class reinforced by discussion in the next

21
class session, and (3) the Face-Off competition where the best model was selected as
the winner of the prize (M&Ms and popcom) - a small material reward and, more
powerfully, bragging rights.
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Metamodel and Scoring System
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Metamodel Detail

Points: Goal =1
Objective = 2
Alternative =3
SUb-Alternative = 5
Pairwise Comparisons =2
Missing Definition = -1

Revitalize
Hawaii

Basic Economy

Goal 1
Objective 4
AKernative 10
Sub-Alternative 53

Total 304

Pairwise
O~ectwe 4
Alternative 1a
Sub-Alternative 34

Total 96

Definitions
Objectwe
Alternative
Sub-Alternative

Total 0
Grand Total 400
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Revitalize Hawaii's Economy

EBANKING 
( .032)

FINANCL
( .032)

LOANS
( .032)

BROKERAG 
( .023)

INSURANC 
( .023)

MEDICAL 1 HMO
( .036) ( .008)

PPS---
( .036)

FACSERV
( .16)

BOX---
( .016)

BUSINESS
( .291)

RETAIL
( .029)

HOUSING 
( .101)

ENTRTAIN 
( .036)

1
'NTERNS -
(.131)

ENTREPRE MENTOR -
(.131) (,093)

Rita Vick
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MALL
( .029)

BOUTIQUE 
( .013)

SWAPMEET 
( .005)



GOAL --4

SCHOLSHP

( .053)

~
LANDZONE-

( .175)

REGS ENVlRONM -
(.175) (.175)

WORKLAWS 
( .175)

TRANSPRT
( .037)

GOVT --.PUBSVCS
(.57) (.111)

RECREATN 
(.185)

EMERGSVC 
( .186)

EDUCATN 
( .399)

f
G.E.T.-

( .204)

IMPORTAX 
( .204)

Rita Viek
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HIGHWAYS 
( .037)

MASSTRAN
(.019)

FIXDRAIL
( .019)

L1TERAIL 
( .019)

BUSES
( .019)

WATER
( .019)

AIR--
( .019)



L TAXES l PYRAMIDG -
( ,204) ( ,204)

EXEMPTNS 
( ,204)

J
LABS
( .013)

FACILITY LIBRARY -
(,013) (,013)

UHADMIN
( ,077)

RESEARCH
( ,038)

TEACHING
( ,038)

rSPECIFIC 
( ,015)

i
'NSTITUT

( ,009)

RELATION FOUNDATS -
( ,028) ( ,009)

BUSREL
( ,026)

i
STAFF-
( ,013)

CLASSRM MAINT -
(,013) ( ,004)

PLANT
( ,006)

i
lNFRASTR 
( ,025)

DISTANCE CURRICUL -
( ,025) ( ,001)

STAFF
( ,002)

Rita Vick
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L STUDENTS1 1PERSPCTV -
( .062) (.OS)

GENERAL THINKING -
( ,OS) ( .05)

WRKETHIC 
( .05)

Rita Vick
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Revitalize Hawaii's Economy

Ideal Mode

Abbreviation Definition
GOAL

AIR Commuter planes/helicopters.

BOUTIQUE Clothing, camera shop, crafts, "This Bud's for You," etc.

BOX Big Box Stores - WalMart, Costco, Sams, KMart, etc.

BROKERAG Provide reasonable, reliable investment services.

BUSES Extensive bus system.

BUSINESS Provide stimUlating environment attractive to other businesses.

BUSREL Develop mutually beneficial relationships with business.

CLASSRM Develop superior classroom facilities and outstanding instructors

CURRICUL Develop effective distance-learning curricula.

DISTANCE Create effective distance-learning program.

EBANKING Provide fast, reliable electronic banking services.

EDUCATN Provide elementary & secondary preparation for higher educlwork.

EMERGSVC Provide satisfactory emergency service (police, fire, ambulance).

ENTREPRE Foster local entrepreneurship efforts.

ENTRTAIN Provide entertainment (pro sports, theater, museums, music, etc.)

ENVIRONM Assure reasonable environmental protection laws.

EXEMPTNS Eliminate tax on food & medical.

FACILITY Provide state-of-art research facilities.

FACSERV Provide facilities & services for incoming business & employees.

FINANCL Provide good financial services

FIXDRAIL Fixed rail.

FOUNDATS Develop working relationships with fund-granting Institutions.

G.E.T. Lower General Excise Tax.

GENERAL Develop well-rounded package of desirable work skills.

GOVT Provide governmental framework responsive to business needs.

HIGHWAYS Build bigger and better roads.

HMO Health Maintenance Orgs

HOUSING PrOVide reasonably-priced rentals/real property purchases.

IMPORTAX Eliminate .5% Import Tax.

INFRASTR Provide adequate infrastructure to support distance learning.

INSTITUT Develop collaborative relationships with other universities.

INSURANC Provide good insurance coverage at acceptable rates.

INTERNS Provide internship programs for college-level students.

LABS Provide state-of-art lab facilities.

LANDZONE Encourage supportive land use laws.

Rita Vick
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Revitalize Hawaii's Economy
LIBRARY Provide state-of-art library with current jnVref facilities.

L1TERAIL Light rail (trolleys, Peartridge monorail).

LOANS Provide convenient loans at competitive rates.

MAiNT Provide timely building maintenance and repair.

MALL Ala Moana, PeartRidge Center, etc.

MASSTRAN Build mass transit system(s).

MEDICAL Provide good medical facil~ies

MENTOR Provide mentoring programs for entrepreneur wannabes.

PERSPCTV Develop global perspective on business and current events.

PLANT Provide slate-of-art computerized classroom•.

PPS Preferred Provider Services.

PUBSVCS Assure good public services.
PYRAMIDG Eliminate pyramiding of taxes (.5% import + .5% per trans).
RECREATN Provide good recreation facil~le. (parks, beaches, etc.)

REGS Assure supportive regulations framework.

RELATION Develop working relationships between business and university

RESEARCH Create a rich research environment.
RETAIL Provide quality good. at reasonable prices.

SCHOLSHP Provide scholarship for outstanding students.
SPECIFIC Excel in area of specialty.
STAFF Develop superior, technlcally-efflCient teaching & support staff.

STUDENTS Aim to become part of a desirable pool of talented workers.

SWAPMEET Flea marketa - Kam Drive-in, Stadium, etc.

TAXES Develop favorable tax structure.
TEACHING Provide superior teaching to create superior graduates.
THINKING Develop critical thinking skills as workers and as citizens.

TRANSPRT Provide good transportation for goods and people.

UHADMIN Make the UH a world-class university.

WATER Ferry boats.

WORKLAWS Develop employer-friendly work laws.
WRKETHIC Develop work ethic to maintain standards & keep up with change.

Rita Vick
244
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Coded Chat Transcript 257

Frequency Micro Code Definitions %-aces Minutes Percent Macro Code

3 o(Blank Line) 1% 0:26:43 33% IG
17 AS (Application Sharing) 5% 0:14:24 18% MB
2 CO (Cohesiveness) 1% 0:27:57 34% SA
38 EF (EQuipment Failure) 11%
0 FT (File Transfer) 0%
2 MS (Model Structure) 1% 0:12:47 16% RC

41 PC (pair-wise Comparison) 12%
99 PP (Process Planning) 29%
11 SE (Social Exchanae) 3%

, 5 SW (Save Work) 1%
8 TA (Task Alternative) 2% 0:00:07 0% co

75 TC (Task Clarification) 22% 0:00:09 0% kJ
0 TG (Task Goal) 0%
0 TO (Task Objective) 0%
0 TSA (Task Sub-Alternative) 0%
0 WB CWhiteBoard) 0%

17 WTA CWhiteboard Task Alternative) 5%
10 WTG (Whiteboard Task GoaQ 3%
8 WTO (Whiteboard Task Objective) 2%
0 WTSA (Whiteboard Task Sub-Alternative) 0%

Total 336Unes 100% 1:22:07 100% Total Time

~
01
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Coded Chat Transcript 257 (Continued)

Une Speaker
Macro

Gist of Segment
Micro Clock Elapsed Participant Statement

No. Code Code Time TIme

1 #2 SA DCIT - potential grounding residue
Hi, Everyone!. Now we are here

SE 14:36:08 0:00:11 again.
2 #4 SA gather team in virtual meeting space PP 14:36:19 0:00:22 1#2, can you connect #1?
3 #2 SA confinn that all team members are online PP 14:36:41 0:00:21 Finally she is on nowl
4 #2 SA ocus the team on the task PP 14:37:02 0:00:00 Let's get on the today's model
5 #4 SA detennine availability of storage for deliverable PP 14:37:02 0:00:03 okay, wh010t the disk?
6 #1 SA DCIT - verify location of storage media PP 14:37:05 0:00:18 Ido.

7 #2 SA ["her" is a reference to the instructor) idon't worry about that for now.
PP 14:37:23 0:00:01 we will get it later on from her!

8 #4 SA
allocate (model building) part of task Okay, #1 has to do the Team EC
DCIT • suggesting locus of modeling responsibility PP 14:37:24 0:00:10 after we finished

9 #4 SA ask group for confinnation PP 14:37:34 0:00:05 is that oka~?
10 #2 SA ocus the team on the task PP 14:37:39 0:00:01 Lel's just brainslonn on the goal

11 #1 SA f1l1ocate (save files) part oftask
i11 just give the disk to #2 at the

PP 14:37:40 0:00:17 end.
12 #1 IG DCIT - place goal on whiteboard WTG 14:37:57 0:00:03 Bring BigNoise to Hawaii

focus the team on the task
13 #4 SA DCIT - historical- note to instructor that unsure of ~ell, okay. I do not know if she

start time since this session is a competition PP 14:38:00 0:00:22 allows it, but let start

14 #2 SA
DCIT· continUed note to instructor· team wants to
maximize time available PP 14:38:22 0:00:20 so that that we can do good on it

15 #4 IG DCIT - record of decision on goal definition ~ttract BigNoise to sel up
WTG 14:38:42 0:00:09 Operation in Hawaii.

16 #1 IG .. . .. .. .. .. .. ..
WTG 14:38:51 0:00:01 I think simpler is better.

17 #2 IG .. - .. .. .. .. .. ..
WTG 14:38:52 0:00:15 Okay, that can be a good goal

18 #4 IG .. . .. .. .. .. .. ..
WTG 14:39:07 0:00:02 ~ttract BigNoise to Hawaii

19 #1 IG .. - .. .. .. .. .. ..
WTG 14:39:09 0:00:08 IAttract BigNoise to Hawaii
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Coded Chat Transcript 257 (Continued)

Une Speaker
Macro Gist of Segment

Micro Clock Elapsed
Participant Statement

No. Code Code Time Time

20 #1 IG . · • • • • • • WTG 14:39:17 0:00:01 hey. that's a good idea.

21 #4 IG • · . . . • . • WTG 14:39:18 0:00:01 okay. #3. and #2?

22 #2 SA requesting change in locus of model building By the way. should I draw the
pp 14:39:19 0:00:04 model on the TeamEc?

23 #3 IG DCIT - record of decision on goal definttion WTG 14:39:23 0:00:01 II agree
24 #1 SA yielding model building responsibility pp 14:39:24 0:00:09 Iyes please
25 #2 IG DCIT - record of decision on goal definttion WTG 14:39:33 0:00:23 rt'es. Agree

26 #2 SA suggestion to move forward with task pp 14:39:56 0:00:03 Let's move on the crnerias
27 #4 SA consensus on moving forward pp 14:39:59 0:00:18 Ives

28 #3 SA determining whiteboard responsibility 1#4. are you going to draw on the
pp 14:40:17 0:00:10 ~hite boardl

29 #4 SA declaring control of whiteboard application pp 14:40:27 0:00:15 I already did
30 #3 RC request for sharing whtteboard AS 14:40:42 0:00:06 ~hear it

31 #4 RC assessing sharing status
one person did not join white

AS 14:40:48 0:00:12 board

32 #4 RC complying with request to share whtteboard ·ust bring your white board up
AS 14:41:00 0:00:14 from NetMeetino

33 #3 RC acknowledgement of whiteboard access AS 14:41:14 0:00:06 I !lOU

34 #2 IG DCIT - potential residue of brainstorming objectives First crneria can be "Tax policy
TC 14:41:20 0:00:03 on the bussiness·

35 #4 IG · · • · · • • TC 14:41 :23 0:00:13 Criterias
36 #4 IG • · · • · · · TC 14:41:36 0:00:10 how about tax POlicv?

37 #4 IG • · · · · • · what altemative you going to put
TC 14:41 :46 0:00:49 under tt?

38 #2 IG · · • • • • • Lower tax rate on the companies
TC 14:42:35 0:00:15 hat invest in Hawaii
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Coded Chat Transcript 257 (Continued)

Une
Speaker

Macro Gist of Segment
Micro Clock Elapsed

Participant Statement
No. Code Code TIme Time

39 #2 IG " · " " • • "
or there can be something

TC 14:42:50 0:00:23 related to that.

• • " " • "
Education System. What do you

40 #4 IG - jeall school system, do you
TC 14:43:13 0:00:12 Ipeople have a better name?

41 #4 IG • · " " " " " TC 14:43:25 0:00:03 like UH, Communlly Colleges
lWhile #2 think about the

42 #3 IG
DeIT - record of placing personal conception of a creterion under the tax, I think
good objective on the whiteboard he Provide a Godd Invest

WTO 14:43:28 0:00:07 environment could be another
43 #4 IG " - " " • " " TC 14:43:35 0:00:26 and Specialized colleges?

I think we should make one

44 #1 IG • - • " • " " !criteria for resources for thieir
personnel and put colleges

TC 14:44:01 0:00:15 under II.
45 #4 IG " · • " " " " TC 14:44:16 0:00:09 yes, that is what I am thinking
46 #4 IG " - " " " " • TC 14:44:25 0:00:16 but other than that,

47 #4 IG " - " • " " " heir main customers is school
TC 14:44:41 0:00:22 hemselves

48 #1 IG " · " " " " " TC 14:45:03 0:00:03 /Okay i see what you mean now.

49 #4 IG " - " " • " " so how many, how large of our
TC 14:45:06 0:00:21 Ischool system is very important

and on the other side, school
50 #4 IG • - " " " " " /provide the necessary skilled labor

TC 14:45:27 0:00:10 oree

51 #2 IG " - " " " " " also can be" Communication and
TC 14:45:37 0:00:26 Utilities oflhe School in Hawaii"
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Coded Chat Transcript 257 (Continued)

Une
Speaker Macro Gist of Segment

Micro Clock Elapsed Participant Statement
No. Code Code Time Time

52 #4 IG • · • • • " • TC 14:46:03 0:00:04 I need a name for school system
53 #4 IG • · • • • • • TC 14:46:07 0:00:32 anvbodv?

54 #1 IG
DCIT • record of placing an objective on the
\whiteboard WTO 14:46:39 0:00:07 lJust UH system

55 .#4 IG • - • " • • • IAlso, Business Envionnent is
WTO 14:46:46 0:00:09 lanother Criteria

56 #4 IG
DCIT - record of placing an alternative on the and lax and incelive can be

. IWhiteboard WTA 14:46:55 0:00:17 under it

57 #1 IG
DCIT • record of placing an objective on lhe
Iwhiteboard WTO 14:47:12 0:00:21 Iokav, put that one.

58 #3 MB DCIT - record of concurrent model building and the conmmunicatlon and
TA 14:47:33 0:00:15 ransoort are other two

janther criteria can be

59 #2 IG DCIT • potenlial residue of brainstonning objectives Government's Bussiness Rules·
hat provides a more flexible ans

TC 14:47:48 0:00:05 reliable for the Bossiness
60 #3 IG • - • • • " • TC 14:47:53 0:00:01 onder the Environment

61 #4 IG IDCIT - record of placing alternative on lhe whiteboard
WTA 14:47:54 0:00:09

~es, comm and transport can be
under infrsturctures

62 #1 IG DCIT - potential residoe of brainstonning objeclives TC 14:48:03 0:00:21 i was thinkino more like location
63 #3 IG • · • " " • • TC 14:48:24 0:00:16 hat is another one
64 #1 IG • - • • • • • TC 14:48:40 0:00:17 !Environment.
65 #4 IG DCIT - record of placing objective on lhe whiteboard WTO 14:48:57 0:00:03 Location is good
66 #1 IG DCIT - potential residue of brainstorming objectives TC 14:49:00 0:00:08 EnviROnment
67 #3 IG " - " " " • • TC 14:49:08 0:00:11 onder Environment
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Une Speaker
Macro Gist of Segment

Micro Clock Elapsed
Participant Statement

No. Code Code TIme Time

68 #4 IG DCIT • record of placing altemative on the whiteboard But I was more thinking about
WTA 14:49:19 0:00:26 close to Asia

69 #1 IG " · " " " .. " " " Yes, strategic between asia and
WTA 14:49:45 0:00:23 us

Well, that can be a good reason,
70 #2 IG DCIT - potential residue of brainstorming objectives but not really attractive reason

TC 14:50:08 0:00:06 for the comoanv
71 #4 IG DeIT • record of placing altemative on the whiteboard WTA 14:50:14 0:00:11 #1 • is that how to spell instrsture
72 #1 IG " · .. " " .. .. " • WTA 14:50:25 0:00:51 infrastructure. close thouah.

73 #4 IG DCIT - record of placing objective on the whiteboard
no, they want to expand to

WTO 14:51 :16 0:00:00 Pacific ReQion

74 #1 fG PC/T - potentia' residue of braInstorming objectives
~nd then the personnel

TC 14:51:16 0:00:10 resources.

75 #2 IG DCIT - record of placing altemative on the whiteboard
How about "Work Force in

WTA 14:51 :26 0:00:13 Hawaii"?

76 #4 IG
DCIT - record of placing an objective on the
~iteboard WTO 14:51:39 0:00:02 That can be under UH System

77 #4 IG • · .. • " • " WTO 14:51:41 0:00:02 ?
78 #3 SA suggested change of direction PP 14:51:43 0:00:16 enough for this level

79 #4 SA clarifying completion oftask phase
~ny1hing to add, change at first

PP 14:51:59 0:00:05 level?
80 #4 SA " - • " " .. • pp 14:52:04 0:00:03 Otherwise is done
81 #1 0 [ false start 1 0 14:52:07 0:00:01 How about

82 #2 IG DCIT • record of placing altemative on the whiteboard No, it doesn't have to be under
WTA 14:52:08 0:00:07 UH System.

83 #4 IG " - " " " " • " .. WTA 14:52:15 0:00:08 yes
64 #4 SA response to incomplete statement (line 81) pp. 14:52:23 0:00:08 aive suaaestion olease
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Line Speaker
Macro Gist of Segment

Micro Clock Elapsed
Participant Statement

No. Code Code Time Time

85 #1 0
DCIT· DIp· record of decision not to make
suggestion 0 14:52:31 0:00:04 never mind

86 #2 IG DCIT - potential residue of brainstorming objectives because the work force can from
TC 14:52:35 0:00:12 other sources

87 #1 IG .. . .. .. .. .. .. TC 14:52:47 0:00:01 like what
88 #4 IG .. - .. .. .. .. .. TC 14:52:48 0:00:21 okav, fair enouah
89 #4 SA .. . .. .. .. .. .. PP 14:53:09 0:00:00 but give a appropriate criteria

90 #3 IG .. - .. .. .. .. .. hat is seems that is not an
TC 14:53:09 0:00:13 advantaae of Hawaii

91 #1 IG .. - .. .. .. .. .. TC 14:53:22 0:00:04 riahl.

92 #2 SA Stating Intended change of direction Anyway, Let's me get on the
PP 14:53:26 0:00:15 'TeamEc now.

93 #1 SA
DCIT - referencing the problem scenario we have to think of honolulu
specifications PP 14:53:41 0:00:00 Over sydney

94 #2 SA stating intended change of direction
So that I can start drawing the

PP 14:53:41 0:00:07 model!
95 #3 IG DCIT- DIp· reeard of dissatisfaction with output TC 14:53:48 0:00:36 please
96 #3 IG .. . .. - .. .. .. .. .. TC 14:54:24 0:00:06 more under UH system
97 #3 IG .. - .. - .. .. .. .. .. TC 14:54:30 0:00:36 ?
98 #3 IG .. . .. - .. .. .. .. .. TC 14:55:06 0:00:01 research and hi-tee facility?

99 #2 RC DCIT - reeard of hardware/software failure interrupt
ph, Oh now we are having some

EF 14:55:07 0:00:09 Iprobleml
100 #4 IG PelT· record of start of response to DIP TC 14:55:16 0:00:06 Under Infrastructure

101 #2 RC DCIT - reeard of hardware/software failure interrupt I can not open the TeamEc on
EF 14:55:22 0:00:10 his eamouter

102 #2 RC .. - .. .. .. / .. .. .. EF 14:55:32 0:00:01 There is something missing
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Line Macro Gist of Segment
Micro Clock Elapsed

Participant Statement
No.

Speaker
Code Code TIme Time

103 #2 RC • • • • / " • " EF 14:55:33 0:00:15 It-
104 #2 RC • • • • / • • " EF 14:55:48 0:00:17 'it won1 allow me to open!-

• " • • / • • •
105 #2 RC -

rVick' is the instructor] EF 14:56:05 0:00:37 So I better ask Vick about thisl
106 #3 RC " • " " / • • • EF 14:56:42 0:00:12 ihow about open from "Start'-

• • " " / • " • 1#4 since she is right in front of
107 #2 RC - her, why don1 you call her for

I"her" refers to instructor]
EF 14:56:54 0:00:36 mel

• • • • / • • "
108 #2 RC -

DIP - divergent opinions on seeking assistance EF 14:57:30 0:00:17 1#4, did vou copy my words?
• - • • " / • • " 1Y0u do not want to bother Vick109 #4 RC

DIP - divergent opinions on seeking assistance EF 14:57:47 0:00:09 ~h this problem
" " " " / • • • ~e should solve this problem110 #4 RC -

DIP - divergent opinions on seeking assistance EF 14:57:56 0:00:17 ourselves
• • " " I • " • You want me to do Team EC, or111 #4 RC -

suggested focus on recovery procedure EF 14:58:13 0:00:08 #1,Or#3?
• • • " / " • " Okay, I will allemptto do112 #1 RC -

offer to begin model recovery EF 14:58:21 0:00:03 TeamEC

• • • " I • • " Because we have to let her
113 #2 RC - know the problem now , it's

DIP - divergent opinions on seeking assistance .
EF 14:58:24 0:00:12 bellerl

114 #1 SA
request fOr assistance with model recovery from
available cognitive traces PP 14:58:36 0:00:01 I will need y'all's help.

115 #4 SA suggested delay of modeling
~kay but let's start TEAM EC at

PP 14:58:37 0:00:09 3:20

116 #2 RC DCIT - record of hardware/software failure interrupt
hat's way she understand our

EF 14:58:46 0:00:06 situationI
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line Speaker
Macro

Gist of Segment
Micro Clock Elapsed

Participant Statement
No. Code Code TIme Time

ime assessment· suggested focus on use of intact
~ have 20 minutes, let's

117 #4 RC 'inished the model on white
cognitive traces on whiteboard AS 14:58:52 0:00:16 board

118 #2 SA DIp· divergent opinions on seeking assistance ~ell since #1 is going to try.
PP 14:59:08 0:00:03 Never mind about what I said!

119 #4 SA ~uggests two models to insure against machine failure ~nce the model Is finished, 2
PP 14:59:11 0:00:16 loeoole can work on it in case

120 #4 SA Isuggested refocus on task PP 14:59:27 0:00:07 lean we 110 back to the model?

121 #2 SA compliance with suggested refocus
Okay, I hope that we can

PP 14:59:34 0:00:26 ~nished on time!

122 #3 SA offer to help with reconstruction of model I am also ready for the Team EC
PP 15:00:00 0:00:16 if need

123 #4 RC
request all team members to help complete the model Please add your ideas to white
usina the whileboard's backup coanitive traces AS 15:00:16 0:00:04 board.

124 #4 RC statement that rebuilding has already begun AS 15:00:20 0:00:06 I put some of it
125 #1 RC request for recovery of part of whileboard AS 15:00:26 0:00:15 can vou draw vour lines #4?

.

After that, we can arrange and126 #4 RC extension of recovery plan
AS 15:00:41 0:00:15 chanae if necessary

127 #2 SA checking on how model rebuilding is progressing #1, how is going with the
PP 15:00:56 0:00:07 TeamEc?

128 #2 SA • - • • " • • • • PP 15:01 :03 0:00:04 Did you get on it?

129 #1 SA DIP - miscommunication
I thought I wasn~ supposed to

PP 15:01:07 0:00:11 \start it vel.

130 #3 IG DCIT - potential residue of brainstorming objectives Transport and Conmmunication
TC 15:01:18 0:00:24 under Bussiness Envir-

131 #2 SA DIP - divergent opinion on how 10 achieve recovery No, you beller start now,
PP 15:01:42 0:00:14 othewise you can not finish later!
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Line
Speaker

Macro Gist of Segment
Micro Clock Elapsed

Participant Slalement
No. Code Code Time Time

132 #2 SA • - • " • • • • " PP 15:01:56 0:00:22 Unless you can do it really fast!
133 #1 SA compliance with suggested refocus PP 15:02:18 0:00:35 Okav I will start.

pkay, our model is looking good
134 #2 RC DCIT - positive view of recovery progress now, Lei's put some more on

AS 15:02:53 0:00:04 he whneboard.

135 #4 MB
DCfT - reference point for addnion of altematives to I think Tran and comm should be
he model TA 15:02:57 0:00:19 under Infrstructure?

136 #2 MB agree to proposal model structure extension TA 15:03:16 0:00:02 IVes, I aoree .

137 #1 RC DCIT - record of hardware/software failure interrupt It will not let me open TeamEC
EF 15:03:18 0:00:40 either. Go for n, #3.

IocfT - potential residue of brainstonning objectives
apart from Tax policy there are

138 #3 IG ~ome other policies for better
TC 15:03:58 0:00:04 bussiness

139 #1 IG DIp· lost perspective on location in recovery process What research center are we
TC 15:04:02 0:00:12 alkino about?

140 #3 RC DCIT - record of hardware/software failure interrupt EF 15:04:14 0:00:02 we start tooelher?
Plus, like I mention earlier, •

141 #2 MB
agree to proposal model structure extension and Bussiness Rules:" can be
make suggestion for additional alternative alternative under Business

TA 15:04:16 0:00:33 Environment!

142 #2 IG DIP - lost perspective on location in recovery process 1#3, what do you mean by "we
TC 15:04:49 0:00:07 start tooether"?

143 #1 IG DCIT· potential residue of brainstonning objectives We should put some specific
TC 15:04:56 0:00:48 rules, not iUst business rules.

144 #2 IG • - " • • • " Well, that's true, I wish that I
TC 15:05:44 0:00:20 know the names of those rules.
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Macro Gist of Segment
Micro Clock Elapsed

PartiCipant Statement
No. Code Code Time Time

145 #2 IG .. · .. • .. • • Maybe, you can think of some of
TC 15:06:04 0:00:09 hose rules

we don' need the names, just
146 #1 IG • · • • • • • ~atthe;y provide for

TC 15:06:13 0:00:18 businesses.

147 #1 IG • · • • • • .. Maybe #3 can tell us, he had the
TC 15:06:31 0:00:09 Idea too.

148 #4 SA refocus on task requirements [We have to do it like we are
PP 15:06:40 0:00:30 'prsenting to BigNoise

Well, then we can say·
149 #2 IG • · • • • • • Govenment Contract awards on

TC 15:07:10 0:00:42 bussiness·
150 #4 IG DCIT - addition of alternative to whlteboard WTA 15:07:52 0:00:21 Friend Business Community
151 #2 IG • · • .. • • • WTA 15:08:13 0:00:37 what Is the definition of that?

152 #2 IG .. - • • • • .. )/Veil, never mind! Maybe that
WTA 15:08:50 0:00:27 can be..

153 #2 SA Istatus check on rebuilding of the model PP 15:09:17 0:00:00 How is TeamEc going?

154 #3 RC .. - • .. • • ... .. 1#1, are you doing in the Team
EF 15:09:17 0:00:24 Ec?

155 #1 RC • - • • • • ... .. no, I said you go for It #3, II won'
EF 15:09:41 0:00:33 let me open It either.

156 #2 SA status check on rebuilding of the model PP 15:10:14 0:00:11 1'\re you working on it okay?

157 #1 IG DIP - lost perspective on location In recovery process ~y is the work force under
WTA 15:10:25 0:00:04 [business environment?

158 #2 RC Istatus check on rebuilding of the model EF 15:10:29 0:00:15 Wow, that's big problem.

159 #1 RC
clarification on rebuilding of the model ~CIE IS NOT WORKING ON
[#1 is SHOUTING] EF 15:10:44 0:00:08 ~EAMEC.
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Micro Clock Elapsed

Participant Statement
No. Code Code Time Time

160 #2 RC
DIp· register differing opinion on errory recovery 1#4, I told you already! Please
rVick" is the instructor) EF 15:10:52 0:00:15 can Vick for me.

161 #1 RC attempt to use humor to lighten up the situation) EF 15:11:07 0:00:13 I don~ think we should can her.
162 #1 RC status check on rebuilding of the model EF 15:11 :20 0:00:04 #3 can do TEC.
163 #1 RC " . " " " " " " " EF 15:11:24 0:00:03 Right,#3?

164 #3 RC .. - " " " .. " " " I found I am working on it slow,
EF 15:11:27 0:00:12 could #4 work on EC ?

165 #2 RC DIp· register differing opinion on error recovery Otherwise, I have to work all the
EF 15:11:39 0:00:11 wav to front to ask her1

166 #1 RC " . " - .. .. .. " " " EF 15:11:50 0:00:05 Let's not ask her vet.

agreement on trying the modeling software again
okay I will work on Team EC it I

167 #4 RC can open it. But let;s finish the
along with completing the model on the whiteboard

EF 15:11:55 0:00:02 model
168 #2 RC DIP· register differing opinion on errory recovery EF 15:11:57 0:00:00 I mean walk!

169 #4 RC
agreement on trying the modeling software again
~long with completing the model on the whiteboard EF 15:11 :57 0:00:09 first

170 #4 RC volunteer to rebuild the model EF 15:12:06 0:00:17 I will work on Team EC

171 #1 RC volunteer to work in parallel on the whiteboard pkay, that's settled. I will draw
AS 15:12:23 0:00:18 on whiteboard for vou.

172 #2 RC reluctant agreement (stonewalled by rest of team) Okay, #4, If you are avialable.
EF 15:12:41 0:00:16 hat's good

173 #2 RC reluctant agreement (stonewalled by rest ofteam) EF 15:12:57 0:00:12 I will be hapyPY with that
174 #1 RC request for assistance with a whiteboard function AS 15:13:09 0:00:02 Tell me how to move the text.

:Ves , I can work on Team EC,
175 #4 RC request that team focus on the task let concentrate on the model

EF 15:13:11 0:00:55 Iplease
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No. COde Code Time Time

I think that we just need to add a
176 #2 SA has determined that "satisficing" is the way to go little bit more. then it would be

PP 15:14:06 0:00:36 kloOd enough for this time frame!

177 #2 SA " - " " " " • " " " " because we don1 have to build a
PP 15:14:42 0:01:54 reallv bia mOdel for now.

By the way, for the business

178 #2 IG DCIT • potential residue of brainstorming objectives
enVironment, there can be
another altemative " Hawaii

TC 15:16:36 0:00:01 consumer price"

179 #3 MB DCIT • record of definition clarification can "Closest US .. ." change to
TA 15:16:37 0:00:25 Brldae US and Asia

180 #1 MB • " " • • GoOd idea #3, that sounds- TA 15:17:02 0:00:15 belter.

181 #4 MB " - • " " " Yes, that sounds belter, can
TA 15:17:17 0:00:06 someone chanae that

182 #1 MB • - " " " • Why is culture under business
TA 15:17:23 0:00:10 environment?

also under the business
183 #2 IG DCIT - potential residue of brainstorming objectives environment can be "Trade in

TC 15:17:33 0:00:13 Hawaii"

184 #4 IG " - " " " " "
That is part of business

TC 15:17:46 0:00:01 environment too

185 #4 IG " . " " • " " TC 15:17:47 0:00:21 ?

186 #4 IG OCIT - questioning whiteboard alternative WTA 15:18:08 0:00:08 diverse Ethinic Labor?
187 #3 IG DCIT - rationale for entry WTA 15:18:16 0:00:01 Yes that helps bussiness in Hawaii

188 tr2 RC request for logging entry on whiteboard
Okay Isfs add those on the

AS 15:18:17 0:00:00 whiteboard!
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Micro Clock Elapsed
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189 #1 IG disagreement WfA 15:18:17 0:00:13 why would they care about that.

190 #4 IG DIp· lost perspective on location in recovery process
WfA 15:18:30 0:00:05 care about what?

191 #4 IG request to clalify entry TC 15:18:35 0:00:17 #2, wairt

192 #4 IG DCIT - potential residue of brainstorming objectives
What do you mean trade in

TC 15:18:52 0:00:18 Hawaii

193 #3 IG " · " " " " " interaction between culture and
TC 15:19:10 0:00:02 bussiness can not be ianored

194 #4 IG " · " " " " " TC 15:19:12 0:00:08 #2, what is Trade in Hawaii
195 #4 IG " · " " " " " TC 15:19:20 0:00:42 11?

196 #1 IG " " " " " "
I don1 see how trade fits under· TC 15:20:02 0:00:32 hat.

197 #2 IG " " " " " "
Well, since hawaii is close to

· Asia, there are a lots of trading
TC 15:20:34 0:00:22 business aoina on in Hawaii.

I thought that can be good
198 #2 IG " · " " " " " Business environment for the

TC 15:20:56 0:00:09 Company!
199 #1 IG " · " " " • • TC 15:21:05 0:00:08 I don1 understand why.
200 #3 IG • · " " " • " TC 15:21:13 0:00:37 rrrading Center you mean?

201 #1 IG " " " " • "
But they aren' prodUcing

· IInything to trade so I think that
TC 15:21:50 0:00:12 ~uld not inmuence them.

202 #2 SA [Intruder; leam is connected through a public server.] Somebody is trying to connect
PP 15:22:02 0:00:24 with me now.
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203 #2 SA .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Probably that person Is trying to
PP 15:22:26 0:00:07 'oin in our group

204 #3 SA .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. PP 15:22:33 0:00:25 what do you mean connect!
205 #2 SA .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. PP 15:22:56 0:00:07 connect throuoh the Netmeetina
206 #1 SA .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. PP 15:23:05 0:00:22 'ust ignore them.

207 #2 SA .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. I did. but I just wortlered. 00n1
PP 15:23:27 0:00:41 worry about it.

206 #2 SA Istatus check on rebuilding of the model
~, How is the TeamEc going

PP 15:24:08 0:00:56 now?

209 #4 RC OCIT • record of hardware/software failure intenupt ~at happen to the white
EF 15:25:06 0:00:06 board?

210 #3 IG OCIT • potential residue of brainstorming objectives How would you put under
TC 15:25:12 0:00:05 Bussiness Environmen, #2?

211 #1 RC OCIT • record of hardware/software failure intenupt EF 15:25:17 0:00:22 Mine still looks fine.
212 #3 RC .. . .. .. .. / .. .. .. EF 15:25:39 0:00:01 rot'ou erase it ?

213 #2 IG [Responding to question with sarcasm.]
How? It's really easy! just draw

TC 15:25:40 0:00:34 it?

214 #1 fG [Coming to defense ofthe questioner.) I think we all know what he
TC 15:26:14 0:00:04 meant.

215 #4 MB OCIT • status report on rebuilding of the model. MS 15:26:18 0:00:21 fNell, I finished first level.

216 #4 SA asking for consensus on the reconstructed model If you people are okay. I am
PP 15:28:39 0:00:03 coina to do the aitematives.

217 #2 SA [Attacking the questioning team member.) If you don1 want me to draw it,
PP 15:26:42 0:00:05 hen #3, why don1 yOU draw it.

giving team another chance to comment on the
218 #4 SA reconstructed model Once I put on, there will be no

[dictatoriaq PP 15:26:47 0:00:00 chanoe
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I did ask you how to draw, I
219 #3 SA [Responding to the attack.) mean what happen for the

pp 15:26:47 0:00:30 rrrading staff

220 #1 SA Humorous response to dictatorial statement (line 218) pp 15:27:17 0:00:15 Well okay mr strict.
I already explained why I draw. if

221 #2 SA [Attacker refuses to be pacified.) you don1 agree with it, just take
pp 15:27:32 0:00:12 it off

222 #1 SA [Peacemaker trying a more direct approach.] PP 15:27:44 0:00:11 ~Im down now. let's move on.

223 #2 SA [Attacker attempting to be more rational.) I mean erase it. no need to
pp 15:27:55 0:00:02 argue about it.

224 #3 IG [Attempting to resume normal relations.] Do you want to add like Trading
TC 15:27:57 0:00:24 Center?

225 #1 IG [Peacemaker registers disagreement.) TC 15:28:21 0:00:22 I don1 think we should have that.
226 #2 IG [Attacker is sulking.] TC 15:28:43 0:00:08 I have no comment on that
227 #4 IG [Model building team member also disagrees.) TC 15:28:51 0:00:16 no

228 #4 IG " " " " " " ITrade has nothing to do with Big
TC 15:29:07 0:00:38 Noise

229 #2 IG [Attacker still sulking.) !we", we already agree not to
TC 15:29:45 0:00:14 use that term

230 #2 IG " " " ISo don1 worry about that
TC 15:29:59 0:00:24 anymore, please.

f.S a company, they care for the
231 #3 IG [Still trying to get a point across.) bussiness going on there they

TC 15:30:23 0:00:23 ocalted
232 #3 SA [Gives up.] pp 15:30:46 0:00:02 Okey let's move on
233 #1 IG [Being polite.] TC 15:30:48 0:00:16 not necessarily.

234 #1 SA refocusing on task. ~o we need anything else, or
pp 15:31 :04 0:00:22 should we start comparing?
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235 #3 SA [Polite remark.) PP 15:31:26 0:00:14 I see the model is almost done

236 #2 SA [Attcker ready to satisfice.) lWell, I think that we are getting
PP 15:31:40 0:00:33 big enolJllh model for today.

237 #3 SA
asking the modeler to remember the pairwise
comparisons to weight the model elements. PP 15:32:13 0:00:17 How about comparing, #4

238 #2 SA
[Attacker sulking because someone else is doing the But we just have to wait for
model.) PP 15:32:30 0:00:21 ITeamEc model to finish

239 #2 SA continuation of above remark) PP 15:32:51 0:00:26 hen we can do the comparison.
240 #4 SA modeler is not ready for pairwise comparisons yet. PP 15:33:17 0:00:06 not vet

241 #2 SA [Attacker attempting to be more rational.) I believe the we are not ready fa
PP 15:33:23 0:00:12 compalision yet.

status report· modeler is ready to do the altematives

242 #4 RC level.
DCIT - Wants to know if what appears on the I am doing allematives. is that
~hileboard is complete. AS 15:33:35 0:00:14 he tinal model on white board?

243 #1 RC ~ffirming that whiteboard is complete. AS 15:33:49 0:00:00 We think so.
244 #2 RC ~ffirming that whiteboard is complete. AS 15:33:49 0:00:13 rt'es, I believe so.

245 #4 MB
DCIT - informing other team members that the okay, let me finish up the
""hileboard contents will be put into the model. MS 15:34:02 0:00:58 altematives.

246 #2 SA [Another outside intruder from the public server.) I just got another incomming call
PP 15:35:00 0:00:24 again. but I ignored

[Making a helpful suggestion on how to avoid if you are not listed in the
247 #1 SA directory then no one will know

intruders.)
PP 15:35:24 0:00:08 o call you.

246 #1 SA continuation of above remark] PP 15:35:32 0:00:01 unlist yourself
249 #4 SA Status report from model builder. PP 15:35:33 0:00:11 give me 5 -10 minutes please
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250 #1 SA Reminder to huny since time is running out.
make it 5, we have to be done in

PP 15:35:44 0:00:21 12

[Team member being intruded upon claims
I know. So I set it that way, but

251 #2 SA !awareness of how to use the public server.)
~mehow they now my e-mail

PP 15:36:05 0:00:48 address.

252 #3 SA
[Attempt at humor or taking a poke at the attacker maybe someone just want to
rom ear1ier in the chat?] PP 15:36:53 0:00:19 access our model,

Let's start deciding on the
253 #1 SA attempt to refocus team on completing the model. lranking of each Cliteria and

PP 15:37:12 0:00:23 altemative while #4 finishes.
254 #2 SA [Reference to intrusion from outside.] PP 15:37:35 0:00:22 I have no dued.
255 #1 SA [Attempt to pacify the sulker.] PP 15:37:57 0:00:22 !what was their name?
256 #2 SA [Sulker refuses to be pacified.] PP 15:38:19 0:00:07 I forgot,
257 #1 SA [canying on.] PP 15:38:26 0:00:18 lanyway..........

258 #1 SA attempt to refocus team on completing the model. ~o you guys think all our criteria
PP 15:38:44 0:00:03 are of eQual importance?

259 #3 SA DIP - lost track of side issue regarding the intruder.
What name you are talking

PP 15:38:47 0:00:37 about?

260 #1 SA [Polite clarification.] name of who was trying to
PP 15:39:24 0:00:05 conneclwith #2.

261 #1 SA [Dismissing the issue.] PP 15:39:29 0:00:06 not important
262 #2 SA • • • PP 15:39:35 0:00:11 I forgot

263 #3 MB DCIT - voting on pairwise comparison. I think Bussiness Environment is
PC 15:39:46 0:00:14 he most important

264 #2 SA Outside intruder from the public server.) pkay, now I got another
PP 15:40:00 0:00:19 incoming call from Tony
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265 #3 SA [Comment on intruder.) PP 15:40:19 0:00:53 I aot calls twice during our talk

.
~nd maybe the rest is about

266 #3 MB DCIT - response to pailWise comparison. PC 15:41:12 0:00:09 lsame

267 #2 SA request for status of the model.
fO-nyway, #4, how far are you

PP 15:41:21 0:00:03 now?

268 #1 MB
DCIT - pairwise comparison - ranking model So business environment like .4
elements. PC 15:41:24 0:00:29 ~o you think, #21

269 #2 MB
DIP - out of touch with the pailWise ranking process

fNhat do you mean by 41he rest ofthe team is engaged in. PC 15:41 :53 0:00:08
270 #3 0 DCIT - clarifICation of the suggested weighting value. 0 15:42:01 0:00:04 0.4

DCIT • searched public server directory. reporting 1#3 you are listed in the directory.
271 #1 SA 1Y0u should unlist yourself under

hat the intrudee IS listed there.
PP 15:42:05 0:00:23 oolions.

272 #2 MB
DIp· out of touch with the pailWise ranking process
he rest of the team is engaged in. PC 15:42:28 0:00:00 0.41 what is that?

273 #3 SA
aking responsibility for stating the weight in decimal

Iform PP 15:42:28 0:00:05 I did it
DCIT - searched public server directory - reporting

274 #1 SA hat not only the intrudee is listed in the public
~irectory. PP 15:42:33 0:00:19 Iso are YOU #2. i iust looked it up.

275 MB clarifying the use of decimal form
hat criteria is worth .4 out of

#1 PC 15:42:52 0:00:20 1.00
276 #4 MB ~atus report on model rebuilding PC 15:43:12 0:00:21 so i finished, how to compare?

2IT #1 MB
DCIT - restating earlier decision on weighting model I think we decided b.e. should be
element PC 15:43:33 0:00:22 rated at .4

278 #3 MB asking ifthere is consensus on the assigned weight and the rest is 0.2, do you agree
PC 15:43:55 0:00:01 1#2?
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DCIT - member who is rebuilding the model is
279 #4 MB requesting the member in charge of the whiteboard to okay, top leve, you have 100

~ecify weights for tranSfer to the model PC 15:43:56 0:00:12 points, give me points for each

280 #2 MB
{"draw the Une" = pulling the ranking slider on the well, when you draw the line
pairwise comparison part ofthe TeamEC interfaceI PC 15:44:08 0:00:12 Iyou can see it easy.

281 #1 MB response to suggested weightings
no, not really. they aren' all

PC 15:44:20 0:00:09 leQual.
282 #1 MB DCIT • setting the "be" Cliterion weight PC 15:44:29 0:00:25 be = 40points
283 #1 MB DCIT - selting the "location" Cliterion weight PC 15:44:54 0:00:19 location 30points

other 2 15points. Those are my
284 #1 MB DCIT • setting remaining weights suggestions. Anyone agree or

PC 15:45:13 0:00:44 disagree?

285 #1 MB Reminder to hurry since time is running out. rNe are almost out of time.
PC 15:45:57 0:00:05 UnderUH:

286 #4 MB DCIT • suggestion to modify weights I think UH system should be a
PC 15:46:02 0:00:00 litte bit more

287 #3 MB
DCIT - registering agreement
[speaker means to say "seltled'1 PC 15:46:02 0:00:18 Okey, that is subtle

288 #2 MB request for opinion on weights 1#4, you maybe have something
PC 15:46:20 0:00:07 in your mind!

289 #4 MB DCIT • aSSignment of final weights to model elements
PC 15:46:27 0:00:18 35,30,20,15?

290 #2 MB .. - " " " .. " " " PC 15:46:45 0:00:01 [Yes. That's~ood,
291 #1 MB " . " " " .. " " " PC 15:46:46 0:00:02 30,35,20.15
292 #3 MB " - " " " " " " " PC 15:46:48 0:00:02 Why UH is so special I
293 #4 MB " - " " " " " .. " PC 15:46:50 0:00:05 be = 35,loc= 30, uh = 20
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294 #1 MB • - • • • • • • • PC 15:46:55 0:00:20 ;uh is not so special
295 #4 MB • • • • • • • • PC 15:47:15 0:00:04 In115-
296 #4 RC • • • • • • • • AS 15:47:19 0:00:30 is that okayl-

We should each rate the
297 #1 MB suggestion on how to speed up the weighting process attematives for one crtteria and

PC 15:47:49 0:00:02 ell #4.

298 #2 MB DCIT • assignment of final weights to model elements
PC 15:47:51 0:00:05 let's go for 35, 30, 20, 15

299 #1 SA suggestion on how to speed up the weighting process
PP 15:47:56 0:00:13 Isince we only have 10 min.

300 #1 MB DCIT - assignment of final weights to model elements
PC 15:48:09 0:00:08 be = 35, right?

301 #2 SA Reminder to huny since time is running out. PP 15:48:17 0:00:24 1#4, It's the time.

302 #2 MB OCIT - assignment of final weights to model elements
PC 15:48:41 0:00:35 Iyes.

303 #3 SA request to complete the pariwise comparison PP 15:49:16 0:00:08 illo ahead for the objectives
Under UH:Potential customers

304 #1 MB DCIT • assignment of final weights to model elements less Important than hi tech work
Iforce, more important than

PC 15:49:24 0:01:11 institution
I blieve that #4 almost finish with

305 #2 SA /!living opinion of status of pairwise comparison /the comprision now, so there are
PP 15:50:35 0:00:23 no changed.

check to see if the comparisons were done property
Did you rank all the attematives

306 #1 MB against the other ones under the
PC 15:50:58 0:01 :11 ~me crtteria, #4?

307 #4 MB response from team member preparing the model PC 15:52:09 0:00:17 I am aoing it now, almost done.
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308 #2 MB agreement PC 15:52:26 0:00:22 That's !lood.

309 #3 MB
DIP - giving opinion on value of contributions of team I think we just give our rating in
members other than the model builder PC 15:52:48 0:00:12 case it is usefull

310 #1 MB encouragement to give an opinion PC 15:53:00 0:00:40 00 ahead, i gave mine.

DCIT - reference to inconsistency ratio - indicates a
common problem - treating the model like a computer

311 #1 MB ~ame; however, in this case, the "final score" is NOT
more important than the individual model element
r-ights. PC 15:53:40 0:00:26 what is the inconsistencv ratio?

312 #4 MB
DCIT - registering the same belief as the prior okay, I am done, ratio all below
comment PC 15:54:06 0:00:10 0.1

313 #2 MB DCIT - same belief PC 15:54:16 0:00:06 lThat's perfect. t
314 #3 MB DCIT • same belief PC 15:54:22 0:00:05 hat mean consistent
315 #1 CO DCIT • potential grounding residue CO 15:54:27 0:00:01 Good job.
316 #2 CO " . " " " CO 15:54:28 0:00:06 hat's what I really like!

SA .. " " "
Ihowever, after first leVel, I just

317 #4 . ~ent thourgh it very fast and
PP 15:54:34 0:00:01 onIv use my own judgement

318 #2 MB " - " " .. PC 15:54:35 0:00:03 Reallv oood ratio
319 #4 SA " - " .. .. PP 15:54:38 0:00:08 sorrv, no time
320 #4 RC save deliverables SW 15:54:46 0:00:05 can I have the disk
321 #2 RC .. . .. " SW 15:54:51 0:00:09 Let's save everything.

We understand, time

322 #1 RC DCIT - potential grounding residue
constraints, and we trust your
·udgemenl. I'm bringing you the

SW 15:55:00 0:00:01 disk now.
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323 #2 RC CCIT - verify loeation of storage media SW 15:55:01 0:00:04 Get it from #1

324 #2 RC .. - .. .. .. .. .. SW 15:55:05 0:00:39 she aot it.
325 #2 SA CCIT - potential grounding residue SE 15:55:44 0:00:19 That was excitina model

326 #2 SA .. - .. .. .. Now, it's the time for the
SE 15:56:03 0:00:20 weekend

327 #3 SA CIP - out of touch with the immediate conversation SE 15:56:23 0:00:07 which one is excitina?

328 #2 SA CCIT - potential grounding residue
I hope that you have a nice

SE 15:56:30 0:00:09 ~kend.

329 #2 SA [Attacking sulker still unhappy.) SE 15:56:39 0:00:02 1#3, No comment.

330 #1 SA CCIT - potential grounding residue
~es.weekend.Weekend!Good

SE 15:56:41 0:00:17 Bve.

PCIT - response to Question (line 327)
331 #1 SA rsilly" = misunderstood remark that sets off a tempest Building this model was eXCiting,

... ) SE 15:56:58 0:00:21 sillv.
332 #2 SA DCIT - potential grounding residue SE 15:57:19 0:00:29 I agreed

333 #1 SA CCIT - confirming that deliverables are complete You got evel}'lhing saved, #4, so
PP 15:57:48 0:00:00 rwe can tum ours off?

.. .. .. .. .. .. okay, we are done. I saved. We
334 #4 SA - can go now. i am just goint to

PP 15:57:48 0:00:24 double check.. Thanks People.

335 #4 SA CCIT - potential grounding residue
See you guys Wed. Have a nice

SE 15:58:12 0:00:03 weekend

336 #2 SA .. - .. .. .. Okay, Bye everyone!. I am going
SE 15:58:15 0:00:00 ~o close now.

. 1:22:07 1:22:07 Elapsed Time
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Attract BigNoise.com to Hawaii

Oisbibutive Mode
Abbreviation Definition
GOAL

ASIA Bridge bIw US and Asia for Future Expansion and Customers

BUSIENV Business Enviornment in Hawa'

CONVENT State of the Art Convention Business Center

CULTURE Diverse Culture Group

CUSTOMER UH School System is Potiential Customers for BigNoise

EDU Excellent Education Institution for Employees and Family .

FBC Friendly Business Community

GEOLOC Geographic Location of Hawa'

HTWF Hi-Tech Work Force in Hawaii, Especially From UH Colleges

INFRAS Infrastructures in Hawaii

TAX INC Tax Incentive for BigNoise WThey Operate In Hawaii

TELECOM Excellent Telecommunication Network

TRANS Excellent Transportation Infrastructures

UHSYS UH School System, Including Universities and Community Colleges

WEATHER Perfect Weather and Envicrnment
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ICS491 (041): Summer 2000
Special Topics: "Computer Supported Collaborative

Work (CSCW) in Practice"

Description: This course presents an opportunity to take part in a simulated collaborative work
experience. Readings and discussion will provide an overview of several of the groupware
applications that have been designed to meet various needs in the workplace. Students will also
regularly engage in cooperative teamwork that will provide the experience of working in the team
environment that is prevalent in today's workplace. The practical application of theoretical
programming and system design concepts to the real-life collaborative needs of users will
become clear as students engage in face-to-face/distributed and synchronous/asynchronous
decision making and problem solving scenarios.

Location: POST 327

Days/Time: WF, 2 - 3:50 p, 5/22 -7/28

CRN#: C5114

Instructor: Rita M. Vick (vick@hawaiLedu), POST 306-0, 956-6493

Pre: None. Open to all students in any field of study.

Please feel free to contact me with any questions you may have.

Inquiry / Brainstorming / Decision Modeling / Evaluation / Choice
Structuring / Alternatives / Rating / Synthesis / Sensitivity Analysis
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Demographic Characteristics of the Teams Page 10f2

Native English Special Interest Prior Nature of
Gender Country of Origin Lallguage_ Facil~ M~or_ Area (sL .__Teamwork_E~rience

3

Grade
Level

9 M Hong Kong Chinese Very Good ICS None None N/A
US Mainland

9 4 M Chinese American English Very Good ICS Networks C, S Bad
9 4 M Chinese American English Very Good ICS None C Good
9 3 F Japanese American EngIiSh__Very Good ICS Psychology C Good

Team

Avg. Grade Level'" 3.5 Average Age_Rang~ '" 21 - 25 Prior Teamwork l:Jqlerience Index'" 4/12 '" 0.33
104M Korea Korean Good ICS Database C, W Good
101M Singapore English Very Good ICS Intemet C, W Good
103M IKorea IKorean Good ICS Database None NlA
104M Vietnamese American EngliSh Very Good ICS Soft. Eng. C, W Good
104M Japanese American English Very Good ICS Intemet C. W. S Good

NlA
Good

Russian, Soft. Eng. None
Soft. Eng. C

Very Good
Very Good

English
Korean

4
4

11
11

ICS
ICS
Meteor-

115M Mainland China Chinese Poor ology Database C Good
114M Hong Kong Chin~e _ Very GoOlL ICS Database C, W Good

IV
;Z Avg. Grade Level'" 3.2 Average Age Range = 26 - 30 Prior Teamwork Experience Index'" 9/15 '" 0.60

US Mainland
F Caucasian
M Korea

Avg. Grade Level'" 4.25 Ave~ge Age Range '" 31·35_ _ _ Prio,.Teamwork Experience Index'" 4/12 '" 0.33

GoodC,WICSVery Good
Indonesion
& ChineseIndonesiaM3

Networks,
Database,
Graphics, AI
Networks,

124M China Cantonese Good ICS Operating Systems C. S Good
124M Japanese American English Very Good ICS Graphics C, W, S Good
125M China Chinese Good ICS Database None N/A
123M Japanese American English Very .GoOlL ICS Finance C, W, S Good

12

Avg. Grade Lejel '" 3.8 Ave~e Age Range= 21 ·25_..__ __ ... Prior Teamwork Experience Index'" 10/15 '" 0.67



Page 2of2

Grade
Team Level

Native English Special Interest Prior Nature of
Gender Country of Origin Language Facil~ Major Area (s) TealTlwork Experience

13 4
US Mainland

F Phifipina American "ocano Very Good ICS Web Development C Good

Good
Networks Operating
Systems C, WICSVery GoodEnglishM413 Chinese American

US Mainland Chinese
134M American English Very Good ICS PhysiCS Japanese C Good
134M Japanese American English Very Good ICS & E-Commerce Web C, W, 5 Good
133M Japanes~American English __ Vel"LGood IC5_ ~oft. Eng. C, W, 5 Good

Avg. Grade Level =3.8 Average Age Range = 21_-25 _ Prior Teamwork Experience Index =10/15 =0.67

GoodCDatabaseIC5Very GoodM4

144M China Chinese Poor ICS Database C Good
US Mainland Hispanic
American English14

N

gg 144M Japanese American English Very Good IC5 50ft. Eng. C Bad
Networks,

144M Taiwan Chinese Good les Database C, W Good
Avg. Grade Level = 4.0 Average Age Range = 26 - 30 Prior Teamwork Experience Index =5/12 =0.42

Prior Teamwork Experience Index
(This is the sum of team member group work experiences divided
by the maximum possible for the team: 4 x 3 =12 or 5 x 3 =15.)
C .. Class, W =Work, S =Sports

0.33 c, s, c, c
0.60 c, W, c, w, c, W, c, W, s
0.33 c, c, c, w
0.67 c, W, c, s, C, W, 5, C, W, s
0.67 t, c, W, c, C, W, 5. C, W, s
0.42 c, c, c, c, w
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Instructor's E-mail Feedback to Students After Lab Sessions

Maintenance (M) -- file naming and saving, recovering from system crashes

Structuring ( 5 ) - validity of decision tree structure

Content ( C ) - validity of decision tree content

M

To: All Teams
Subject: Team Progress

Aside from some productivity slippage caused by equipment and/or network failure, you are all
doing quite well with NetMeeting and TeamEC. You might want to look upon these glilches as
little glimpses into the possible BIG problems associated wilh Y2K.

1. You must continue with NetMeeting chat and whileboarding while you are building the
TeamEC model. If your systems are slow or temporarily 'freeze,' you should save your chat,
whiteboard, and model as Part 1 of x, log out of NetMeeting, shut your machines down and
restart. It is likely that a new connection will improve the situation. You are (as much as
possible) to do ALL your talking via NetMeeting.

If you complete chat and then one of you builds a model, you are not operating in the spirit of the
(my) collaboration simulation rules. Your end-product must represent a group effort in all
respects.

2. If you are disconnected from the ILS server, do not waste time bemoaning the fact.
Immediately continue re-connect attempts. Remember, of course, to save your files periodically
in the (unfortunately likely) event a failure does occur. If you have multiple files, save them as
Part 1 of x, etc. (e.g., lionchat1a, lionchat1b, etc.)

3. It is interesting to see how your ideas are evolving and how most of you are implementing
them in model form. Everyone is doing very well given the constraints of the situation. While
some teams are further along in effectively combining application-sharing of TeamEC with chat
and whiteboarding, there should be plenty of time for everyone to get the hang of working in this
way before the 'face-off."

Yay teamsI

RV

M

Hello all teams,

I was pleasanlly surprised to see that ALL teams produced GOOD models in
last night's lab as evidenced by your whileboards and TeamEC models. You
all got to the point of doing pairwise assessment on objectives and some of
you also reached the assessment of allernatives level.
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DOlphins,you would have gotten to the sUb-altemative level if you had had
time to transfer your whiteboard information to your model - which would
have been a FIRST for all my classes at this stage in the course.

Broncos, you completed AN ENTIRE MODEL (including all assessments) -- nice.

Ravens, try to get your model to me by 6 pm this evening. Your whiteboard
looks promising.

Cheers,
RV

M

Ravens:

There was a problem opening your whiteboard file. Be sure you are NOT saving it as a
Whiteboard (1.0 - 2.x) file.

Good model. The weights you assigned your objectives are good. Altematives are reasonable.
You placed the lone Altemative "Pay Scale" under the Objective "Salary." This is a "no-no" since
you have no "sibling altemative" against which to compare it. You should condense the two into
a single Objective or otherwise redefine what you mean/how you envision the parts of the pay
issue.

Your chat was very good. You came up with some insightful ideas for the HR Role that no other
group in any of my other classes has ever considered. Nice brainstorming.

Cheers,
RV

M ande

DOlphins:

Nice model. Sensible pairwise comparisons. You are, apparently, firm believers in the mass
media. However, I DID note that you ARE aware of the limitations of TV and radio for
New/Network Economy kinds of products. It was a good idea to check the Web for the
PeopleSoft info. But, don't get into Web surfing to the extent that you are not taking part in the
chat and the decision- making regarding the problem at hand - the model for our scenario.
Good whiteboard. Good teamwork.

Cheers,
RV
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M

Broncos:

Your chat and wMeboard indicated that you had come up with good ideas and. had put thought
into organizing them.

Tough luck on your model - I was not able to retrieve even a skeleton view from the diskette.
However, we have your glossary, chat, and whneboard files. Fortunately, you captured the
fonnat of your model on the whiteboard. UNfortunately, the pairwise rankings you had done are
not captured anywhere.

I would suggest that you rotate who does the model among team members so that you reduce
the chance of being on a bad (or dying) machine with a disk drive that is in a similar state. You
might consider sending the file to other team members to also save andJor take a screen shot of
the model and paste it on the wMeboard as documentation (remember to have weights showing
if you make the latter move). Also, when you save, unshare first and then use a different file
name each time.

Cheers,
RV

CandS

Panthers:

You do, indeed, have the "prettiest" whiteboard of all. Prodigious output.
A person more paranoid than I would have to conclude that some of this
MUST have been done prior to the class.

Your altematives under "Ed. Funding" and "Promotion" were sensible and
fair1y comprehensive. However, the "Physical Resources" Criteria/Objective
covers so many different areas that you might want to call it "Potential
Assets," instead. This would give you more leeway to open appropriate
Sub-Crneria and coJTesponding alternatives further down that branch of
your model.

The weights assigned under "Education Funding" are sensible. It would be
nice to see what relative values you would have assigned on the Criteria
level.

Cheers,
RV

C

Jaguars:

Excellent Goal Statement and Objectives (Crneria) listed on whiteboard.
Your model, itself, shows sensible balance on the weights derived from
pairwise comparison of alternatives and objectives. These weightings make
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clear the importance you attach to real/hands-on experience in your
Scenario 1 Role as UH Students (and, of course, as real students).

You listed "Get experience from real jobs" as the definition of "REAWOB"
under both the "PRACTICE" and the "LEARNING" objectives. If you wish to
distinguish between "Ieaming" and "doing; you might consider naming these
altematives "REAWOBL" (Ieaming) and "REAWOBP" (doing). You would need
to modify the names by adding the "L" and the "P" so you could have
different definitions to clarify your intentions.

Cheers,
RV

5

Jaguars:

Good "Goal" definition. You did not enter definitions for all of your
Objectives and Altematives. Did you change your method of pairwise
comparison during the assessment process? (Your numbers don't add up.)

Cheers,
RV

MandS

Jaguars:

Your model is generally OK. I don~ understand "AIRFAIR" under the
"COM&TRAN" objective. What do the mainland states have to do with air
fares tolfrom Hawaii?

Again, your numbers (the weights you have assigned to altematives)
indicate that you are using the "IDEAL" synthesis mode as opposed to the
"DISTRIBUTIVE" mode. Why have you decided to go this route? Not wrong,
but not typical.

Good job overall.

Cheers.
RV

CandS

Cardinals:

Good "Goal" statement. However, it would have been preferable if you had
combined "Wages" and "Benefits" under the single Objective:
"Compensation." The "Altematives" under each would then be merged under
that one Objective category (Wages, Insurance, Vacation, Sick Pay, Pension,
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etc.). Your "Environment" objective is good.

Under "Funding," Increasing funding for education Is a good alternative.
However, given that simply hiring more people decreases productivity, how
would you justify the increased payroll? Are· you as a Union willing to
work with employers and consider foregoing some immediate benefits in order
to train your people to be beller-equipped to function In the "New
Economy"? Are you willing to give up something to get something for your
Union members?

Cheers,
RV

MandCandS

Hello Everyone:

In an effort to avoid spending valuable class time presenting the follOWing
information, I am sending it to you via e-mail.

a. We had some improvement on naming the files. Now we have only two teams
doing it wrong. Make your team name part of the file names on your disk.
Your team name lasts all semester. Your role name lasts only one day.

b. While you are all doing well on brainstorming and creating models, there
is an overall problem I see with ALL of the models for Scenario 1 thus far.
It is that you are treating your role as an isolated instance. You are
treating your role for any particular round in the lab as if it is not part
of a whole. The reason I am having you rotate from role to role is so that
you will understand that none of these roles exists in a vacuum. They are
all interrelated. In other words, I want you to get the BIG PICTURE.

c. Since a picture is (supposedly) worth a thousand words, I've drawn a
picture of Scenario 1 = the "ReVitalize Hawaii's Economy" problem. As I
mentioned last week, I have worked out the model in general terms. It is
by no means all encompassing. However, it provides a fairly good
representation oflhe "big picture." I have included four of the five
roles - Business, State Govl., UH Admin, and UH Students. I have omilled
the Union role because, judging by your chats, It's a very volatile issue
for some of you and politics doesn't have a lot to do with our goal here.

d. I am going to put the model and the accompanying Glossary that contains
the TeamEC definitions of the elements of the model on the bUlletin board
outside my office (306-0). You should take a look at this model. You do
not have to agree with any of the judgments I have made on what to include
or on what weight to assign to that element. As I have said, make your own
jUdgments and carry through on them.

e. I will leave the model on the bulletin board until next Wednesday's
class so you should have ample time to take a look at it.

f. One of you asked last week if the Participation part of the grade was
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based only on your chat in the lab or whether it also included your
contributions to discussion in the classroom. The Participation part of
your grade is based on your performance in both the classroom and in lab
chat. While I DO NOT want discussion that is off the topic or issue at
hand, if you have a relevant question or comment, please share your
contribution during the "lecture" part of the class. While there is a lot
of material I need to deliver to you, I want the classroom portion of our
work here to be as interactive as possible.

g. As I have told you before, I do not expect you to plow through all of
the reading material with a fine-toothed comb. However, I do expect you to
acquaint yourself with what the material is generally about in all cases.
If you can make connections from the readings in the essay portion of the
Mid-term Exam, you can be assured that I will be very impressed (and your
grade will rise accordingly).

Sincerely,
Rita Vick

M andC

Bengals:

Good brainstorming session evidenced by chat. The wry remarks make the
chat entertaining. Model OK considering network difficulties and the
limited time you had in the lab. Good that you have assigned priorities at
objective level. Goal carefully stated.

Cheers,
RV

M

Bengal Troops:

There was no Chat File or Whiteboard on your diskette for FRI/6-2. One of
you please send these files to me by 3 PM tomorrow (SUN/6-4). Without the
Chat File, I cannot determine the contribution of each team member. In
other words, No File = Big Trouble.

Rita Vick

P.S. Your TeamEC Model shows promise.

CandS

Bengals:

Taken separately, you have some potentially good ideas here. However, your
"Goal" only considers the distribution end of state revenues. What about
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the issue of where these revenues came from? Everybody likes to spend
money, but you must consider the source of revenue. Tax policy is what
really drives business decisions on whether or not companies will come to
(or stay in) Hawaii. Who gets favorable tax treatment?

I can see by the way you have stated your Objectives that you recognize the
complexity of the issues involved here. However, your four "Objectives"
are not comparable. They should not appear on the same level of the model.
First, it is a "given" (should be assumed) that some money will have to be
spent on the budgeting process, but this is only a means to an end.
Second, "Budget" should not appear as an Objective since states MUST (by
law) have balanced budgets. They cannot engage In deficit spending (as the
Federal Government can).

"Productivity" and "Service" as you have defined these "Objectives" are the
same thing.

ALL of your "Altematives" require much better definitions.

Quite a complex problem, isn't it?

Cheers,
RV

s
Seahawks:

Good start on a comprehensive model with respect to your analysis of the
values of each altematlve. However, your "Goal" statement is not really a
goal - it is more like the heading for an outline. Given more time and
fewer technical diffiCUlties, there is good potential here.

Cheers,
RV

M

Seahawks:

Your Team Disk does not contain your chat file. The file you saved contains
only two lines. See allached file. I need a lillie more to go on than:

Speaker #2 6mOO 4:03:43 PM Good·bye all
Speaker #1 617100 4:03:52 PM Bye bye

If one of you has a complete copy of the Chat file from yesterday's lab,
please supply me with that file by 8 PM this evening (THUR/6-8). Otherwise,
let me know what happened ASAP.

Rita Vlck
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C andS

Seahawks:

Good use of whiteboard. Your model is well done and comprehensive for the
UH Admin. role. The values you assigned at the Criteria/Objective and
Altematives levels of the model are sensible and complete.

Your model would be more consistent if you did not have "Medical" as both a
Criterion and a Sub-Criterion under "High-Tech." Leave "Medical" as an
Alternative under "High-Tech" and branch out sub-Alternatives (i.e.,
"Biochem," "Chem," "Bio." etc.) from there.

Cheers,
RV

C and S

Seahawks:

Good model. Your brainstorming as evidenced by your whiteboard and chat,
and transformation of your ideas into model form is the BEST output I have
had for the STUDENT role from the eleven teams who have attempted it in ALL
my classes to date. Your ideas were insightful and innovative. I'm
impressed.

Cheers,
RV

S

Eagles:

Good use of Whiteboard. Nice "Goal" statement. You have set up the
"Objectives/Criteria" very nicely. I'm sure you could list any number of
"Alternatives" and "Sub-Alternatives" under each of these if you had the time.

It would be helpful to know what weights you would have assigned each of
the "Objective" categories. This would help clarify your thinking as to
how much time you should spend on assessing the value of the Alternatives
in that branch of your model.

Cheers,
RV
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M

Eagles:

Good start on the model. Your objectives are very good and I can see that
you would be able to create a comprehensive model given more time (and lack
of technical difficulties in the lab). Whiteboard was good for
brainstorming the ideas you carried forward to the model. (Also good for
backup in the event of a software crash.)

Cheers.
RV

M

Hello Eagles,

In reviewing your work from last Friday's Face-Off, I noted some
dissension and conflict among the members of the group.

I would like all of you to meet in my office Wednesday (6-28) at 1:40 pm
in order to resolve the problem. Please be prompt. The meeting will be
brief.

Sincerely,
Rita Vick

s
Eagles:

Good use of whiteboard. Your model is well thought out. The criteria and
altematives are logical and pertinent. It would have been nice to see how
you would have weighted the criteria and respective alternatives, but I
understand the time limitation.

Cheers,
RV

Mande

Bengals:

I could not open your model. The file was corrupted somehow when you were
trying to do the replicate. The replicate procedure is not a very
intuitive procedure, so it may be that you attempted a copy function that
TeamEC could not handle. Hint: dO not dO this replicate procedure during
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the Face-Off unless you are really sure of what you are doing and have done
it successfully before.

It seems that you WERE saving your model regularly. Perhaps you should
save it under a different name so that if there is a problem where TeamEC
crashes, you will not lose your work due to TeamEC making the model
unavailable. Maybe use something like BENGALX and BENGALY and alternate
between the two so that IF the version of the model you are WOrking on
crashes, you will be able to revert to the latest version saved under the
alternate name.

Your whiteboard shows a good model structure. Good objectives and
altematives. All the alternatives appear to be good extensions for their
Objective. Use of STANDARD and SPECIFIC under FIT is good. Too bad the
model crashed since I can't see your definitions. I assume you mean that
STANDARD implies that the organization buying or leasing your ERP product
is willing to adapt to the basic configuration supplied by BigNoise.com -
basically "off-the-shelf' -- which would be cheaper. And, of course,
SPECIFIC means the client wants a tailored product and is willing to pay
for it.

Sincerely,
Rita Vick
CEO, BigNoise.com

Sande

Bengals:

Looks like you forgot to delete the OUTSOURC and PAY legs under ENGINEER/ELECTRIC
since you then specified OUTSOURC and PAY for all work categories. Other than that small
oversight, this is a very neat little model.

1. The ENGINEER leg should also include Usability Engineers to serve as an
interface between customers, design, and programming on the micro level.

2. FYI, MIS people do not do marketing. They are analysts who specialize in business systems,
are knowledgeable (to a greater or lesser extent) in technical areas and serve as an interface
between technical personnel, marketing, management, accounting, etc. The way the CBA is
going right now, the goal is to make MIS students much more proficient in "geekspeak." E.g.,
take a look at the UH Course catalog page for the CBA's Decision Sciences Dept. for FALL
2000.

3. Your ideas under PROGRAMM are good. You should consider separating
Webmaster functions from System Administrator functions.

4. It looks like you are willing to work for free since you didn't allow
funding for your own department. Thank you for the free labor.

Cheers,
Rita Vick
CEO, BigNoise.com
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c
Bengals:

It's fortunate that you had the whiteboard to back up your lost model.
There are some good ideas on the whiteboard and chat. Newspaper, Web site,
and brochures are all good. You would more likely reach your target
customer if you advertised in business and technical journals.

TV ads and Sales Reps are "push" marketing. You will need to do a Jot of
"pull" marketing (surveys, seminars, etc.) to find out what the customer
needs. "Bookstore" is a non-starter. BigNoise.com and ERP are big-league
endeavors. We will talk more about ERPs tomorrow.

Sincerely,
Rita Vick
CEO, BigNoise.com

C and M

Cardinals:

Good model. Nice development of company image as well as the potential
solutions the company has to offer. Along this line, it would have been
good (if you had the time) to further develop the RESEARCH leg beyond
determining PRICE and analyzing the COMPETITION. You really want to know
what your potential customers need (if you are going to develop a genuine
solution to offer them). Your model describes much of the "push" part of
marketing. What about the (more important) "pUll" factor?

BTW, where's your whiteboard?

As employees of BigNoise.com, you should be aware that my ambitions extend
far beyond just dealing with Hawaii's universities. Your goal only
mentions Hawaii. I plan to dominate the global marketl

Cheers,
Rita Vick
CEO, BigNoise.com

C

Bengals:

Nice Garfield. Your model was good but transportation is not really an
issue for the Business Role in Scenario 1. Transportation falls more under
the purview of the state and federal govemments.

If you HAD been assuming the State Role, transportation would have been one
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of several criteria you could have considered under the Goal for the State
(Improving the Economy/Bringing in High-Tech Industry). You would then
also want to reconsider your decision to indicate "Routes of
Transportation" as a criterion. This is not a consideration at the same
level as "Cost," "Time," and "Safety." Routes might be an alternative
under one of these criteria at some point.

Cheers,
RV

M

Cardinals:

Well, you finally got caught with no model (or whiteboard as backup to show
your work). Your luck ran out. You must save early and ollen (as the old
saying goes). Two other groups had the same problem as you did.
Fortunately, they had whiteboards and saved models as backup. This is
especially unfortunate in your case because, based on your chat content, I
can see that you were really cooking and would have come up with a fine
model. You were showing insights that I have not seen in other D/E groups
to date. Better luck next time.

Sincerely,
Rita Vick
CEO, BigNoise.com

c
Cardinals:

Good model. DIE might include some Usability Engineers who would interface
between customers and the D/E and Marketing Departments.

Although not specified on the spec sheet for Scenario 2, you might have
included the HR Department in your planning, too. Otherwise, BigNoise.com
might be getting free Human Resources planning expertise. If that was your
intention, thank you!

Good sub-alternatives. I like the way you evaluate Management as being
least important since I'm the Big Manager for BigNoise. :.) Weighting D/E
at .667 versus Marketing's .333 seems valid.

Sincerely,
Rita Vick
CEO, BigNoise.com
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SandC

Cardinals:

You got that right with the credit card on the whiteboard. Government by
deficit spending.

Your model is well thought out and is appropriate for the State Gov!. Role.
Only weakness is the "Improve Hawaii's Harbors" alternative under
"Infrastructure." Harbor issues seem well-managed to date. It is true
that we need to provide for import/export business with an emphasis on
exports.

Perhaps you'll have time to do pairwise comparison at the Alternative level
next time.

Cheers,
RV

C

Cardinals:

Using the other Hawaiian economy roles as objectives/criteria is a great
idea. Interaction among all the stakeholders is what it's all about. Good
start on a comprehensive model considering technical difficulties and
amount of time available to you.

Cheers,
RV

M and S

Eagles:

The PRODUCTI objective and the specified alternatives is a very creative
idea since different people will respond to different benefitsJinducements
to encourage productivity.

I'm a little unclear on TURNRATE since you may mean departmental
requirements that will reduce tumover rate which will increase
productivity. However, the benefits listed under PRODUCTI would,
presumably, do the same thing. In any case, consideration of tumover
rates is a valid and important addition to your model. As CEO of
SigNoise.com, I am happy to see that productivity is a prime consideration
for my HR people.

No pairwise comparisOns? How am I to know what you consiller mOst important?
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Your coverage under the HIRING objective covers both the "push" and the
"pull" methods of targeting and attracting employees to BigNoise.com. Good
balance.

Sincerely.
Rita Vick
CEO. BigNoise.com

s
Eagles:

Your SOLUTION/SERVICE - SOLUTION/CONSULT objective is good. You might
consider having four objectives by breaking SERVICE and CONSULT out of
SOLUTION into a separate RESEARCH objective where you would gather
information about existing and potential customer needs, analyze that
information, and then feed it back into the D/E group as well as your own
marketing program.

Good model and whiteboard.

Cheers,
Rita Vick
CEO, BigNoise.com

Cand S

Eagles:

Your inclusion of data and activity modeling, functional reqUirements
analysis, market analysis, and customer organizational structurelworkflow
analysis are all right on the mark. Very good. Your objectives are
logical and inclusive.

However, the priorities you have assigned at the objective level are
questionable. I would think that (determining) Requirements should receive
the highest priority followed by Design, Implementation, and Support (not
necessarily in that order) because you can't perform the other objectives
effectively until you know what your customers need and want. Knowing the
requirements also tells you whether or not you want to take on the job in
the first place. The customer may not be one that you believe you can
reasonably work with, or the financial reward might not be there. I am
aware, however, that your lab time was limited and you probably ran out of
time.

Sincerely,
Rita Vick
CEO, BigNoise.com
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CandS

Jaguars:

Your model is good. Given more time you could have extended it further to
include the fourth "P" of marketing, "Product: You could specify how
BigNoise.com can find out who the customers for our products are and how we
can target (seek out, go for) those customers.

The alternatives and sub-alternatives you have listed under PROMOTE are all
forms of "push" advertising except for WIS (Warranties, etc.). You could
add something like RESEARCH here to detail what forms of "pull" advertising
we will do (e.g., free demonstrations of your product, seminars, surveys,
etc.).

You could also include the objectives related to a SWOT analysis of
BigNoise.com's place in the market. For example, what are the strengths of
our company? Long experience with development and implementation of this
kind of product? (Strength) Do we have a lot of new workers or have high
overhead relative to other companies that are doing the same thing we are
doing? (Weakness) Are there opportunities available to us that are not
available to other businesses (e.g., we have a strongly multi-cultural,
trained workforce located in the center of the Pacific Basin)?
(Opportunity) Is there another company with whom we are competing that has
many more resources (money, people, connections) than we have (e.g.,
Microsoft)? (Threat)

Sincerely,
Rita Vick
CEO, BigNoise.com

M

Hi Speaker #5,

Hope all went well on Maul.

The chat file (file name" chaI07142000-jaguars.htm) and the whiteboard
file (file name" 0714200Owhitebrd-jaguars.NMW) for the Jaguars Friday lab
session are attached. Please review the files and send me your comments on
the content by 6 pm tomorrow, MONn-17.

See you Wednesday for Face-Off 2.

Rita Vick
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Sande

Jaguars:

Good model and whiteboard. Your SERVICE objective is very good because
this is where you not only support customers, but also (and more
importantly) get valuable feedback on your ·solutions· from your customer's
point of view. Your focus seems to be mainly in terms of ·on-site·
assistance. Most problems can be resolved remotely. This is the area
where you can make effective use of ·pull· technology.

SERVICE appears as both an objective and an alternative. You should give
the alternative a different name (perhaps via use of a suffix) from that of
the objective. For example, if the objective = SERVICE meaning all kinds
of support, then the alternative = ONSITSVC might refer specifically to
"on-site· help. Remember that if you use a label you have already used,
the definition for BOTH labels (names) will change to be the last
definition entered into TeamEC for that label (i.e., the original
definition will be overlayed).

Your list of customized software is good.

Cheers,
Rita Vick
CEO, BigNoise.com

S

Jaguars:

You need to revise the Goal to include a global operation. BigNoise.com
may be based in Hawaii, but my goal is to rule the world!

I do not see that you are finding out who your customer is and what your
customer needs under the MKT and SUPPORT objectives. So, I assume that the
ANALYST under DIE is performing this research function. Good definitions.
Your multinational support group is a very good idea.

Your task flow management board is a good idea. Overall this is a good,
comprehensive model. The priorities you assigned are rational and logical
-- given the amount of time you had.

Sincerely,
Rita Vick
CEO, BigNoise.com
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SandC

Panthers:

I would split the FUNCTION objective by adding a fifth objective that might
be called FIT (or something to that effect). Under FIT, I would put USER
NEE, CUR SYS, ISSUES, SOLUTION, CREATE, and 1M SOL. I would leave
COMPATIB, CONNECT., and UPDATES under FUNCTION as you have them. You
could, of course, further refine the abundance of issues under FIT as well
as FUNCTION. This would require you to go to a sub-altemative level in
this model. Or, you could set the model up with objectives and
sub-objectives as well as alternatives and sub-alternatives.

The other three objectives are good as defined. It's too bad you have a
2-Dimensional modeling tool here since you are thinking in 3 dimensions _.
time being the third dimension. I agree with your priorities at the
objective level. I'm happy to see that you are acutely aware of the time
constraints we must meet in our competition with Microsoft.

Well, I have finally figured it out. You are quintuplets who were
separated at birth. You think alike and anticipate each other's thoughts.

Sincerely,
Rita Vick
CEO, BigNoise.com

CandS

Panthers:

As usual, good use of whiteboard for brainstorming. Well thought out
breakdown of personnel type/function requirements. I'm happy to see that
you did not provide funding for HR. Thank you for the kind offer of
working for free for the next 12 months. Your generosity is greatly
appreciated in these trying times.

Good relative importance judgments. It would be helpful to the overall
clarity of your model if you provided more thorough definitions - e.g.,
SLS. ENG vs. SLS. REP -- what's the function of each?

My only objection to your staffing choices is that you are contemplating
hiring some MBAs. Experience has taught me that MBAs don' know anything
about anything.

Cheers,
Rita Vick
CEO, BigNoise.com
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M

Panthers:

What can I say? You've covered push. pUll, and follow-up very thoroughly.
However. I still don~ see where you brainstormed all these great ideas in
your chat. Your chat begins somewhere in the middle of your
decision-making process -- as if you had just dropped in from the sky
somewhere. Are you communicating telepathically? Be that as it may,
excellent whiteboard and model with sound value jUdgments.

Sincerely,
Rita Vick
CEO, Bignoise.com

M

Panthers:

Good comprehensive model considenng the time available to you. The
whiteboard details complete the documentation of your model.

Since you guys are moving right along in terms of model production, your next step might be to
copylpaste the whiteboard details into the TeamEC notebook by node (red icon above the
glossary icon) to make your TeamEC model one complete package (once you have stabilized
your decision tree).

Cheers,
RV

Sand C

Seahawks:

DOC under SOFTWARE has the same description as DOC under HARDWARE -"Documentation
for hardware design." You can easily remedy this by naming the two DOC.SOFT and
DOC.HARD (or something like that) so each will have its own description in the model's
Glossary.

This is a good model. It is well·balanced between 'push" and "pull" coverage in Marketing,
design-build-test in DIE, and the accounting group. I would, however, like my Sales Reps to be
more than "order takers." I want them to collaborate with the Customer Reps. Along those same
lines. how does the Marketing group interface with the DIE group? I want Marketing to have
people that serve as intermediaries between the customer and DIE. I gather that you HR people
are included in the management group as shown on the whiteboard.
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Overall, a well-thOught-out use of resources.

Sincerely,
Rita Vick
CEO, BigNoise.com

5

Seahawks:

Your model captures most of the marketing functions very well. I think I
would set up PROJECT (sales projections) and ADV (advertising) as
sub-objectives under an objective called (perhaps) ADV&RES (advertising and
research) to indicate that the projections figures derived from previous
sales, service, etc. feeds back into where you decide to put your
advertising dollars.

Under the SALE objective, the sub-allematives under RESEARCH are good.
You should mention what your strengths are, too. Also under the SALE
objective, the REGULAR and SOLUTIION altematives should be combined into
one alternative (SOLUTIONS) with CUSTOM and STANDARD as sUb-aliernatives
under it.

Overall, you produced a good combination of pull and push marketing methods.

Sincerely,
Rita Vick
CEO, BigNoise.com

c
Seahawks:

Good model and whiteboard. Your CUSTOMER objective is especially good
because this is where you not only support customers, but also (and more
importantly) get valuable feedback on your "solutions" from your customer's
point of view. This Is a first-rate example of effective use of "pull"
technology.

Your USERS objective shows good analysis of who the users are and what they
might need.

I believe you meant to define the FUNCTION objective in terms of
CAPABILITY, SCALABILITY, and SECURITY?

Cheers,
Rita Vick
CEO, BigNoise.com
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C and 5 and M

Ravens: A critique of your Sept. 19 lab work is given below.

Speaker #1 and Speaker #2: A screen shot of your team's model (.doc) and the chat file
.htm) are attached to this e-mail. As makeup for your absence, please

review the chat and send me your comments on how you think the session went
and what additional objectives/criteria you might add to the model by
Monday, September 25.

Goal: Goal should be something like "Foster growth of Hi-tech in Hawaii."
While we DO want to KEEP the industry we already HAVE (small as it is), we
want to bring MORE and BIGGER high tech companies to Hawaii.

Objectives: No descriptions. What do the labels mean? You should enter
the definitions as you "insert" your objectives/criteria via the "Edit"
menu. You can change definitions by clicking on the red box labeled "ABC"
in the upper left part of the model screen.

Whiteboard: You should use the NetMeeting whiteboard to brainstorm and to keep track of
where you are. The whileboard will also serve as a backup
that shows what you have done in case your TeamEC model crashes (which
happens frequently in this lab).

General: Remember that your team's topic this week was "Business." IF the
"GO" and "SU" prefixes in the names you gave your objectives/criteria
referred to government activities, remember that your model this week was
to reflect ONLY what BUSINESS could do to achieve your goal. (If you meant
something else, then forget it.) You will be doing STATE GOVERNMENT next
week.

I can tell from your chat that you are making progress in getting it all
together. II will get easier as you gain more practice in working together
as a group. This first rotation was especially difficult for you since you
had missing team members.

Next week, you should be able to complete the objectives, move on to
setting up altematives, and begin to work on pailwise assessment of your
objectives and allemalives.

Cheers,
Rita Vick

M

Dolphins: A critique of your Sept. 19 lab work follows.

Goal: Good statement of goal for State Govemment.

Objectives/Criteria: Good objectives and definitions.
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Building the model: Your idea of using the Ice Cream model as a base for
bUilding your State Govemment model by going through "Structuring" is OK.
However, you can build your own model directly by just going to "Evaluation
& Choice" at the top of the Windows Start Menu. This will open a "blank"
model for you. Then just click on "File" then "New" where you can name
your model and then choose to use the "Model Library," "Structuring," or
"Direct." I would like you to choose "Direct" for now. This will place
you at the point of specifying your Goal definition.

Whiteboard: You should use the NetMeeting whiteboard to brainstorm and to
keep track of where you are. The whiteboard will also serve as a backup
that shows what you have done in case your TeamEC model crashes (Which
happens frequently in this lab).

Next week, you should be able to complete the objectives, move on to
setting up altematives, and begin to work on pairwise assessment of your
objectives and altematives.

Cheers,
Rita Vick

M and 5

Broncos: A Critique of your Sept. 19 lab work follows.

Goal: Good definition for UH Administration role.

ObjectiveslCriteria: Good start on possible objectives that will help
reach the goal.

Whiteboard: I'm glad to see you using the Whiteboard to document the ideas
you came up with in the brainstorming part of your decision-making. This
will also serve as a backup that shows what you have done in case your
TeamEC model crashes (which happens frequently in this lab).

Next week, you should be able to complete the objectives, move on to
setting up alternatives, and begin to work. on pairwise assessment of your
objectives and alternatives.

Cheers,
Rita Vick
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